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Preface 

Introduction 

This Noise Guidebook has been 
prepared to serve as the basic 
reference document fO<' all HUD field 
staff who are responsible for 
Implementing the Department's noise 
policy. lt brings together In one place 
all the various reports, Informational 
papers and other Items that have been 
put out by the Department over the 
past several years. It also contains 
several new Items designed to make 
your job easier. 

This Guidebook Is designed to 
serve not only the experienced HUD 
staff member but also the new 
employee 0<' the old employee who Is 
new to the noise field. Because of 
this, the Guidebook contains some 
fairly basic background material as 
well as quizzes and other material 
specifically geared for the "learner." 
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The following should replace the paragraph entitled “Horns and Whistles” on page 63 
(also marked 15) in the Noise Assessment Guidelines, Chapter 5, of The Noise 
Guidebook (September 1991).   

If the Noise Assessment Location (NAL) is perpendicular to any point on 
along a railroad track between the whistle posts for a road crossing, a 
factor to account for the noise of warning horns or whistles must be 
included in the calculation.  There are 2 factors to be used based on the 
type of locomotive.  If the locomotive is diesel-powered, enter the number 
10 in column 11 of Worksheet D.  If the locomotive is electric-powered, 
enter the number 100 in column 18 of Worksheet D.  If the NAL is not 
between the whistle posts for a road crossing, enter the number 1 in each 
column. 

Note:  Whichever horn factor is appropriate, it must only be applied once.  
If a factor is applied for diesel locomotives in the first section of the 
worksheet, it must not be applied to the railcar noise calculation in the 
second part.  In that instance, enter the number 10 in column 11 and the 
number 1 in column 18. 

A revised Worksheet D also accompanies this correction.  It is easily distinguished from 
the original.  The new Worksheet D has an additional column in the second section of 
page 2 for a total of 27 columns.  The original version, with 26 columns, is hereby void. 



List All Railways within 3000 feet of the site:

1.

2.

3.

1. Effective distance:

5.   Number of rail cars per train:

4.   Number of diesel locomotives per train:

3.   Fraction of operations occuring at night:

	 b.	 electrified

 a.   diesel

2. Number of Trains in 24 hours:

Railway No. 1 Railway No. 3Railway No. 2

Railway Noise
Data Sheet

Noise Assessment Guidelines

 a.   diesel trains

Include locomotive for 
electrified	trains

Necessary Information

Notes

	 b.			electrified	trains

6.   Average train speed:

7.   Is track welded or bolted?

8.   Is the site opposite a section of tracks  
 between whistle stops?

10 p.m. - 7a.m.

Measured in feet from 
NAL to center of track



Adjustments for Diesel Locomotives

9 
No. of
Locomotives

2

Combined Locomotive and Railway Car DNL (See combining noise levels table for procedures)

Partial DNL 
Railway No. 1

10 
Average
Speed
(Table 9)

11 

Horns
(Enter 10)

12 
Night-
time
(Table 5)

13 
No. of 
Trains
(Line 2a)

14 

Adj. No
of Opns.

15 

DNL
(Workchart 3)

16 

Barrier
Attn.

17 

Partial
DNL

x x x x = - =

x x x x = - =

Railway No. 1

Railway No. 2

Railway No. 3 x x x = - =

Adjustments for Railway Cars or Rapid Transit Trains and Electric Locomotives

18 
Horns on 
Electric 
Trains only
(Enter 100) 

19 
Number
of cars

50

20 
Average
Speed
(Table 10 )

21 
Bolted
Rails
(Enter 4)
Welded
(Enter 1)

22 
Night-
time
(Table 5)

23 
No. of 
Trains
(Lines 2a 
and 2b)

24 
Adj. No.
of Opns. 

25 

DNL
(Workchart 4)

26 

Barrier
Attn.

27 

Partial
DNL

x x x x x = - =

x

x x x x x = - =

Railway No. 1

Railway No. 3

Railway No. 2 x x x x = - =

Partial DNL 
Railway No. 3

Partial DNL 
Railway No. 2

Partial DNL 
Total DNL for all Railways

Railway Noise
Computations and Findings

Noise Assessment Guidelines

x

Signed Date



Chapter1 

Basic Overview of the 
Environmental Noise Problem 

Introduction 

Background 

Definition and Scope of the Noise 
Problem 

The air around us Is constantly filled 
with sounds, yet most of us would 
probably not say we are surrounded 
by noise. What then Is the difference 
between ordinary sound and what we 
call noise? The traditional definition 
of noise is thalli is "unwanted 
sound." Sound becomes unwanted 
when it either Interferes with our 
normal activities such as sleeping, 
conversation or recreation, when It 
causes actual physical harm such as 
hearing loss or has adverse effects on 
mental health. As we have become a 
more urbanized country and as 
technology has advanced, the level of 
sound In our environment has reached 
the point when it sometimes does 
cause Interference and does cause 
physical and psychological harm, and 
thus we have developed a noise 
problem. (See Figure 1 for a listing of 
common sounds.) 

The dimensions of the noise 
problem have grown larger and larger 
over the past few decades. In its 1979 
Annual Report, The Council on 
Environmental Quality stated that 
"nearly half the US population Is 
regularly exposed to levels of noise 
that interfere with ... normal activities" 
and about "1 in 10 ... are exposed to 
noises of duration and Intensity 
sufficient to cause a permanent 
reduction In their abil ity to hear." 

Figure 1 
Common Sounds 
llulc n-y: Common Sounds In Declbob 
ld8) 

Some common, easily recognized sounds are 
listed below In orde<of increasing soond 
lntenslly levels in decibels. The sound levels 
shown for occupied rooms are lyplcal general 
activity levels only and do not represent 
critefia fOf design. 

Examples 

Near jet engine 

Threshold of pain 

Tlveshold of feeling-hard 
rock band 

Aocel.,-atlng motorcycle at a few feet away 
(Note: 50 ft from moiO<cycle equals noise at 
about 2000 h from a 4-englne Jet aircraft.) 

Loud auto horn at 10 ft away 

Noisy urban street 

Noisy factory 

School cafel..-la w/untreated surtaces 

Stenogtaphlc room 

Neatlreeway auto traffic 

Average office 

Soft radio music In apartment 

Average residence without stereo playing 

Average whisper 

Rustle of leaves In wind 

Human llreathlng 

Tlveshold of audlbillly 

Range of speech 

•dB ate .. ~ .. vaJues as measured on the A
seale of a soun<f.level meter 
(From C~t$ In Archlt.ctural Aooostics: M. 
lla'Ad Egan. MeG.., Hill, 197U 
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Very loud 
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Mode<ate 
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The Dynamics of the Noise Problem 

There are basically two types of noise 
problems. There Is the specific, job 
related, occupational noise problem 
created by extremely loud machinery. 
Then there Is the community noise 
problem where the combined effect of 
many Individual noise sources 
creates an overall noise level that Is 
unacceptable. In the following pages 
we will be addressing the community 
noise problem only. 

The main contributors to a 
community noise problem are 
transportation sources such as 
highways, railroads and airports. 
These sources are the most pervasive 
and continuing of the noise souroes 
within the community. Of course, at 
any given site, there may be other 
noise sources which add to the 
problem, sources such as 
jackhammers at a construction site. 
But in general, and for the purposes of 
this section, the main concern Is with 
the transportation sources. 

The dynamics of a noise problem 
are based on the relationship between 
the noise source, the person or place 
exposed to the noise (hereafter called 
the receiver) and the path the noise 
will travel from source to receiver. 

The source generates a given 
amount of noise which travels along 
the path and arrives at the receiver. 
The amount of noise will be reduced 
to some extent as a result of how long 
that path is or whether there are any 
barriers along the path. The severity 
of the Impact on the receiver is a 
function of what type of activity Is 
taking place, whether It is indoors or 
outdoors, and what type of building It 
Is In If the activity Is Indoors. Figure 3 
contains some basic compatibility 
guidelines. 

The Impact of the noise can be 
altered or mitigated by changing the 
characteristics of any of the three 
elements: source, path or receiver. 
later on we wllitook at the various 
mitigation measures that are 
possible. Our concern however will be 
primarily with the receiver and the 
path. Control of the sources 
themselves Is the specific 
responsibility of agencies such as the 
Environmental Protection Agency 
(EPA) or the Federal Aviation 
Administration (FAA). 

0 0 

LAND USE CATEGORY 

'Ldn • NEF Votuo + 35 

D Cloa<1y 
Acceptable 

r;;;::;;;) NonnaJty 
l.t!lLilll Acceptable 

2 

• mill 

LAND USE INTERPRETATION 
FOR NEF VALUE' 

40 50 

65 75 
Ldn VALUES 

Normally 
Unacceptable 

Clearly 
Unacceptable 



The Ideal solullon to a potenllal 
problem Is to reduce the noise being 
produced by the source. The best 
solullon available to HUD, or the 
community, however,ls to mal<e sure 
that noise senslllve uses are located 
where they will not be exposed to high 
noise levels. The next best approach 
to mitigating noise Impact is to 
attempt to reduce the amount of 
noise that reaches the receiver. This 
can be accomplished through the use 
of barriers such as walls or earthen 
berms, or comblnallons of both, along 
the noise path. If the use of barriers Is 
not possible then the only alternative 
available Is to provide noise reduction 
measures In any structures 
associated with the activity so that at 
least the interior spaces are not 
exposed to high noise levels. This 
approach Is considered the least 
desirable be<:ause most of the land 
uses we are concerned about, such as 
residential, do have outdoor areas and 
acllvltles associated with them which 
would remain exposed to high noise 
levels. 

A Note on Descriptors 

A key factor in the growth of our 
ability to evaluate and reduce noise 
Impacts has been the development of 
better tools to measure and descr1be 
the noise levels generated by various 
sources. The development of better 
tools (called noise descriptors or 
metrics) has been particular1y 
Important for dealing with community 
noise problems. Many of the older 
descriptor systems could only be 
used for one or two sources such as 
cars and railroads, but not airplanes. 
Since the community noise problem 
very often includes noise from all 
these sources the tack of an adequate 
descriptor made It difficult to do an 
adequate evaluation. 

The most advanced descriptor 
currently in general use is the day 
night average sound level system, 
abbreviated as DNL and symboil~ed 
mathematically as l,n. The day night 
average sound level Is the 24 hour 
average sound level, expressed In 
decibels, obtained after the addition 
of a tO decibel penalty lor sound 
levels which occur at night between 
10 PM and 7 AM. This nighttime 
penalty Is based on the fact that many 
studies have shown that people are 
much more disturbed by noise at 
night than at any other time. This Is 
not unusual in that background noise 
Is often much less at night and also 
people tend to be doing very noise 
sensitive things at night, such as 
trying to steep. 

Another feature of the DNL system 
that Is very Important Is that It can be 
used to describe noise from all 
sources. Thus, using the DNL system, 
we can descr1be the total noise 
exposure at a site, something many 
other descriptor systems couldn't do. 

The DNL system has been adopted 
by the EPA, the Department of 
Defense (DOD) and HUD, and more 
recently by the FAA, specifically for 
describing environmental Impacts for 
airport actions. We expect that very 
soon It will be In almost universal use 
In the U.S. 

The main Issues Involved In any noise 
analysts can be summar1zed briefly. 

• How much noise Is a site exposed 
to 
• What types of activities are being 
affected and how severely 
• Is It reasonable to redesign the aile 
to relocate noise sensitive activities 
• And, If not, how much protection 
can be provided through various 
attenuation measures. 

Your approach to these Issues will 
be affected In many ways by the 
location of the project In question. 
Projects In suburban or rural areas 
can be approached differently 
because the available mitigation 
options are greater and often the 
noise exposure Itself Is not so severe. 
In urban situations, however, the 
nolsa exposure Is often more severe 
but at the same time the options for 
mitigation or resiling are more 
limited. In the urban setting Innovative 
design and the use of advanced 
attenuation measures becomes 
critical. Fortunately our experience 
has shown that good design and 
construction can relieve or 
substantially reduce major noise 
problems. 
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Legal Provisions 

General legislation and Background 

The Federsllegislatlon which 
addresses noise Issues Is somewhat 
different from other environmental 
legislation. The Clean Air Act, for 
example, required the Environmental 
Protection Agency to set up actual 
mandatory standards for air quality 
which were supposed to be met by all 
jurisdictions. EPA even has the 
author1ty to take punitive steps 
against cities which are not mal<ing 
"reasonab4e further progress" 
towards achieving these air quality 
goals. There Is no similar legislation 
that covers noise. The approach has 
been to tackle the noise problem at 
the source by controlling the amount 
of noise that can be emitted by the 
Individual airplane engine or the 
lndlvtdual jackhammer. Agencies like 
HUD or the Farmers Home 
Administration have developed 
regulations which are related to the 
overall community nolsa level, but 
they only affect their own programs 
and are not binding on local 
communities. The Veterans 
Administration program only relates 
to aircraft noise and also only affects 
its own programs. 

The major pieces of Federal 
legislation related to noise Include: 

The Noise Control Act of 
1972 directed EPA to promote an 
environment for all Americans free 
from noise that jeopardizes their 
health and welfare. It also Included a 
requirement for EPA to set a criterion 
for noise level adequate to protect 
health and welfare with an adequate 
margin of safety but without regard to 
cost or feasibility. 

Oulet Communities Act of 
1978 amended The Noise Control Act 
of 1972 to encourage noise control 
programs at the State and community 
level. 

Federal Aid Highway Act of 
1970 established the requirement 
that noise control be a part of the 
planning and design of all federally 
aided highways. 

Aviation Safety and Noise 
Abatement Act of 1878 requires FM 
to develop a single system tor 
measur1ng noise at airports and under 
certain conditions to prepare and 
publish noise maps. 



HUD Regut.tlom 

While the Department of Hooslng and 
Urban Development has no specific 
responsibility to try to reduce the 
noise problem at the source the way 
the Environmental Protection Agency 
and the Federal Aviation 
Administration do, it does have the 
responsibility to be aware of the noise 
problem and Its Impact on the 
housing environment. The most basic 
mandate which drives the 
Department's Involvement with the 
noise Issue Is the Housing Act of 
1949 (Public Law 81-171)which sets 
forth the national goal of "a decent 
home and suitable living environment 
lor every Amerlcan family." This goal 
was affirmed by the Housing and 
Urban Development Act ol1968 
(Public Law 90-448). The Department 
was tasked by the Hooslng and Urban 
Development Act of 1965 (Public Law 
89-117) "to determine feasible 
methods of reducing the economic 
loss and hardships suffered by 
homeowners as a result of the 
depreciation In the value of their 
properties following the construction 
of airports In the vicinity of their 
homes." The Noise Control Act of 
1972, in addition to its specific 
tasking to EPA, tasked all Federal 
agencies to administer their programs 
In ways which reduce noise pollution. 
Finally, the Department Is tasked by 
Federal Management Circular 75-2: 
Competible Land Uses at Federal 
Airfields to make sure that Its actions 
do not promote Incompatible land 
uses around Federal airfields. 

All of these legislative and 
regulatory mandates combine to 
create a serious requirement tor the 
Department of Housing and Urban 
Development to be aware of the 
problem of noise and to take positive 
steps to protect residential and other 
sensitive land uses from high noise 
levels. 

The Department of Housing and 
Urban Development first Issued 
formal requirements related 
specifically to noise In 1971 (HUD 
Circular 1390.2). These requirements 
contaJned standards lor exterior 
noise levels along with policies tor 
approving HUD supported or assisted 
housing projects In high noise areas. 

In general the requirements 
established three zones: an 
acceptable zone where all projects 
could be approved, a normally 
unacceptable zone where mitigation 
measures woold be required and 
where each project woold have to be 
Individually evaluated for approval or 
denial, and an unacceptable zone In 
which projects would not, as a rule, be 
approved. 

In 1979, the Department Issued 
revised regulations (24 CFR Part 518) 
which kept the same basic standards 
bu1 adapted new descriptor systems 
which were considerably advanced 
over those In use under the old 
requirements. 

HUD's regulations also require that 
recipients of Community 
Development Block Grants (CDBG) 
and Urban Development Action 
Grants (UDAG) take Into 
consideration the noise criteria and 
standards In the environmental review 
process and consider ameliorative 
actions when noise sensitive land 
developments are proposed In noise 
exposed areas. II CDBG or UDAG 
activities are planned in a noisy area, 
and HUD assistance Is contemplated 
later for housing and/or other noise 
sensitive activities, the HUD 
standards must be met lor those 
activities. 

Project Analysis 

General 

While most of the analysis lor noise 
focuses on noise soorces located 
around the proJect site, there are 
some characteristics of the project 
Itself that yoo should know about. 
These characteristics will help yoo to 
determine what Is called the noise 
assessment location (NAL) lor site 
analysis. (The NAL Is a representative 
point (or points) on the site where 
significant noise exposure is 
expected. All distances, etc. are 
measured from the NAL). This 
Information will also be helpful tater 
In evaluating the potential for 
mitigating or reducing the Impact of 
noise. All of this data should be 
available from preliminary plans and 
specifications. II not, a quick phone 
calf to the developer/sponsor shoold 
get you all the Information you need. 
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Data Required 

• Location of outdoor noise sensitive 
uses relative to the noise source. 
• Location of buildings containing 
noise sensitive activities. 
• Location of other buildings, 
particularly ones which might serve to 
shield sensllfve buildings or areas 
from the noise source. 
• Design and construction features 
of buildings, particularly features 
such as use of central air conditioning 
which could provide noise reduction 
benefits by permitting windows to be 
kept closed. 

Analysis of Site and Environs 

General 

The primary locus of this impact 
analysis Is on noise sources and the 
primary Item to be determined Is the 
noise level created by those sources. 
In many instances, particular1ywith 
airports, data on the noise levels 
generated by the source will have 
already been prepared by another 
agency such as the airport operator, 
the local or State 
highway/transportation department or 
other similar agency. (Figure 4 shows 
typical airport noise contours.) In 
those cases no site or environs 
analysis Is necessary and one can 
proceed directly to Impact analysis. 
For those Instances where there are 
no current data already prepared, the 
Department of Housing and Urban 
Development has developed a 
handbook called the Noise 
Assessment Guidelines which 
contains a detailed desk top 
methodology for use by Individuals to 
determine noise impacts (see Chapter 
5).1ncluded In the handbook Is a 
complete listing of the data about the 
site and Its environs that are 
necessary to conduct an analysis. We 
don't want to repeat all the detailed 
requirements here, but the following 
are some of the types of Information 
you would have to collect if you were 
to do your own analysis. You might 
note that most of the Information Is 
related to the noise sources 
themselves. 

For the purpose of analysis, the 
Noise Assessment Guidelines require 
that you consider an military/civilian 
airports wlthin 15 miles at the project, 
all significant roads within 1000 teet 
and basically all railroads within 3000 
teet. 



Types of Data Required 

• Number and type of vehicles 
• Operational data: 
-speed 
- daytime/nighttime split 
• Conditions where the vehicles are 
operated, I.e., freely flowing traffic 
versus stop and go, level versus hilly, 
welded railroad track versus bolted 
railroad track. 

The Noise Assessment Gvldel/nes 
contain guidance on sources tor this 
data. Most of them are obtained from 
the "operator" of the transportation 
source. The Guidelines also contains 
model figures which can be used 
when actual data is unavailable. For 
example, It the actual number of 
vehicles traveling at night is not 
available then the Guidelines state 
that a figure of 15'/o should be used. 
Thus Ills possible to make 
reasonably accurate noise level 
detennlnations even If some 
Information is not available. 
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Determination of Impact 

G-.1 

The specific PfOCedures for 
determining the noise exposure levels 
for a site are clearly spelled out in the 
Noise Assessment Guidelines. The 
process is a fairly simple one in which 
the noise level from each source 
affecting the site Is calculated and 
then combined to derive the overall 
exposure. If some kind of barrier 
exists or Is proposed, the noise levels 
can be adjusted to reflect the 
mitigation provided by the barrier. The 
overall noise level is then compared to 
HUD's standards and the apPfopriate 
action, es spelled out in the 
regulations. Is taken . 

... . .. . ~ .. -
• f . • ~-~~ 

.. 
. . -.. -.... -



Eveluetlon of lmpect 

HUO Regulations set forth the 
fottowtng exterior noise standards for 
new housing construction assisted or 
supported by the Department: 

65 lcln or tess - Acceptable 

Exceeding 65 '-dn but not exceeding 
75 lcln - Normally 
Unacceptable -appropriate sound 
attenuation measures must be 
provided: 5 decibels attenuation 
above the attenuation provided by 
standard construction required In 65 
lcln to 70 lcln lone; 10 decibels 
additional attenuation In 70 lcln to 75 
lclnzone. 
Exceeding 75 4n- Unacceptable 

HUO's regulations do not contain 
standards for Interior noise levels. 
Rather a goal of .t5 decibels is set 
forth and the attenuation 
requirements are geared towards 
achieving that goal. It Is assumed that 
with standard construction any 
building will provide sufficient 
attenuation so that If the exterior level 
Is 65 lcln or less, the Interior level will 
be 45 lcln or less. 

Once you have determined the 
overall noise exposure for the site you 
compare It to the above standards. If 
the overall site exposure Is 65 lcln or 
less the project Is acceptable. If the 
exposure Is between 65 lcln and 75 
4n you should consider alternative 
locations or providing adequate 
attenuation wllh the first preference, 
as we've noted, being lor the 
construction of some kind of barrier 
to prevent noise from reaching the 
site. II providing adequate attenuation 
Is Impossible or Impractical then the 
project should be considered 
unacceptable. 

Suggested Mitigation 

Gener1l Contlderltlons 

As discussed briefly earlier, there are 
three basic approaches tor mitigating 
the high noise exposures. The first 
and best Is to relocate noise sensitive 
uses out ott he high noise area. The 
second Is to prevent noise from 
reaching the noise sensitive user 
through some sort of barrier. And the 
third, and least desirable approach, Is 
to provide attenuation tor at least the 
Interiors of any buildings located In 
the high noise areas. 

Specific c-ldnttona 

fleloeltlng NoiM Senlltlw UMS 

By far the most desirable mitigation 
approach Is to relocate noise 
sensitive uses out of the high noise 
area although. If the site Is large 
enough 11 may be possible to locate 
non-noise sensitive uses between the 
source and the sensitive use, for 
example a parking lot might be 
located between a road and a park 
(see Figure 5). The workcharts In the 
Noise Assessment Guidelines can be 
used In reverse to tell you exactly how 
far away from the noise source you 
need to be. 

Wheo sites are small, Y81)1 dense or 
when the source affec1s the entire 
site Ills Y8fY difficult to mitigate by 
changing the site plan. Then the nex1 
option must be considered: erec11ng 
some type of barrier between the 
source and the recelver. 

FigureS 
TheAudlblt 
LM>docopo 

In cluster -op<Mnt, open space can be 
ptacod nut tho hlg11way to rectuc. noise 
lrnpectA on ,..ldtnctl 
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Barriers are most effec1lve for at or 
below ground level sources. They 
have no effect on noise from aircraft 
overflights and are limited In practical 
application with elevated sources 
such as elevated trains. The key to the 
effectiveness of a barrier Is whether 
or notlt breaks the line of sight 
between the source and the receiver. 
If a barrier does not completely break 
the line of sight either because It Is 
not high enough, or not long enough 
then Its effectiveness Is greatly 
reduced. 

Barriers can be actual walls, 
earthen mounds (called berms) or 
even other buildings. The use of other 
non-noise sensitive buildings as 
barriers Is a particularly good 
approach In thalli need not add to the 
cost of the project and may not create 
the aesthetic problem a large wall 
might create (see Figure 6). 



Placement of noise compatible land uses 
near highway In Planned Unit ~opnnent 

Flgure7 
The Audible 
Ulndac:ape 

Use or acoustical architectural design to 
reduce noise Impacts on more noise 
sensltiV<lllvlng spaces 

Bedroom Bedroom 

::: 
~~i 

UvlngRoom 

Den Kitchen 

t.:-:·:·:·.·.·!0:•,•:•.•.· 

:) Dining 11oom 

Highway 
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As pointed out earlier, the 
effectiveness of a barrier Is 
determined In large part by Its height 
and length. Some studies have shown 
that the effectiveness of a barrier can 
be reduced by as much as 50% If It 
Isn't long enough. Again, the Noise 
Assessment Guidelines contain 
procedures for determining the 
effectiveness of barriers. 

Incorporating Noise Attenuation 
Measures into the Building 

If neither relocation or barriers Is a 
reasonable noise attenuation option, 
the last resort is to Incorporate noise 
attenuation measures Into the 
buildings themselves. This is not 
considered the best solution because 
It leaves the outdoor areas, some of 
which may be for quiet recreation, 
exposed to high noise levels. But if 
development must take place and 
barriers are impossible, then the 
noise aflenuatlon measures should 
be employed In building design and 
construction. 

Without going into great technical 
detail, noise attenuation construction 
measures generally fall into four 
categories. 

(1) Reducing the total area of 
windows or other acoustically weaker 
building elements 

(2) Sealing oH "leaks" around 
windows, doors, vents. 

(3) Improving the actual sound 
attenuating properties of small 
building elements such as windows, 
doors, etc. 

(4) Improving the actual sound 
attenuating properties of major 
building elements such as roof and 
wall construction. 

In addition, noise attenuation In 
buildings can be provided by 
designing interior spaces so that 
"dead" spaces such as closets or 
corridors act as buffer zones (see 
Figure 7). And finally noise 
attenuation can be provided by 
reducing the need for open windows 
by providing air conditioning. 

Many of the steps that would be 
taken to provide noise attenuation 
also help conserve energy. Good 
weatherstripping around windows 
and doors Is one example. Another 
might be reducing window areas in 
walls if the noise source is to the 
north or weaL Because many of these 
measures serve two purposes, they 
should not necessarily be considered 
a burdensome requirement but rather 
just good design and construction. 



lnformetlon Resoun:es 

Publbtlons 

HUD R~uletlon 24 CFR Part 51 
Subpart B- Nolse Abatement and 
Control. 

Noise Assessment Guidelines, 
HUD 1983, basic technical procedural 
resource. 

Aircraft Noise Impact, HUD 1972, a 
bit dated but good overview ot 
problem. 

The Audible Landscapa, DOT 
(FHWA) 1974, an excellent d.iscusson 
of mitigation measures Including land 
use planning and building design and 
construction. 

Information on Levels of 
Environmental Noise Requisite to 
Protect Public health and Welfare 
W1th en Adequate margin of Safety, 
EPA, 1974. The "levels document" 
that explains basis for EPA 
standards. 

Noise Berrier Design Handbook, 
Federal Highway Administration 
1976. Good discussion of barriers, 
technical but readable. 

Handbook of Noise Control, 2nd 
edition, 1979, McGraw Hill. A basic 
technical handbook covering all 
aspects of nolse for those who wish 
to go Into the subject further. 

Experts 

HUD environmental officers have 
been trained In the use ol the Noise 
Assessment Guidelmes and can help 
you work with them. Many architects 
are trained In acoustics and can help 
In development of nolse attenuation 
stral~les. 

Quiz 

Questions 

1. Why fa nolse considered 
" unwanted sound"? 
2. What Ia a community nolse 

problem? 
3. What are the three main 

contributors to a community noise 
problem? 
4. What are the three components ol 

a noise problem? 
5. What are two key characteristics 

of the day-night average sound level 
descriptor system? 
6. What are HUD's nolse standards? 
7. How do HUD's standards apply to 

CDBG recipients? 
8. What are the three general 

mitigation measures available to HUD 
and the community and in what order 
of preference? 
9. When are barriers effective and 

when are they not effective? 
10. Describe how the Noise 
Assessment Guidelines can be used 
to determine appropriate mitigation 
measures. 
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Chapter2 

The Noise Regulation 

Introduction 

The basic foundation I()( and 
structure of the HUO nolsa program Is 
set ou1ln the noise regulation, 24 CFR 
518. The regulation establishes the 
actual standards, assigns 
Implementation responslbUitles, 
describes review and approval 
procedures, and Identifies special 
situations which may warrant waivers 
of procedures or standards. 
Theref()(8, the key to your 
understanding and Implementation of 
the HUO noise progrem Is a clear 
understanding of the regulation. 

There is noway to escape the task 
of sitting down and simply reading the 
regulations, over and over untll you 
thoroughly understand them. We have 
hOwever done two things that will 
help you apply the regulations. First, 
for quick reference, we have prepared 
a list of the key sections In the 
regulation and secood we have 
prepared an annotated copy of the 
regulation. 

The list ol key sections was 
prepared to help you find the specific 
section you need lor a specific 
question or Issue. While the 
regulation Itself Is not really long, an 
index Is always useful. We cau1ion 
you, however, 11911lnst using the index 
to avoid leamlll!Q the regulations. Tho 
list was prepared for your 
convenience In applying the 
regulation onoe you have come to 
understand lt. 

We prepared the annotated 
regulation because, try as we might, It 
was Impossible to anticipate all the 
questions, lmplomenta11on problems 
and special situations that might 
arise and to address them In the 
regulation. So, now that we have had a 
few years' experience with the 
regulation, we have gathered together 
the Important q uesllons, notes, 
second thoughts etc. and prepared 
this annotated regulation. We hope It 
will give you further Insight Into what 
the regulation means when it is 
applied In the field. 
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Key Sections In Noise 
Regulation 

Section Subject 

51.101(a)(2) Application of Policy 
to Block Granta 

51.101(8)(3) Polley f()( New 
Construction 

51 .101(aX4) Polley for Existing 
Construction 

5t.101{aX5l Polley tor Modernlza· 
lion and 

5t.101(;®) 
Rehabilitation 
The Exter1()( Noise 
Goal 

51.101(aX9) The Interior Noise 
Goat 

51.102(a) Authority to Approve 

51.103(8) 
Projects 
Identification of ONL 
as The Noise 
Descriptor to be Used 

51.103(b) How to Measure Loud 
Impulsive Noises 

51 .18~fl The Noise Standards 
51.1 a Attenuation 

RequlrerMnis 
Discussed 

51.104(bKtl Special Approval and 
Environmental Review 
Requirements for the 
Normally 
Unacceptable Zone 

51.1 04{b)(2) Special Approval and 
Environmental Review 
Requirements f()( the 
Unaccefltable zone 

51.105(8) FlexlbU ty for Non· 
acoustic Benertts 
Provisions 

51.106(a) How to Tell If 
Existing Data on 
Noise Are Acceptable 

51.106(aX4l Specific Review and 
Approval Procedures 
For Airport Noise 
Contours 

51 .106(d) When Noise 
Measurements Ma'( 
be Used Instead o 
Calculated Levels 

51 .106(1) When to Give Credit 
lor Proposed Barriers 



Federal Register I Vol. 44, No. 2351 
Thursday, July 12, 19791 
Rules and Regulations 40861 

Part 51-Environmental Criteria 
and Standards 

Subpart A-General Provisions 

Sec. 
§51.1 Purpose. 
§51.2 Authority. 
§51.3 Responsibilities. 
§51.4 Program coverage. 
§51.5 Coordination with environ
mental clearance requirements. 
§51.6 [Reserved) 

Subpart B-Nolse Abatement and 
Control 
§51.100 Purpose and authority. 
§51.101 General policy. 
§51.102 Responsibilities. 
§51.103 Criteria and standards. 
§51.104 Special requirements. 
§51.105 Exceptions. 
§51.106 Implementation. 

Appendix to Subpart B 

Authority: Sec. 7(d). Department of 
HUD Act (42 U.S.C. 3535(d)}. 

Subpart B-Noise Abatement and 
Control 

§51.100 Purpose and authority. 
(a) Purpose. The Department of 

Housing and Urban Development 
finds that noise is a major source of 
environmental pollution which 
represents a threat to the serenity 
and quality of life in population 
centers and that noise exposure may 
be a cause of adverse physiological 
and psychological effects as well as 
economic losses. 

It Is the purpose of this Subpart 
to: 

(1) Call attention to the threat of 
noise pollution; 

(2) Encourage the control of noise 
at Its source in cooperation with 
other Federal departments and 
agencies; 

(3) Encourage land use patterns 
for housing and other noise sensitive 
urban needs that will provide a 
suitable separation between them 
and major noise sources; 

(4) Generally prohibit HUD support 
for new construction of noise 
sensitive uses on sites having 
unacceptable noise exposure; 

(5) Provide policy on the use of 
structural and other noise 
attenuation measures where needed; 
and 

This regulation replaces 
HUD Circular 1390.2, 
Noise Abatement and 
Control, 1971, which Is 
now cancelled, along 
with all instructions and 
clarifying memoranda 
pertaining to the 
circular. 
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(6) Provide policy to guide 
Implementation of various HUD 
programs. 

(b) Authority. Speci fic authorities 
for noise abatement and control are 
contained In: 

(1) The Noise Control Act of 1972 
(Pub. L 92-57 4) which directs Federal 
agencies to administer their programs 
In ways which reduce noise pollution. 

(2) The Quiet Communities Act of 
1978 (Pub. L 95-609) which amended 
Pub. L 92-574. 

(3) The General Services 
Administration. Federal Management 
Circular 75-2: Compatible Land Uses 
at Federal Airfields prescribes the 
Executive Branch's general policy 
with respect to achieving compatible 
land uses on either public or privately 
owned property at or In the vicinity of 
Federal airfields. 

(4) Section 1113 of the Housing 
and Urban Development Act of 1965 
(Pub. L 89- 117) directs the Secretary 
" ' • • to determine feasible methods 
of reducing the economic loss and 
hardships suffered by homeowners as 
a result of the depreciation in the 
value of their properties following the 
construction of airporis In the vlcnlty 
of their homes, Including a study of 
feasible methods oi Insulating such 
homes from the noise of aircraft." 

§51.101 G-ral policy. 
(a) It is HUD's general policy to 

provide minimum national standards 
applicable to HUD programs to 
protect citizens against excessive 
noise In their communities and places 
of residence. 

(1) Comprehensive planning assist· 
ance. HUD requires that grantees 
give adequate consideration to noise 
exposures and sources of noise as an 
integral part of the urban environment 
in HUD assisted comprehensive plan· 
ning, as follows: 

(i) Particular emphasis shall be 
placed on the importance of 
compatible land use planning In 
relation to airports, highways and 
other sources of high noise. 

Ql) Applicants shall take into 
consideration HUD environmental 
standards impacting the use of land 
as required In 24 CFR Part 600. 

(iii) Environmental studies, 
including noise assessments, are 
allowable costs. 

(2) Community Development Block 
Grants. Recipients of community 
development block grants under the 
Housing and Community 
Development Act of 1974 (Pub. L 
93-383). as amended by the Housing 
and Community Development Act of 
1977 (Pub. L 95-128), must take into 



consideration the noise criteria and 
standards in the environmental review 
process and consider ameliorative 
actions when noise sensitive land 
development is proposed In noise 
exposed areas. Grant recipients shall 
address deviations from the stand· 
ards In their environmental reviews as 
required In 24 CFR Part 58. 

Where CDBG activities are planned 
In a noisy area, and HUD asslst.ance Is 
contemplated later for housing and/or 
othef noise sensitive actovftles,the 
CDBG grantee risll.s denial of the HUO 
assistance unless the HUO standards 
are met. Environmental atudles, 
Including noise assessments, are 
allowable costs. 

(3) HUD support for new 
oonscruclion. HUD assistance for the 
construction of new noise sensitive 
uses is prohibited generally for 
prOjects with Unacceptable noise 
exposures and Is dtscouraged for 
projects with Normally Unacceptable 
noise exposure. (Standards of accept· 
ablllty are contained In §St . 103(c)J 
This policy applies to all HUD 
programs providing assistance, 
subsidy or Insurance for housing, 
college housing, mobile home parks, 
nursing homes, hospitals, and all 
programs providing asslsta.nce or 
Insurance for land development, new 
communities. redevelopment or any 
othef provision of facilities and serv
Ices which are directed to make land 
available for housing or noise 
sensitive development. The policy 
does not apply to research 
demonstration projects which do not 
result in new construction or 
reconstruction, flood Insurance, 
Interstate land sales registration, or 
any action or emergency assistance 
under disaster assistance programs 
which are provided to save lives, 
protect property, protect public health 
and safety, remove debris and 
wreckage, or assistance provided that 
has the effect of restoring facUlties 
substantially as they existed prior to 
the disaster. 

(4) HUD support for ex/sling 
construction. Noise exposure by 
Itself will not result In the denial of 
HUO support for the rasale and 
purchase of otherwise acceptable 
existing buildingS. However, 
environmental noise Is a marketability 
factor Which HUD wtu consider In 
determining the amount of insurance 
or other assistance that may be given. 

The old dellnltlon of 
major or substantial 
rehabilitation and 
modernization as being 
any project where cost Is 
75% or more of replace
ment cost no longer 
applies. Now the criteria 
contained In Individual 
program guidance 
applies. 

Existing construction 
means units which are 
eilhef more than 1 year 
old or for which this Is 
the second or 
subsequent purchasef. 
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(S) HUD support ol morJemfutlon 
and rehabilitation. For modernization 
proJects located In all noise exposed 
areas, HUD shall encou~ noise 
atlenuation features In alterations. 
For major or substantial rehabilitation 
projects In the Normally 
Unacceptable and Unacceptable 
noise zones, HUD eotively shall seell 
to have project sponsora Incorporate 
noise attenuation features, given the 
extent of the rehabllltatlon being 
undertaken and the level ol exterior 
noise el(posure.ln Unacceptable 
noise zones, HUD shall strongly 
encourage conversion of noise
exposed sites to land uses 
compatible with the high noise levels. 

(6) Research, guldancesnd 
publications. HUD shall maintain a 
continuing program designed to 
provide new knowledge of noise 
abatement and con trot to public and 
private bodies, to develop Improved 
methods for anticipating noise 
encroachment, to develop noise 
abatement measures through land 
use and building construction 
practices, and to foster better 
understanding of the consequences 
of noise. It shall be HUD's policy to 
Issue guidance documents 
periodically to assist HUO personnel 
In assigning an acceptability category 
10 projects in accordance With noise 
exposure standards, fn evaluating 
noise attenuation measures, and In 
~sing local agencies about noise 
abatement strategies. The guidance 
documents shall be updated 
periodically in accordance with 
advances in the state-of-the-art. 

(7) Construction equipment, 
building equipment and 
appliances. HUD shall encourage the 
use of quieter construction 
equipment and methods In population 
cenlers,the use of quieter equipment 
and appliances in buildings, and the 
use of appropriate noise abatement 
techniques In lhe design of 
residential structures with potential 
noise problems. 



(8) Ertetfor no/511 flOIIIS. Ills a 
HUD goal that exterior noise levels do 
not exceed a day-night average sound 
level of 55 decibels. This level is 
recommended by the Environmental 
Protection Agency es a goal lor 
outdoors in residential areas. The 
levels ;ecommended by EPA are not 
standards and do not take Into 
account cost or feulbility. For the 
purposes of this regulation and to 
meet other program objectives, sites 
with a day-night average sound level 
ot 65 and below are acceptable end 
are allowable (see Standards In 
§51.1 03(c)). 

19) Interior noise f10111S. It Is a HUD 
goal that the interior auditory 
environment shall not exceed a day· 
night average sound level of 45 
decibels. Attenuation measures to 
meet these interior goals shall be 
employed where feasible. Emphasis 
shall be given to noise sensltlve 
Interior spaces suctl as bedrooms. 
Minimum attenuation requirements 
ara prescribed in §51.104{a). 

(Hl) Acoustical privacy In 
multifamily buildings. HUD shall 
require the use of building design and 
acoustical treatment to alford 
1couslical privacy In multifamily 
buildings pursuant to requirements of 
the Minimum Property Standards. 

§51.102 Respon•lblllt!H. 
(a) Authority to approve 

projects. (1) Decisions on proposed 
projects with aocaptable noise 
exposures shall be delegated to the 
program personnel within field 
offices, including projects where 
Increased noise levels are considered 
acceptable because of non-ec:oustlc 
benefits under §51. 105(~ Reid oHlce 
program personnel may also approve 
projects in normally unacceptable 
noise exposed areas where adequate 
sound attenuation Is provided and 
where the project doe8 not require an 
EnvironmentaJ Impact Statement 
under §S 1.104(b). 

(2) Other approvals In normally 
unacceptable nolse exposed areas 
require the concurrence of the 
Regional Administrator. 

(3) Requests lor approvals of 
projects or pori Ions of projects with 
unacceptable noise exposures shall 
be referred through the Regional 
Office to the Assistant Secretary lor 
Community Planning end 
Development for approval pursuant to 
§51.104{b). 

The Noise Control Act of 
1972 required EPA to 
"publish information on 
the levels of 
environmental 
noise ..• which •• .are 
requisite to protect the 
public health and welfare 
with en adequate margin 
ol safety." EPA has 
Interpreted this to mean 
that the levels should not 
reflect technical 
leaslbUlty or economic 
costs. "Health and 
welfare" Is defined as 
being "complete 
physical. mental end 
social welt-being and not 
merely the absence or 
disease and Infirmity." 
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(4) In cases where the Regional 
Administrator determines that an 
lmporlant precedent or Issue Is 
Involved, such cases shall be referred 
with recommendations to the 
Assistant Secretary for Communlty 
Planning and Development. 

(b) Surveillance of noise problem 
areas. Appropriate field stall shall 
maintain surveillance ol potential 
noise problem areas and advise local 
officials, developers, and planning 
groups of the unacceptablllty of sites 
because of noise exposure at the 
earliest possible time In the decision 
process. Every attempt shalt be made 
to Insure that applicants' site choices 
are consistent with the policy and 
standards oootalned herein. 

(c) Notice to applicants. At the 
earliest possible stage, HUD program 
admlnlslrators shall: 

(1) Determine the aultabllltyolthe 
acoustical environment of proposed 
prOjects; 

(2) Notify applicants or any adverse 
or questionable situations; and 

(3) Assure that prospective 
applicants are apprised oil he stand· 
ards contained herein so that future 
site choices will be consistent with 
these standards. 

(d) Technical assists~. Technical 
assistance In the measurement, 
estimation, interpretation. or 
prediction of noise exposure is 
available from the Office ol 
Community Planning and 
Oevetopmenl and I he Office of Polley 
Development and Research. Field 
olflce questions shall be forwarded 
through the Regional Otnce to the 
Assistant Secretary lor Communlty 
Planning and Development or his 
designee. 

(e) Interdepartmental 
coordination. Regional 
Administrators shall foster 
appropriate coordination between 
field offices and other departments 
and agencies, particularly the 
Environmental Prolectlon Agency, the 
Department of Tra.nspor1atlon, 
Department of Defense 
representatives, and the Veterans 
Administration. HUD staff shall utilize 
the acceptability standards In 
commenting on I he prospective 
Impacts of transpor1atlon facilities 
and other nolsegenerators In the 
Environmental Impact Statement 
review process. 



§5 1.103 Criteria Md ltancllrdl. 
These standards 1fJP1Y to ell 

programs as lndlcat41d ln§6t. t0t. 
(a) Measure of exttmll nolae 

environments. The magnitude of the 
external noise environment at a site is 
determined by the value of the day· 
night average sound level produced 
as the result of the ~~eeumulatlon of 
noise from all sources contributing to 
the external noise envoronmentat the 
slle. Day-rvght-.geiOUnd IIM!I, 
Mlbreviated as DNL lnd lymboliled 
as l<lft,ls the 24-hour a-.ge sound 
level, in decibels, obtaln41d alter 
addition oliO decibels to aound 
levels In the nlghl from 10 p.m. lo 7 
a.m. Mathematical expressions for 
average sound level and day.nlght 
average sound level are stated in the 
Appendix. 

(b) Loud ImpulSive sounds On an 
lntenm basis, when lOud lmpulsi-..e 
sounds, such as explosiOnS or sonic 
booms. are expenenced at a Site, the 
day-night a-..erage sound'-! 
produced by the lOud Impulsive 
sounds alone shall have 8 decibels 
added to it In assessing the 
acceptability of tho site (see 
Appendix). Alternatively, tho C· 
weighted day·nlght averiiQe sound 
level (lCdn) may bO us41d without the 8 
docibel ~•liOn, ., lnd•cattd in 
Section 51 . t06(a)(3)_ 

Site Acceptability Standards 

Methoda f01 easessing the 
contribution of lOud Impulsive aound8 
to day-night a...age sound level at a 
aile and mathematical expressions 
f()( determining whether a sound Is 
classed as ''I oud Impulsive" are 
provldod In tho Appendix. 

(c) Exterlorstandards. The dogree 
of acoeplablllty of the noise 
environment at a site is de1ennlned by 
the sound levefs external to bolldtngs 
or OCher f.clhtles containing noose 
sensotove ~.The standards shaU 
USUIIIIy apply at a location 2 mettn 
(6.5 feet) from the bollcfmg housing 
noise aensltl~~t acllvtlles In the 
direction of 1 he predominant noise 
source. Where the building location ts 
undetormlnod, the standards shall 
apply 2 metefs (6.5 feet) trom the 
building tel back line nearest to the 
predominant noise source. The 
standards shall also apply at other 
locatiOnS where itls dete:rrnoned that 
quiet outdoOII!*)els requlnad In an 
area encUiaty to the principal use on 
the site 

The noise environment Inside a 
building Is considered acoeptablo If 
(a) the noise environment external to 
the building complies with these 
standards, and (b) the building Is 
construct41d In a manner common to 
the ar81 ()(,If ol unconvnon 
constructiOn, haa at least the 
equivalent noose attenuation 
Charactenst1ca 

Day·nighl average sound 
level On declbOIS) Special 

approvals and 
requirements 

Acceptable Not exceedong M d8(1)_None 
Normally Unacceptable __ Above M dB but not 

exceeding 75 dB _ Special 
Appfovals (2) 
Environmental 
Review (3) 
Attenuation (4) 

Unacceptable Above 75 dB _ Special 
Approvals (2) 
Environmental 
Review (3) 
Attenuation (5) 

Notes.-(1)Acceptable threshold may be shifted to 10 dB in special 
circumstances puriiNIIIl to Section 51.105(1) 

(2) See Section 51104(b) lor requirements 
(3) See Section 51.104(b) f()( requirements 
(4) 5 dB addltlonel attenuation required for sites above 65 dB but not 

exceeding 70 dB ond 10 dB additional attenuation riKlJulred lor sites above 70 
dB but not exceeding 75 dB. (See Section 511~a).) 

(5) Attenuation measures to be submllted to the Assistant Secretary f()( 
CPO for approval on a ~<ase basis 
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This is because the 
reverberation effect of 
aound waves hitting the 
wall will increase the 
noise levels at the silo. 
You won't plck this up 
unless you back off from 
the wall to measure. 



Berms and barriers are 
our first choice because 
they pfO'ifde protection 
lor yards, playgrounds, 
etc. Since outdo()( 
actiVity Is often 111JtY 
imponant to residents 
we want to protect the 
outdoor areas as much 
as possible. 

By deliniiiOI'I a bwrier 
must be separate from 
the building or area II Is 
pfO'ifding attenuation 
tor After all barriers are 
preferred because they 
Improve extenor as well 
as lnterfw levels. Non
noise sensitive buildings 
can, however, be used 
as barriers tor noise 
eenslllve buildings or 
e~tenor areas. 

§51 .104 Spacial ~rementL 
(aJ Nolu anenuarlon. Noise 

attenuation tneasurN are those 
required In addition to attenuation 
provided by buildings as commonty 
constructed In the area, and 
requiring open windows tor 
~~entil,.lon. Measures that reduce 
external noise at a aile shall be US«! 
whera...r practicable In preference to 
the lncorparatlon ol 8ddltlonal noise 
allenuatlon In buildings. Bulldlng 
designs and constfiiCUon techniques 
that provide more noise attenuation 
than typlc:aJ construction may be 
employed also to "-' the noise 
attenuation requirements. 

(1) Normally Una~table no/sa 
laM Approvals In this zone require 
a minimum of 5 decibels additional 
sound attenuation lor buildings 
t-~ng I'IOI~Jtr~e US8I If the 
day-night -rage sound level is 
greater than 65 decibels but does 
not exceed 70 decibels, or a 
minimum of 10 decibels ol 
additional aound attenuation If the 
day-night 8'1trlge SOUnd 1-1 Is 
gre~uer than 70 decibels but does 
not a~ceoo 75 decibels. 

(2) Unaccapllble noise 
laM Noise attenuation measures 
require the approval or the Assistant 
Seaetaty tor CommunJty Planning 
and De.elopment (See §51 104{b)(2).) 

(b) Spec/1/ Approvals and 
Enwronmental Review 
ReQuirements EIMronmtntal 
clearances shall be conducted 
pursuant to the requirements of 
HUD'I Depart~tal Polldea, 
Responstbohttes and Procedures for 
Protection and Enhancement of 
Environmental Ouallty (38 FR 19182 
as amended) or other environmental 
regulations which may be Issued by 
the Depa,ment The Special 
Clearance and En'i1ronmentat Impact 
Statement (EIS) threshold 
requirements are hereby modllled for 
all prOjects propos«~ In the Normally 
unacceptable and Unacceptable 
noise oxposure zones as follows: 

(I) Normally UMccaptable norse 
laM ~~ All proJects located In !he 
NormaJty Unacceptable Noise Zooe 
requtre a Special EnvlronmentaJ 
Cleatlnce except an EIS Is required 
tor a prOposed project located In a 
largety undeveloped area. or where 
the HUD actoon Ia hkely to encourage 
the establishment ol Incompatible 
land useln this noise zone. 

Assumption Is thlt 
Standard construc11on 
provtdel an a-.ge of 
20 ~n attenuetton. At 65 
~ or below thla 
amount or attenuation 
would be aufflclent to 
meet Interior ,_. of 45 
Lctn. Additional 
requirements are 
deslgntcl to meet this 
gee~ - when exterior 
noise ,_,, are higher. 

Substitute 
Elwlronmentat 
Assess~t (with ECO 
concurrence) wher_, 
you see Spacial 
0-.nce 



~I) When an EIS Is required, the 
concurrence of the Regional 
Administrator Is also required before 
e project can be~ For the 
purposes of this ~.en aree 
WUI be CXIOSidenld IS largely 
u~loped unless the erea within a 
2-mlle rw!ius of the project boundlry 
Is lllOflthan SO percent deYeloped for 
ulban uses end infrastructure 
(pettlcullrty water end sewers) Is 
evallable and has capacity to serve 
the project. 

~II) All other prolects In the 
N0<m1Jiy Unecceptable zone require e 
Specie! Environmental Clearance, 
except where an EIS Is required for 
other reesona pursuant to HUO 
envlronmentel policies. 

12) U~t~fiOis. ZOM. An 
EIS Is required prior to the approval of 
projectl with unacceptable noise 
exposure. Protects In or partially In an 
Unecceptlble Noise Zone shall be 
lubnvtlld through the Reglonel 
Administrator to the Assistant 
Secretary for Community Planning 
and Oewlopment for approval. The 
Assistant Secretary may waive the 
EIS requirement In cases where noise 
Is I he only environmental Issue and 
no outdoof sensitive activity will take 
piece on the site. In such cases, a 
Special Environmental Clearance Is 
required 

§51.1 OS Exceptions. 
ll) Flexibility for ~cous/lc 

b«MMits WileR Ills detarmlnect that 
program obJectives cannot be 
IICIMeved on sites meeting the 
acceptlblllty llandard ol65 decibels, 
the Accaptable Zone may be shifted 
tot.., 70 one caseqo~ basis 11 all 
the following conditions are satisfied: 

(1) The project does not require an 
Environmental Impact Statement 
under provisions ol section 104(bX1) 
and nolae Is tho only environmental 
Issue. 

(2) The project has received a 
Special Environmental Clearanoe and 
has rtc~Mved the concurrence ol the 
Environmental Clearance Officer. 

(3) The project meels other 
PI 001 .m goals to pro'l!de hous•ng In 
proximity to employment, public 
18dhtles and transportation 

(4) The project Is In conformance 
wtth local goals and maintains the 
character of the neighborhood. 

f') The project sponsor has set 
forth reasons,IIOCeptable to HUO, as 
to why tha noise attenuation 
measuree that would normally be 
required lor new construction In the 
t.., 65 tot.., 70 zone cannot be met. 

When the area In 
question Is In a small 
community outside an 
SMSAandthe 
IPPIIcellon of the 2 mile 
radius rule would be 
unreasoneble, an area 
oen be considered largely 
developed lilt Is 
contiguous to existing 
development and 
lnlrutructure ls available 
and hal capeclty to serve 
the project. The Assistant 
Sectetatywill revieW 
them on a case-by-case 
besis In all other cases 
the 2 mile radiusfSO% 
rule Still applies. 

Caution-every effort 
should be made to get 
official 
contours-particularly 
lor military Installations 
and large air carrier 
alrpons rather than trying 
to use the NOise 
Anessment GutdeiiMs 

What thla really mNIIS Is 
that the 5db attenuation 
requirement lorthe65-70 
t.., zon. Is wal¥ed 
Primarily Intended lor 
urban areas where 
alternative sites are not 
available. Note I hat 111 
oondlllons muet be met. 

(61 Other altee Which are not 
IXIlOMd to noise above t.., 65 and 
which meet program objectives are 
generally not available 

The above factors shalt be 
~led and made pan of the 
project file. 

§51.1081~·t•11on 
(a) Use of available dlta, HUO field 

ataff shall make maximum use of 
noise data prepared by others when 
euch data are detennlned to be 
current and adequately proJected Into 
the future end aretn terms of the 
fOllowing: 

(1) S/let In lhevlc/nltyol 
''f'POft'- The noise environment 
around alrpons Ia described 
sometln>e~ln terms of Noise 
Expoeure Forecasts, abtweviated" 
NEF or.ln the State ol Calllomla," 
Cornmufllty Noise Equivalent level 
abbreviated as CNEL The noise ' 
environment for slles In the Ylclnlty or 
alrpona lor which day-flight average 
tound IM! data are not avalllble may 
be evaluated from NEF or CNEL 
analyses using I he following 
conversions to ONL: 
ONL•NEF+35 
ONL .. CNEL 

(2) Sires In the vrclnlty of 
highways Hlghwey projects 
receiving Federal lid are subfec1 to 
noisa analyses under the procedures 
of the Fedetal H.ghway 
Admlnlatrstton. 

Where sucn analyses we available 
they may be used to assess sites 
tubtect to the reqUirements of this 
lllndard The Federal Highway 
Admlnlstrellon employs two alternate 
tound level descriptors: {a) The A· 
weighted sound level not exoeeded 
lll0f8then 10 percent of the time tor 
the highway design hour traffic now, 
symbolized aa L..; or (b) the equivalent 
sound level lor the design hour, 
aymbollzed as t.q The day-night 
~sound~ may be estimated 
from the design hour t.,. or~ values 

-------- by the IOifooMng relationships, 
provided heavy trucks do not exceed 
10 percent of the total traffic flow In 
vehlctea per 24 hours and the trafflc 
flow betWMn 10 p.m. end 7 am. doea 

These requirements are 
very important Be carefUl 
with design hour values 
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not exceed 15 percent ot the a.wage 
dally traffic flow In vehicles per 24 
houri · 
ONL .. L,., (design hour)-3 decibels 
DNL .. L.. (design hour) decibels 

Where the auiollruck mix and trme 
ot day relationships as stated In this 
S.Ctlon do not exlst,the HUD NOise 
Assessment Guidelines or other 
noise analysis shall be used. 



(3) Sll11s in the vicinity of 
lnstalltltlons prodUCing loud 
Impulsive sounds. Certain 
Department of Defense Installations 
produce loud Impulsive sounds from 
artillety firing and bombing practice 
ranges. Noise analyses for these 
facilities sOmetimes encompass sites 
that may be subject to the 
requirements of this standard. Where 
such analyses are available they may 
be used on an Interim basis to 
establish the ac<:eplabillty of sites 
under this standard 

The Department of Defense uses 
day-night average sound level based 
on C-welghted sound level, 
symbolized lcdn. for the analysis of 
loud lmpul~lve sounds. Where such 
analyses are provided, the 8 decibel 
addition specified In 51.103(b),ls not 
required, and the same numerical 
values of day-night average SOUnd 
level used on an Interim basis to 
determine site suitability lor llOf\o 

Impulsive sounds apply to the lcdn· 
(4) Use of areawide acoustical 

data HUO encourages the 
preparation and use of areawide 
acoustical Information, such as noise 
contours for airports. Where such 
new or revised contours become 
available for airports (civil or mllltal)) 
and military Installations they shall 
first be referred to tho Regional Office 
(Environmental Clearance Office<) fOf 
review evaluation and decision on 
appropriateness for use by HUO. The 
Regional Office shall submit revised 
contours to the Assistant Secretary of 
COfnmunlty Planning and 
Development for review, evaluation 
and declson whenever the area 
affected Ia changed by 20 percent Of 
mOfe or whenever It Is determined 
that the new contours will have a 
significant effect on HUD programs, 
or whenever the contours are not 
provided in a methodology ecceptable 
under§51.106(a)(t) orin other cases 
where the Regional Office determines 
that Headquarters review Is 
warranted. For other areawide 
acoustical data, review Is required 
only where existing areawide data are 
belng utiliZed and where such data 
have been changed to reflect changes 
in the measurement methodology or 
underlying noise source assumptions. 

Contours roc future noise 
levels based on new 
construction, mission 
changes etc. which 
become available as part 
of the EnVironmental 
Impact Statement 
process shall not be used 
until the NEPA process Is 
COfnplete and a decision 
on the proposed action is 
made. 

When new or revised 
contours are approved, 
mak.e sure all Interested 
people In local area are 
informed that HUO will 
be using different 
contours. Make a special 
elton to lnfonn the most 
active developers In area 
or developers who have 
wonced with HUD before. 

ReQuests focdetermlnatlonon usage 
of new or reviSed areawide data shall 
Include the following: 

Q) Maps allowing old, If applicable, 
and new noise contours, along with 
brief descrlpllon of data source and 
methodology. 

(II) Impact on exisllng and 
prospective urbanized areas and on 
development actlvfly. 

(ill) Impact on HUQ.assisted 
projects currently In processing. 

(i'l) Impact on future HUO program 
acllvlly. Where a lleld office has 
determined that Immediate approval 
of new areawide data Is necessary 
and warranted In limited geographic 
areas, the request for approval should 
state the circumstances warranllng 
such approval. Actions on PtOPOSed 
projects shall not be undertaken while 
new areawide noise data are being 
considered for HUO use except where 
the prOposed location ts affected In 
the same manner under both the old 
and new noise data. 

(b) Site assessments. Compliance 
with the standards contained In 
§51.103(c} shall, where necessary, be 
determined using noise assessment 
guidelines, handbooks, technical 
documents and procedures issued by 
tha Department. 

(c) Variations m $//e noise 
levels. In many Instances the noise 
environment wilt vary across a site, 
with portions or the slle being In an 
Acceptable noise environment and 
other portions In a Normally 
Unacceptable noise enVironment. The 
standards In §51.103{c) aha!J apply to 
the portions of a building or buildings 
used lor residential purposes and for 
ancillary noise sensitive Open spaces. 

(d) Noise measurements. Where 
noise assessments result In a finding 
thatthe site is borderilne or . 
questionable, Of Is controverstal, 
noise measurements may be 
pertormed. Where it Is determined 
that noise measurements are 

- --------required, such measurements will be 
conducted In accordance with 
methods arld measurement criteria 
established by the Department. 
t.ocatlons foc noise measurements 
will depend on the locallon of noise 
senslllve uses that are nearest to the 
predominant noise source (see 

This ts also required for 
noise studies for devel· 
opera by consultants, 
whether to provide 
original data, or to 
contest existing data ore 
HUO analysis It Is 
particulariy important to 
make sure the same 
traffic, vehicle or 
operational data were 
used for each study, 
when one study is being 
contested. 
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(e) P!O{ectlons ol nols. exposure 
tn addition to assess I no existing 
expoeure, future condlllons should be 
prc~tected To the extent possible, 
noise expoeure shall be PfOiecled to 
be repfesentatlve of conditions thai 
are expocted to exist at a lime at least 
10 yeara beYOIId the date of the 
prosect pr ectlon under review. 

(f) Reduction ol site noise by use of 
berm• en<Jior barrlet'$ IIIIIs detf!f· 
mined by adequate analysis that a 
berm and/or barrier will reduce noise 
at a hO<Jslng ell e. and If the barrier Is 

---------exlstlno pr there areo assurances that 
it will blln pi-pri« to occupancy, 
the enwonmental noise aMJysis fpr 
the site mey reflect the beneflls 
alfprded by the berm and/or barrier. 

This provision should be 
used with caution. Very 
clear and strong assur· 
ances that berms pr 
bamers will be con
struCted should be 
obtamed In writing belpre 
approval. 

Again also note that by 
dellnltlon a barrier must 
be phySically separate 
trom the building or area 
It Is providing attenuation 
for. 

The Noise Assessment 
Guidelines contain 
procedures for Mluallno 
barrier effectiveness 

In the enwonmeotal review 
process under §51. 104(b~ the locahon 
hetght and O.Sogn of the berm andlor 
bamllf shall be evaluated to deter· 
mine lte etlectl-s, and impact on 
design and aesthetic quality, 
circulation and othef environmeontal 
factpra 

AppendiX lo Subpar18-deflnltlon of 
IIOOUSIIcalquantltlet 

1. Sound Level. The quantity In 
decibelS measured with an 
instrument satislylno requlremeonts of 
AmeriCan National Standatd 
Specification fpr Type 1 Sound Level 
Met eraS 1 4-1971 Fast tlme
averaglno and A-frequency weigh Uno 
are to be used, unless others are 
specified The sound leYel meter with 
the A -ghhno Is prograssJolely leas 
sensitive to sounds ol frequency 
below t ,OCXJ hertz (cycles Pf!f second), 
somewhat as Is the ear. Wlth fast time 
averaglno the sound level meter 
responds pertlculat1y to recent 
sounds almost as qulcltty as does the 
ear In ludOino the loudness of a 
sound. 

(2) Average Sound Level. Average 
sound level, In decibels, Is the kM!I of 
the rnean-tquare A"Nelghted sound 
pressure durino the stated time 
period. with reference to the square of 
the standard reference sound 
pressure of 20 mlctopascals. 

When proJections fpr 
airpprts are basad on new 
construction or similar 
actions the likelihood 
that such major acllon 
will actually take place 
shO<Jid be carefully 
evaluated This Is 
particularly Important If 
local funding Ia required 
Checlt to eae If Initial 
actions such as land 
pun:llasM. bonds etc. 
been taken If projections 
are just basad on 
expanded traffic IIM!Is 
make sure they are 
reasonable lor the area. 
Projections lpr smaller 
communities are often 
()118(1y oPtimistic. 

l 1 ( /0700 10 IL. (I)+ 10Y10 dt 
L,. = tO log10 86400 j()(1:Xl 

2200 /, 2400 ) l 
/, 

L (t)l10 10 IL.<Il + 10Y10 dt + 10 • dt + 
0700 2200 
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Time t Is In seconds, so the limite 
shown In hours and minutes are 
ectually Interpreted In seconds. L,.(t) 
Is the time 1131Ying value of A
weighted sound level, tho quantity In 
decibels measured by en Instrument 
satisfying requirements of American 
National Standard Specification for 
Type 1 Sound Level Meters 
S1.4-1971. 

3. Loud Impulsive Sounds. When 
loud Impulsive sounds such as sonic 
booms or explosions are anticipated 
oonlrlbutors to tho noise environment 
at a slte,the contribution to day-night 
average sound level produced by the 
loud Impulsive sounds &hall have 8 
decibels added to II In assessing the 
acceptability of a site. 

A loud Impulsive sound Is defined 
tor the purpose of this regulation as 
one tor which: 

(1) The sound Is definable as a 
discrete event wherein the sound level 
Increases to a maximum and then 
decreases In a total lime Interval of 
approximately one second or less to 
the ambient background level that 
exists without the sound; and 

Oil The maximum sound level 
(obtained with slow averaging lime 
and A-weighting of a Type 1 sound 
level meter whose charectenstics 
comply with ANSI S 1.4-1971) exceeds 
the sound level prior to the onset of 
the event by atleast6 decibels; and 

(Ill) The maximum sound level 
obtained with fast averaging time of a 
sound ll!'lel meter exceeds the 
maximum value obtained with slow 
averaging lime by at least 4 decibels. 

Issued at Washington, D.C., on July 
5, 1979. 
Patricia Roberts Harris, 
SecreiBfY ollfousing and UrtJan 
Development 
[FR Doc. 79-21481 Filed 7-11-79,8:45 
am] 
BlUING CODE 4210-01-11 

Quiz on the Noise Regulations 

Questions 

1. Whalls the HUO policy on 
support for existing constructon In 
high noise areas? 
2. What Ia the detlnltton o1 "major or 

substantial rehabilltatlon"? 
3. What is HUD's Interior noise 

goal? 
4. What project approval authority 

does the Fleld Office have? 
5. Who approves projects In the 

Unacceptable Zone? 
6. What noise descriptor Is used to 

express noise levels In tho 
regulation? 

7. How are loud Impulsive sounds to 
be evaluated? 
8. At what point on a building's 

exterior are sound levets to be 
determined? 
9. What Is the baste assumption 

behind the attenuation levels 
required? 
10. What type of attenuation 
measutes are preferred? 
11. When should building attenuation 
measures be considered? 
12. When are EtS's required? 
13. When Is an area ooosldered 
"largely undeveloped"? 
14. What Is " Flexibility tor Non
Acoustic Benefits"? 
15. Six conditions are listed tor 
waiving the attenuation requirement 
under the FlexlbllltyfO€ Non-Acoustic 
Benefits provision, how many must be 
met for the waiver to be granted? 
16. Who has the authorlty to grant the 
attenuation requirements waiver 
under the ''llexlblllty" provision? 
17. What nolsedescrtptorsotherthan 
ONL are acceptable for alrc:taft noise 
contours? 
18. Who normally apl)(oves areawide 
nolse data such as airport noise 
contours? 
19. If a site Is partially In the 
Unacceptable Zone and partially In 
the Normally Unacceptable Zone, 
wllldi review and approval procedures 
apply? 
20. When should noise 
measurements be used In lieu of 
areawide data or Noise Assessment 
Guidellnt!!i calculations? 

Quiz on the Noise R~ulatlons 

Answllfa 
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Chapter3 

Major Polley and 
Implementation Questions 
Related to the Noise 
Regulation 

As regulations are applied In the field, 
It Is Inevitable that questions will 
arise. ills, after all, very difficult to 
anticipate every situation when 
preparing a regulation. Sometimes 
tha questions relate to specific and 
unlqua situations of limited interest 
to anyone but the office involved. 
Other questions, however, raise 
lssuas of more general conoem.ln 
this sectiOO we have brought together 
tha most Important and most relevant 
questions that have arisen since the 
noise regulation went into effect in 
August of 1979. We have used a 
question and answer formal for your 
convenience. 

The following are the topics Included: 

1. Noise projections for civil airports 
2. Definition of lnfill for small towns 
3. Areawide EIS waivers 
4. Requirements for modernization 
and rehabilitation protects 
5. Use of berms and barriers as 
attenuation measures 
6. New and revised airport noise 
contours 

Questions and AnsW*S 

I . How valid and useful are civil 
airport noise projections that show 
significant reductions In the amount 
of land exposed to high noise levels? 
Should we be suspicious? 

Contours that show significant 
reductions In the area exposed to 
high noise levels may seem 
questionable, but, according to the 
Environmental Protection Agency, 
they may be quite accurate. The EPA 
does expect to see some significant 
reductions In the number of people 
exposed to high levels of aircraft 
noise over the next 15 years. In their 
report Avletion Noise: The Next 
TW&nty years, EPA stated that they 
expected to see tha number of people 
exposed to levels of 65ldn or greater 
to drop from a 1975 figure of 5,5(i(),OOO 
to about2,650,000 In the year 2000. 
Much olthls reduction would occur 
during the period 1980- 1985 with 
more modest decreases thereafter. 
The reductions are expected to result 
from the Federal Aviation 
Administration's current noise 
certification requirements, even with 
up to 100% Increases in aircraft 
operations. (Current certification 
requirements are for all new aircraft 
to achieve stage three noise levels 
and all older aircraft to achieve stage 
two levels by 1985. Progress has been 
good In meeting these requirements.) 

In general then, you should not be 
surprlsed to see significant 
reductions in contour size if the 
following conditions are met: 

• the decrease In size is no more than 
50%; 
• the Increase In operations Is no 
more than 100%; and 
• FAR stage3 aircraft, such as the 
6757 and 6767, are included in the 
fleet mix, but not to the total 
exclusion of all other aircraft. 
Assuming that the contours are 
otherwise technically correct, 
significantly smaller contours should 
be acceptable. 
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2. Many small towns aren' t big 
enough for a project to meet the 
definition of In fill contained in section 
51.104 (bXt)(ll). However, a project 
located In the heart of town can hardly 
be considered to be In a largely 
undeveloped area. Must an EIS be 
prepared? 

Not necessarily. If the jurisdiction 
in which the project Is located is not 
part of a standard metropolitan area, a 
project may be considered In fili i! It Is 
within or contiguous to the already 
developed area and Infrastructure 
(particularly water and sewer) Is 
available and has the capacity to 
serve the project. It must also be clear 
that the project will not encourage the 
establishment of other Incompatible 
land uses In the normally 
unacceptable noise zone. 

If you believe a project meets these 
criteria, submit documentation to the 
Ofllce of Envl ronment and Energy for 
their revlew and determination. 

3. What can we do to reduce the 
procedural burden when, lor a variety 
of reasons, the Department expects 
to be considering a number of 
projects In an unacceptable noise 
zone? Most of the projects would 
probably qualify for an EIS waiver, but 
how can we avoid filling repetitive, 
lndillldual requasts? 

While the number of cases where 
the Department would be seriously 
considering a number of projects 
exposed to unacceptable noise levels 
In the same jurisdiction is likely to be 
limited, there Is an alternative to 
Individual processing in those 
situations. The alternative is to issue 
an areawide waiver for the entire 
affected jurisdiction. Such a waiver 
can be useful when the unacceptable 
no!se zone heavily impacts a 
substantially developed community 
with limited site alternatives. (In most 
cases we would expect that the noise 
source would be aircraft, but in very 
small towns it Is possible that a 
heavlly used rail line could create a 
large unacceptable noise zone.) 

An areawide EIS waiver would, of 
course, have to have a more detailed 
envlronmental assessment than an 
lndlvldual project request, and there 
are other special processing steps. 



But If you have a situation whefe you 
think the Oepartmeot has a good 
reason to expect to process a number 
of projects within the unacceptable 
noise zone, there Is an alternative to 
Individual EIS waiYefS. Contact the 
Office of Environmeot and Energy f()( 
details on how to request the 
areawide waiver. 

4. What exactly are the processing 
requirements and general policies for 
modernization and rehabilitation 
projects? Does secton 51.104apply to 
them as well as to new construction? 
The noise regulation Is a bH confusing 
on this. 

Yes,lhe noise regulation Is a bit 
confusing on this question. We have 
seen several instances where field 
offices have mistakenly applied the 
provisions of Section 51.104to 
modernization and rehabilitation 
projects. We believe that this happens 
because section 51.1041s not as 
clearly titled as It might have been. It 
would be better If It read "special 
requirements for new construction" 
rather than simply "special 
requirements". 

The only parts of the regulation that 
apply to modernization and 
rehabilitation projects are sections 
51.101 (aK5) and the definitions of 
normally unacceptable and 
unacceptable noise zones contained 
In the table tn section 51.103. None of 
the othef proesslng ()(policy 
provisions of the table()( of sections 
51.102 and 51.104 apply. Thefef()(e: 
• modemizat ion and rehabilitation 
projects are to be processed by the 
field offices regardless of the noise 
zone. 
• EIS's are not required for 
modernization and rehabilitation 
projects unless mandated by other 
applicable environmental regulations. 

You must however continue to 
encourage attenuation features in 
modernization and rehabilitation 
projects,ln eccOfdance with the 
general policy stated In section 
51 .101(aX5). 

5. We know that bemls and ban18fS 
are the prefl!fl'ed type of noise 
attenuation because of the protection 
they provide f()( outdo()( living areas, 
but we need SOfne further guidance on 
when they are realty the best choice. 

While ban1ers can be an effective 
noise attenuation technique, they 
must, indeed, be used with caution 
and common sense because they can 
create more problems than they solve. 
Very high noise barriers can create 
significant aesthetic and financial 
problems relative to the noise benefit 
to be achieved. Barriers can block 
light, hinder natural ventilation, create 
an unpleasant sense of being walled 
In, and can be very unattractive. In 
addition, barriers do require 
continuing maintenance and can be 
very costly to build. 

It Is Important to remember that the 
noise regulation says that "measures 
that reduoe external noise at a site 
shall be used whet ewer pcactlcable." 
Is It practicable to propose a 20 foot 
high barfleronly 15 feet from the rear 
of a two-story building? Granted it 
would certainty protect the building 
from noise, but what about the 
blocked light, the reduced ventilation, 
the visual impact, and the cost? The 
purpose of a barrier Is primarily to 
reduce the noise levels In those 
outdoOf areas that people use. The 
secondary purpose Is to reduce the 
need f()( structural attenuation. 
Theref()(e, the ban1er should only be 
as high as Is necessary to protect 
those areas. Structural attenuation 
should be required f()( the parts of the 
building not protected by the ban1er. 
And if there aren1 any outdoOf areas 
where low noise levels are important, 
barriers shouldn't be required unless 
they would be more cost effective 
than building attenuation measures. 
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6. Whatahouldwebedolngoooewe 
have processed oow ()( revised 
aircraft noise contours and they have 
been approved f()( use? 

The most Important thing you can 
do oooe oow ()( revised aircraft noise 
contours have been approved fOf use 
Is to tell the people who are most 
likely to be affected by the change. If 
you have a oowslatter that you 
regularly publish, that Is one way to 
get the word out. At the very least you 
should specifically notify the affected 
jurisdictions and the 
builders/developers who are known to 
be active In the vicinity of the noise 
Impacted areas. Make sure you notify 
builders and developers who have 
large scale proJects that you have 
been processing In sections. Go back 
and check your Illes to lind them. 
Even though you should have done an 
overall environmental review of the 
project at the time the first section 
was submitted, the approval of 
Individual sections Is dependent on 
the noise levels at the time that 
section Is submitted. 



Chapter4 

Noise Attenuation 

lntroducton 

HUD's noise policy (24 CFR 51 B) 
clearly requires that noise attenuation 
measures be provided when proposed 
pro,ects are to be located In high 
noise areas. The requirements set out 
In Section51.104{a)aredesigned to 
insure that interior levels do not 
exceed the 45 t..oo level established as 
a goal In Section 51.101(a)(9). Thus, In 
elfect,llthe exterior noise level Is 65 
l<tn to 70 L<f0 , 25 db of noise 
attenuation must be provided; lithe 
exterior noise level Is between 70 and 
75 L<f0 , I hen 30 db of attenuation Is 
required. Likewise, for projects 
proposed for areas where noise levels 
exceed 75 L<fn. sulflclent attenualon 
must be provided to bt'lng Interior 
levels down to 45 L<fn or below. 

There are three basic ways to provide 
the noise attenuation required: 

1. the use of barriers or berms 
2. site design 
3. acoustical construction 

01 these, only the first two provide 
any Improvement in the exterior 
environment. Because HUD considers 
a quiet exterior environment to be 
impor1ant, we prefer the use of those 
measures that reduce exterior levels 
as well as Interior levels. The use of 
acoustical construction by Itself Is, 
therefore, the least preferred 
alternative since It only affects the 
Interior levels. While we recognize 
that in many cases barriers or site 
design cannot provide all the 
attenualton necessary, you should 
combine them with acoustical 
construction whenever possible. 

Your responsibility as a HUD staff 
member is to: 
• make sure the project sponsor or 
developer is aware of the attenuation 
requirements lor the project. 
• make the sponsor aware of the 
options available 
and 
• review attenuation proposals to 
make sure they are adequate. 

While It Is not your responsibility to 
provide detailed design assistance to 
the sponsor or developer, you should 
know enough about the attenuation 
options to give him or her a basic 
understanding of what must be done. 
In many cases, you may be able to 
reassure the sponsor or developer 
that the necessary attenuation can be 
achieved through the use of common 
construction techniques or materials. 
Or you may be able to point out how a 
simple site design change can 
achieve the desired result without 
additional cost. 

The following sections are 
designed to provide you with the 
information you will need to fulfill 
your responsibilities. Each 
attenuation approach is discussed 
both In terms of basic concepts and in 
terms of what to look for In reviewing 
attenuation proposals. The 
discussion does assume that you 
have a working knowledge of the 
Noise Assessment Guiidellnes. II you 
have not worked with the Guidelines 
before or not recently you may want to 
go back and review them, particularly 
the section on calculating the effects 
of barriers. 
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Barrier Noise Reduction 
Concepts 

(The following, with some editing and 
with some additional graphics, Is 
taken from the Federal H•ghway 
Administration's Noise Barrier Design 
Handbook.') 

When no obstacles are present 
between (a source) and adJoining 
areas, sound travels by a direct path 
from the "sources" ... to(the) 
"receivers" ... , as shown In Figure 1. 
Introduction ot a barrier between the 
source and receiver redtstt1butes the 
sound energy into several(lndtrect) 
paths: a diffracted path, over the top 
of the barrier; a transmitted path, 
through the barrier; and a reflected 
path, dtrected away from the receiver 
These paths are also illustrated In 
Figure 1. 

1Nol$• Blrrl« Ckltlgn H•~ US f)eptrtmenl o4 
Tranapor1atl01\, Ftdeftl Hlghwty Admlnllirttlon, 
Ff!brua.y 1976. (F><WA-RD-76·581 
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Berrier Diffraction and Attenuation 

Consider an Infinitely long, Infinitely 
massive noise ban1er placed between 
a highway and the receiver. Figure 2 
Illustrates a cross-secllon through 
such a configuration. Pnl this 
example, the only way that sound can 
reach the receiver Is by bending over 
the top of the barrier; as shown in the 
figure. The bending of sound waves In 
this manner over an obstacle is 
known as dlffracllon. The area in 
which diffraction occurs behind the 
barrier Is known as the "shadow 
zone." The straight path from the 
source over the top of the barrier 
forms the boundary of this zone. 

All receivers located In the shadow 
zone will experience some sound 
attenuation; the amount of 
attenuation Is directly related to the 
magnitude of the diffraction angle o. 
As .plncreases, the barrier attenuation 
Increases. The angle 6 will increase If 
the barrier height Increases, or if the 
source or receiver are placed closer to 
the barrier. Clearly then the barrier 
attenuation Is a function of the 
geometrical relationship between the 
source, receiver, and barrier. One way 
of relating these parameters to the 
barrier attenuation Is to define the 
path·length difference as shown In 
Figure 3. This parameter is the 
difference In distance that the sound 
must travel in diffracting over I he lop 
of the ban1er rather than passing 
d1rect1y through It 

In the preceding discussion it was 
assumed that the barrier was 
"infinite"; I.e., long enough to shield 
the receiver from all sound sources up 
and down the highway. For short 
barriers, the attenuation can be 
seriously limited by the sound from 
sections of highway beyond the 
barrler"s ends, which are unshielded 
from the receiver, as shown In Figure 
4. Similarly, when there are large gaps 
In the barrier (to permit access, lor 
example), sound from the unshielded 
section of highway adjacent to the 
gap can greatly compromise barrier 
attenuation, especially for those 
receivers close to the opening. 
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a.rierTrensmlsslon 

In addition to the sound I hal travels 
aver I he top of the barrier to reach the 
receiver, soond can travel through the 
barrier Itself. The amount of sound 
" transmission" through the barrier 
depends upon factors relating to the 
barrier material (such as Its weight 
and stiffness), the angle of incidence 
oft he sound, and the frequency 
spectrum of the sound. One way of 
rating a material's ability to transmit 
noise Is by the use of a quantity 
known as the transmission loss, TL 
The TL is related to I he ratio of the 
Incident noise energy to the 
transmitted noise energy. 
Transmission loss values are 
normally expressed In decibels and 
represent the amount noise levels will 
be reduced when the sound waves 
pass through the material. The higher 
the TL value the less noise 
transmitted through the material. 
Typically, the TL value lml)(aves with 
Increasing surface weight of the 
material. 

The noise reduction provided by a 
barrier can be severely compromised 
If the TL value of the material permits 
too much noise to pass through the 
barrier. This Is due to the fact that 
when attenuation is a function of two 
or more factors, the noise level at the 
measurement point Is actually the 
combination of the reduced noise 
levels resulting from each attenuation 
factor. For example, with atypical 
barrier the noise levels are reduced by 
(1) sound waves being diffracted over 
the barrier and (2) sound waves 
passing through the barrier. The noise 
level at the receiver pol ntis the 
combination of the attenuated levels 
resulting from each attenuation step. 
lithe starting noise level Is 65 db and 
the noise level Is reduced 10 db when 
the sound waves pass through the 
barrier then the attenuated level 
reaching the receiver Is 55 db. It the 
attenuation l)(a<tlded by the sound 
waves being diffracted over the 
barrier Is also 10 db then the 
attenuated level reaching the receiver 
along that path Is 55 db as well. Using 
the table in the Noise Assessment 
Guidelines to combine the two 
Individual attenuated levets, one finds 
that the combined attenuated level Is 
actually 58 db. Thus even though the 
attenuation value of each attenuation 
step was 10 db, the actual reduction 
for the receiver Is only 7 db. It Is, 
however, a function of the way noise 
levels combine that If the difference 
between levels Is greater than 10 db It 
does not affect the levels. As a 
general rule, therefore, II the TL value 

Is at least 10 dB above the attenuation 
value resulting from diffraction over 
the top of the barrier, the barrier noise 
reduction will not be significantly 
affected by transmission through the 
barrier (decreased by less than 0.5 
dB). For many common materials 
used In barrier construction, such as 
concrete and masonry blocks, TL 
values are usually more than 
adequate. For less massive materials 
such as steel, aluminum and wood, TL 
values may not be adequate, 
partlculat1y lor those cases where 
large attenuations are required. (See 
Table 1 for a list of typical TL values.) 

Even If a barrier material Is massive 
enoogh to prevent significant sound 
transmission, the barrier noise 
reduction can be severely 
coml)(omlsed If there are holes or 
openings In the barrier. For large 
openings, sound energy Incident on 
the barrier will be directly transmitted 
through the opening to the receiver. 
When the opening Is small an 
additional phenomenon occurs: upon 
striking the barrier wall the sound 
pressure wllllncrNM, resulting In an 
amplification of the transmitted 
sound to the receiver. Thus, the 
presence of openings or holes may 
seriously degrade the noise reduction 
l)(a<tided by otherwise effective 
barriers. 

Flgl.n 5 
Atlt.cllone 11om on 
~Baf11er 

Barrier Reflections 

As shown In Figure 1, soond energy 
can be reflected by a barrier wall. For 
the configuration shown In that 
figure, the reflected energy does not 
a Ifact the receiver, but may affect 
receivers located to the left of the 
highway. However the Increase In 
noise level for these receivers would 
be less than 3 dB, because this single 
reflection can at most dooble the 
sound energy. (Remember how you 
combine noise levels? The most you 
add Is 3 db when levels are the same.) 

The situation Is entirely different, 
however, when a double barrier 
situation Is involved (refer to Figure 5). 
In addition to the energy that reaches 
the receiver by diffraction over the top 
of the barrier, if the barrier walls are 
reflective, additional sound energy 
can reach the receiver by a reflection 
from the left wall as Illustrated In the 
figure. The same principles apply 
when there is a vertical retaining wall 
opposite a noise barrier; similarly, In a 
deep vertical cut the opposite walls 
will create multiple reflections. 

II the barrier walls are not perfectly 
reflecting but absorb some or the 
sound energy, the contrlbuton of each 
reflection Is decreased by an amount 
that depends upon the absorptive 
characteristics of the barrier. For very 
hard, reflective surfaces,the 
absorption characteristics are very 
poor. Although a serious degradation 
In barrier performance may result lor 
the dooble barrier situation, use of 
materials with good absorption values 
will usually recover all of the lost 
noise reduction. 

-
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It should be mentioned that the use 
of barrier walls with sloped side$ 
(lonnlng angles of grater than 10-15 
degrees from the vertical) will also 
generally eliminate multiple 
reflections. Use ol earth berms Is 
particularly appropnate to accomplish 
this. Sloped barrier walls will require 
more material to achieve a desired 
height than a vertical wall , while 
berms will require greater right-of-way 
than a thin wall. 

Ground Effects 

Consider again the direct path of 
sound from the source to receiver as 
illustrated In Figure 1 In the absenoe 
of any obstacles. For sources and 
receivers located c lose to the ground, 
In addition to this direct path sound 
energy may reach the receiver by 
reflecting off the ground. When the 
terrain Is relatively hard and flat, such 
a reflection will add to the noise from 
the direct path to Increase the level at 
the recelver. However, when the 
ground is soft, there may be a phase 
reversal upon reflection such that the 
noise from the ground reflection path 
will destructively Interfere with the 
noise from the direct path resulting in 
a significant reduction In noise levels 
at the receiver. 

This reduction In level, known as 
ground-effect attenuation, Is In 
excess of the 3 dB per doubling of 
distance propagation loss lor a line 
source of noise and occurs only above 
soft absorptive ground (such as 
normal earth and most ground with 
vegetation~ Over hard ground (such as 
concrete, stone and very hatdi)8cked 
earth) these effects do not occur. 
These effects are most apparent lor 
receivers on the ground floor, and 
decrease rapidly as receiver helght 
aboVe ground Increases. 

While ground absorption effects 
are not completely understood, It Is 
generally believed that these effects 
account lor the 4.5 dB per doubling of 
distance propagation loss observed 
over soft ground, as compared to the 
3 dB propagation loss observed over 
hard ground. The Implication with 
regard to barrier design is that 
placement ol a ban1er over soli 
ground between source and receiver 
will r&<llrect the sound over the top of 
the barrier, thus destroying the 
ground reflection and the additional 
1.5 dB per doubling of distance 
attenuation. Thus, the ban1er must be 
designed to provide more reduction 
than would otherwise be necessary, 
to compensate lor tho lost ground 
effects over absorptive ground. 

Summary 
(From: Design Guide, National Bureau 
of Standards') 

In summary, the following can be said 
about noise bamers. 

• II a barrier does not block the llne
of•slght between the source and 
receiver, the barrier will provide little 
or no attenuation. 
• If a barrier Is constructed of a 
material with a surface weight density 
greater than 4 lblft' and there are no 
openings through the barrier, 
transmitted sound will usually be 
negligible. 

• If there are openings totaling over 
10 percent or more of the barrier area, 
barrier attenuation will be negligible. 
• Diffracted sound is usually the 
most important aspect In estimating 
barrier attenuation. 
• Reflected sound can be Important 
lor receivers on the source side of a 
barrier, but it normally Is not a factor 
lor receivers on the side opposite 
from the source. Hence reflected 
sound Is usually not important to your 
building and site. 
• Transmission of sound around the 
ends of the barrier can be critical if 
the barrier Included angle Is less than 
170•. 
• Barrier attenuations greater than an 
A-weighted sound level difference of 
10 dB are difficult to obtain. 
• FO< two or more barriers " In 
series," consider only the "dominant" 
barrier. 
• Assume no attenuation lor a 
receiver located beyond the end of a 
barrier. 

Reviewing Barrier Proposals 

All effective barrier Is one which 
reduces the noise level behind the 
barrier to 65 '-dn or lower. ll a barrier 
can reduce the exterior noise level to 
65 '-dn. then standard construction 
techniques should be sufficient to 
Insure an interior level of 45lon or 
below. Therefore, if you determine 
that a proposed barrier Is adequate to 
reduce the exterior noise level to 65 
Lon then no additional attenuation 
measures should be necessary. 

' Design Guido lor Reducing 
T!ansporlltion Noise in and AI04Jttd 
Bulldmgs, US ~menl of Commetce, 
Nat.ona18ureeu of Stanclalds, April 1978. 
(Butldlng Se•onc• s..nes 84) 
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There are lour things to check when 
determining the adequacy of a 
proposed barrier: 
1. Is It high enough? 
2. Is It long enough? 
3. Is it made of the right materials? 
4. Is It property constructed? 

Is It High Enough? 

In order for a barrier to be effective It 
must be at least high enough to break 
the nne of sight between the source 
and the receiver. In the Noise 
Assessment Guidelines you will find 
the procedure IO< determining how 
much attenuation Is provided by a 
barrier of a given helght. 

In general, barriers and berms are 
most effective for one and two story 
buildings because a relatively low 
barrier can often provide the 
attenuation needed. The height that 
might be required to provide 
attenuation lor much taller buildings 
is often not feasible for either cost 
or aesthetic reasons. However, even 
If a barrier can not be made high 
enough to attenuate the upper floors 
of a multistory building, it may still 
be able to provide some protection 
for outdoor recteational areas. 
Before discarding the barrier Idea 
check for this possibility. 

If you lind that the barrier as 
proposed Is too short to be effective 
but the sponsor or developer tells 
you that he or she can not make the 
barrier any higher, there are some 
alternatives you can suggest. There 
are ways to get more attenuation out 
of each loot of overall height. 

As a general rule, barriers work 
better I he closer they are to the 
source. Figure 6 shows a barrier that 
does not block the fine of sight at all 
when It Is located next to the 
receiver, yet is quite tall enough 
when located next to the source. 
Thus, If the sponsor or developer 
can not make the barrier any taller, 
perhaps he or she can move It closer 
to the source. 

Another way to get more 
attenuation without Increasing 
overall barrier height Is to bend the 
top of the barrier towards the 
source. Figure 7 shows a case where 
a barrier built perfectly straight 
provides 8 dB of attenuation. A 
barrier with the same overall height 
but with a 45 degree bend towards 
the source provide$ 9.5 dB of 
attenuation. Thus If the project 
sponsor or developer wants to keep 
the overall height of the barrier 
down, he or she can still increase 
the attenuation provided simply by 
bending lhe top. 
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Thus, if your review of a proposed 
banier shows It to be too short, but 
It can not be made any higher, 
suggest that the barrier be moved 
closer to the source or that It be 
bent at the top, or both. 

Is It long Enough? 

Once you have established how 
much attenuation the banier 
provides due to its height, you must 
determine If the length of the barrier 
coml)fomises that attenuation level. 
Again, the Noise Assessment 
Guidelines contain a procedure for 
calculating the effect of barrier 
length. 

II you find that the barrier Is too 
short but that there are limitations 
on how long it can be made, there 
are, as there were with barrier 
heights, some recommendations you 
can make on how to lml)fove the 
effectiveness of the banil!f. 

Again, II you bend the edges of 
the barrier, this time towards the 
..-tver not the source, you will 
Increase the effectiveness of the 
barrier. Figure 8 shows how much a 
barrier's effectiveness can be 
Improved by bending the edges. 

You can also improve the 
effectiveness of the barrl l!f by 
moving It closer to the receiver 
Figure 9 shows how much a batTier's 
effectiveness can be increased by 
moving II closer to the receiver. Now 
obviously, this creates a conflict 
with what we said earlier about 
moving the barrier closer to the 
source. Clearly each case will 
require a different compromise. II 
height Is not a limiting factor but 
length is, you might recommend to 
the l)foject sponsor or devetop&f that 
the banier be moved closer to 
receiver and the height Increased as 
necessary. lithe reverse Is true, you 
would want to recommend lhe 
opposite. II both height and length 
are limited, then the sponsor or 
developer must lind that optimum 
point where the elleclveness of both 
the barrier height and the barrier 
length Is as high as possible. 
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Is It Made of The Right Materials? 

Even If a barrier is high enough and 
long enough, Its effectiveness can 
be severely reduced If It is made up 
of lightweight materials that easily 
transmit sound waves. In the 
preceding section on barrier 
concepts we lalked about how If lhe 
transmission loss value for the 
barrier material was not at least 10 
db higher than the attenuation value 
of the barrier based on length and 
height there would be a significant 
reduction In the effectiveness of the 
barrier. 

Therefore, once you have 
calculated the basic attenuation 
potential of the barrier, you must 
check to make sure the proper 
material is being used to build the 
barrier. Table 1 lists the 
transmission loss values for 
materials commonly used in barrier 
construction. Once you have found 
the transmission loss value lor the 
material being used, go to Table 2. 
Read down the column with the 
transmission loss for the malerlal at 
its top and across the line that has 
the attenuation potential for the 
barrier listed. Where the two 
Intersect you will find the actual 
attenuation capability of the barrier. 

II you lind that the choloe of 
material has severely reduced the 
effectiveness of the barrier, you 
should recommend that the sponsor 
or developer select another material. 

Is It Property Constructed? 

Holes or openings can substantially 
reduce the effectiveness of a barrier. 
A barrier that has openings totaling 
50% or more of its total area will 
provide no attenuation. A barrier that 
has openings totaling 10% of Its total 
area has a maximum attenuation 
value of approximately 4db. That Is 
4db no matter how high, how long or 
how thick the barrier. So you can see 
that Ills very important thai the 
barrier is made of solid materials and 
that It Is tightly constructed. In 
general the Intended openings in a 
barrier should equal no more than 1% 
of total area and the cons I ruction 
speclllcations should require that all 
joints are tightly sealed. 
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1 18 (HollOw Cote) 

33 2 22 fl<t<:k 4 
Plywood 112 2.0 <mol It 4 40 

1 23 
Portlcle 
8oaRI 112 2.0 Corr4>os!t• 

Alvmlnum 
Metals Faced 314 21-23 

Plywood 
Aluminum 1/18 23 Aluminum 

118 25 Faced 314 21-23 
114 27 Particle 

Steel 24 ga 18 Board 
2.0ga 22 Plastic 
16 ga 15 

lNd 1/16 28 
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A FINII Note 

One thing should have become clear 
to you as you have been reading this 
section, and that Is that in order for 
you to adequately review a project 
sponsor or developer's proposed 
barrier you must be given fairly 
specific Information about the exact 
dimensions of the proposed barrier, 
the type and thickness of the barrier 
material, and the exact design of the 
barrier Including construction 
specifications. Without this 
Information you will be unable to do 
any more than a cursory evaluation, 
an evaluation that could be far from 
accurate. Make sure you make it clear 
to the developer or sponsor what you 
need to have 

lMnlna 314 21- 23 
on Plywood 
Plutie 
L.amlna on 3/4 21-23 
P8111clo 
Board 

Mlsctllln80US 

GIUS (Safety 
Glasa) 118 22 

114 28 
Plex<gtua 
IS/Iatl~ 22-25 
Muonlte 112 2.0 
Fll*gleSal 
l*in 1111 2.0 
Stucco on 
Metot L.ath 32 
Polyester 
with 3 20-30 
Agoregato 
Surtoce 

1A.welghtod Tl bosod on geno<olized ltuCI< 
lj>OC1Mn - : No/to 8ttrlof Dotlgn 
H.-.FHWA 



T-2 
H-. Reductiot• of • Bamlr .. a 
Fl.nCtlon or hs Tronsmloslon l.oea 

Designed Tramisslon Loss, dB or Matetlal& 
Atlenuatlon, dB 
~rom helghQ 
and length) 

10 15 2Q 25 30 

5 3.8 4.6 4.9 5.0 5.0 
6 4.5 5.5 5.8 6.0 6.0 
7 52 6.4 6.8 6.9 7.0 
8 5.9 72 7.7 7.9 8.0 
9 6.5 8.0 8.7 8.9 9.0 

10 7.0 8.8 9.6 9.9 10.0 
II 7.5 9.5 10:5 10.8 11 .0 
12 7.9 102 11.4 1 1.8 11.9 
13 82 10.9 122 12.7 12.9 
14 8.5 11.5 13.0 13.7 13.9 
15 8.8 12.0 13.8 14.6 14.9 
16 9.0 12.5 14.5 15.5 15.8 
17 92 12.9 15.2 16.7 16.8 
18 9.4 13.2 15.9 172 17.7 
19 9.5 13.5 16.5 18.0 18.7 
2Q 9.6 13.8 17.0 18.8 19.6 

Source: Noise Bsrrler Design Handbook., FHWA 
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Acoustical Site Planning 
Concepts 

(This section, with some editing, Is 
from The Audible Landscape, FHWA.') 

The arrangement of buildings on a 
site can be used to minimize noise 
Impacts. II Incompatible land uses 
already exist, or if a noise sensitive 
activity Is planned, acoustical site 
planning often provides a successful 
technique for noise Impact reduction. 

Many site planning techniques can be 
employed to shield a residential 
development from noise. These can 
Include: 

1. Increasing the distance between 
the noise source and the receiver; 
2. placing noise compatible land 
uses such as parking lots, 
maintenance facilities, and utility 
areas between the source and the 

F1guN 10 
Use ol o Potting Gatoge to 
Shield I Rtoldenliol A,.l 

receivers. Playgrounds and parks are 
not necessarily noise compatible 
activities. 
3. locating barrier·type buildings 
parallel to the noise source or the 
highway; and 
4. orienting the residences away from 
the noise. 

The Implementation of many of the 
above site planning techniques can 
be combined lhrough the use of 
cluster and planned unit developmenl 
techniques. 

Di stance 

Noise can be effectively reduced by 
increasing the distance between a 
residential building and a highway. 
Distance Itself reduces sound: 
doubling the distance from a noise 
source can reduce Its Intensity by as 
much as 3 dBA. In the case of highrlse 
buildings, distance may be the only 
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means, besides acoustical design and 
construction, of reducing noise 
Impacts. This is because it is neatly 
Impossible to provide physical 
shielding for the higher stories from 
adjacent noise. 

Noise Compatible land Uses as 
Buffers 

Noise protection can be achieved by 
locating noise-compatible land uses 
between the highway and residential 
units. Whenever possible, compatible 
uses should be nearest the noise 
source Figure 10 shows a proposed 
parking garage along two sides of a 
development in Boston. Both the 

1 Tho Alld•bl~ !And$- A Manual/a 
Hig/twoy Noise atK1 Lltnd Use. US 
Department of TransportatiOn. The F-al 
Highway Administration. Novembet 1974. 
(GPO Stock Number. 5000-()0079.) 



Fitzgerald Expressway and the 
entrance to the callahan Tunnel 
which are shown on the site plan are 
major and noisy traffic routes. In 
addition to protecting the residential 
development from the noise and dirt 
ol highway traffic, the parking garage 
provides needed facilities tor the 
residents. 

Buildings as Noise Shields 

Additional noise protection can be 
achieved by arranging the site plan to 
use buildings as noise barrlefS. A long 
building, or a row ot buildings parallel 
to a highway can shield other more 
distance structures or open areas 
from noise. 

It the building being used as a 
barrier Is sensitive to highway noise, 
the building Itself must first be 
soundproofed. This technique was 
used In a housing project In England 
where a 3,900 loot tong, t8 toot wide 
and 45-70 toot high wall (depending 
on the terrain) serves as both 
residence and a sound shield. The 
wall/building will contain 387 
apartments In which the kitchens and 
bathrooms are placed towards the 
noise, and the bedrooms and living 
rooms face away from the highway. 
The wall facing the highway will be 
soundproofed and windows, when 
they exist, are sealed. Substantial 
noise reductions are expected. 

Orientation 

The orientation ot buildings or 
act1vities on a site affects the Impact 
of noise, and the building or activity 
area may be oriented In such a way as 
to reduce this Impact 

Noise impacts can be severe tor 
rooms lacing the roadway since they 
are closest to the noise source. The 
noise 1mpact may also be great tor 
rooms perpendicular to thG roadWay 

F1gln 11 
eon..ntlonal Grid S<Jbdlvlalon 

because (a) the noise pattern can be 
more annoying In perpendicular 
rooms and (b) windows on 
perpendicular walls do not reduce 
noise as effectively as those on 
parallel walls because of the angle of 
the sound. Road noise can be more 
annoying In perpendicular rooms 
because It Is more extreme when it 
suddenly comes In and out of earshot 
as the traffic passes around the side 
of the building, rather than rising and 
tailing In a continuous sound, as it 
would If thG room were parallel to 
passing vehicles. 

Whether too noise impact is greater 
on the perpendicular or the parallel 
wall will depend on too specHic 
Individual conditions. Once thG most 
severely Impacted wall or walls are 
determined, noise Impacts may be 
minimized by reducing or eliminating 
windows from these walls. 

Buildings can also be oriented on a 
site In such a way as to exploit the 
site's natural features. With reference 
to noise, natural topography can be 
exploited and buildings placed In low 
noise pockets it they exist. If no 
natural noise pockets exist, it is 
possible to create them by excavating 
pockets tor buildings and piling up 
earth mounds between them and the 
noise. Such a structure would 
obstruct the sound paths and reduce 
the noise impacts on the residences. 

Flg<Jrot2 
P1-.-t ol Hoi$& Compatlbto u ... -. 
Higl1way Ina PUO 
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Clustllf and Planned Unit 
Development 

A cluster subdivision Is one In which 
too densities prescribed by thG zoning 
ordinance are adhered to but Instead 
of applying to each Individual parcel, 
they are aggregated over too entire 
site, and the land Is developed as a 
single entity. A planned unit 
development, or P.U.O.,Is similar but 
changes in land use are Included, 
such as apartments and commercial 
facilities In what would otherwise be a 
single-family district. 

From Figure 111t can be seen how 
too conventional grid subdivision 
affords no noise protection I rom thG 
adjacent highway. The first row ot 
houses bears too lull Impact ot too 
noise. In contrast, the cluster and 
P.U.D.technlques enable open space 
and commercial uses respectively to 
serve as noise butters. Examples of 
this are shown In Figures 12 and 13. A 
word of caution Is necessary: In a 
cluster development, too required 
open space can be located near the 
highway to minimize noise to the 
residences. However, many recreation 
uses are noise sensitive, and when 
one takes advantage ol the flexibility 
ot cluster development to minimize 
noise, care must be taken not to use 
all of thGavallabteopen space In 



buffer strips, thus depriving the 
development of a significant open 
space area. Where high noise levels 
exist, a combination of buffer strips 
and other techniques (such as berms 
and acoustical sound proofing) can be 
employed. 

The flexibility of the cluster and 
planned unit development techniques 
allows many of the above site 
planning techniques to be realized 
and effective noise reduction 
achieved. 

Reviewing Site Plans 

There are two main things to check 
when reviewing site plan changes to 
determine If the revised site plan 
provides adequate attenuation for the 
noise sensitive uses: 

1. Is the separation between the 
source and the receiver great enough? 
2. If noise'i:ompatlble buildings are 
being used as barriers for other 
buildings, are they adequate barriers, 
I.e., are they long enough and are they 
high enough? (And, If the buildings 

Flguro13 
Opon SPK<> Placed N..,r a Highway In a 
Cluslor Dewlopmenl 

being used as barriers contain noise 
sensitive activities, have the buildings 
been properly soundproofed.) 

In order to determine whether the 
proposed site plan changes will 
provide adequate separation between 
the source and the receiver, you 
simply go back to the Noise 
Assessment Guldlines procedures. 
You cen use the Guidelines both to 
determine if the proposed separation 
distance Is sufficient or to determine 
the necessary separation distance. 
You should at this point check to 
make sure that the uses being located 
In the "buffer zone" between the 
source and the receiver are Indeed 
noise compatible uses. If parks or 
playgrounds are located In the buffer 
zone, make sure they are not the only 
ones associated with the project. 

To determine whether the noise 
compatible buildings being proposed 
as barriers are adequate, you simply 
use the procedures outlined In the 
preceding section. Determine whether 
the building is high enough to 
properly break the tine of sight 
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between the receiver and the source. 
Then determine If the building Is long 
enough. It is not necessary to check 
to make sure It Is made of the proper 
materials or that It is properly 
constructed since the building will be 
Inherently thick enough not to have 
any problems. Again, however, If the 
building befng proposed as a barrter 
contains noise sensitive uses you 
must first verify that It Is properly 
soundproofed. (See the next section 
for guidance on acoustical 
construction.) If the building Is not 
properly soundproofed then It can not 
be used as a barrier for other 
buildings. 

As you review the site plan check to 
see that the building locations will not 
aggravate noise problems. Figure 14 
shows how building arrangement can 
make the noise problem worse. 



Flgun 14 
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Acoustical Construction 
Concepts 

(This section, with some editing Is 
taken from the Audible Landscape, 
FHWA.' ) 

Noise can be intercepted as it 
passes through the walls, floors, 
windows, ceilings, and doors of a 
building. Examples of noise reducing 
materials and construction 
techniques are described In the pages 
that follow. 

To compare the insulation 
performance of alternative 
constructions, the Sound 
Transmission Class (STC) Is used as a 
measure of a material 's ability to 
reduoe sound. Sound Transmission 
Class Is equal to the number of 
decibels a sound is reduced as it 
passes through a material. Thus, a 
high STC rating indicates a good 
Insulating material. It takes Into 
account the Influence of different 
frequencles on sound transmission, 
but essentially the STC Is the 
difference between the sound levels 
on the side of the partition where the 
noise originates and the side where It 
Is received. For example, II the 
external nolsa level is 85 dB and the 
desired Internal level is 45 dB, a 
partition of 40 STC is required. The 
Sound Transmission Class rating Is 
the official rating endorsed by the 
American Society of T estlng and 
Measurement. It can be used as a 
guide In determining what type of 
construction Is needed to reduce 
noise. 

The use of the STC rating system 
for transportation noise Is a subject 
of some debate. The STC rating was 
originally Intended primarily for use 
with Interior partitions and relates to 
the "subjective tm~essions of the 
sound Insulation ~ovided against the 
sounds of speech, radio, television, 
music, and similar sources ol noise In 
offices and dwellings."' However, 
since it remains the only widely used 
noise reduction rating system for 
materials the STC system Is very 
often used even with transportation 
noise. When STC ratings are used for 
transportation noise you should be 
aware that the STC ratings may be a 
few dB too high. For example, the STC 
rating for a standard frame 2 x 4 wall 
with exterior siding, and sheathing 
and interior sheetroclc may be 37 dB., 

II rated specifically for transportation 
noise the dB reduction rating might 
drop to 34 dB.' All this really means, 
however,ls that you should use the 
STC ratings with a bit of caution and 
remain awara of the possible 2-3 dB 
overstating that you may get with the 
STC rating system. Throughout this 
text we will be talking In terms of STC 
ratings for materials and assemblies. 

1 The Au<11ble Lancia<:«,.; A Manual for 
Hlghwly No/sesnd t.nd Use, US 
Deparl"*'t ol Transportollon, the Feclerol 
Highway Mministnnion,- 1874. 
(GPO Stoclo r.;ooo..ooo711) 

> Acoustle«land Thtrm.l Perlormanc. o/ 
Exterior Residential Wl//f, Doors, and 
Windowf, US Depart"*'! ol Comm«e«, 
NatioN~ Bureau of Standards, NoY8mbel 
t975. jNBS BuildingSclonc:e Series 77)PIQO 
21. 

'1bid.,p. 29 
·~slpn Guide lor Reduclnp 

Trani{>Offlllon No/uln and Around 
Buildlnos. p. 137. 
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Factors which influence oourd att...,.tk)n of 
walls 

Wells 

Walls ~ovide building occupants wtth 
the most protection from exterior 
noise. Different wall materials and 
designs vary greatly In their sound 
Insulating ~opertles. Figure 15 
~ovides a visual summary of some 
ways In which the acoustical 
properties can be Improved: 

lnc:rease the mass ll1d stiffness of 
the wall. In general, the denser the 
wall material, the more it will reduce 
noise. Thus, concrete walls are better 
Insulators than wood walls of equal 
thickness. Increasing the thickness of 
a wallis another way to increase 
mass and im~ove sound insulation. 
Doubling the thickness of a partition 
can result In as much as a 6 dB 
reduction in sound.' However, the 
costs of construction tend to limit the 
feasibility of large Increases In wall 
mass. 

The relative stiffness of the wall 
material can Influence its sound 
attenuation value. Care must be taken 
to avoid wall constructions that can 
vibrate at audible frequencies and 
transmit exterior sounds. 

1R. K. Cooke and P. Chrzanowski, 
"Transmission ot Noise Tl1<oogh Walls ard 
Floor1," Cyril Harrl1, ed., Handbook ol Noise 
Control, M<:G<a~illllooi< ~.Inc. 
(New YO<l<, 1957). 

Lower sourd attenuatk)n Higher sourd auenuaton 

Increased mass 

Ute ol air space 

I llncreesedwldthofolr~ 

® ~ I I ~ ~ I Wldo spactng betwetft studs 

M' M I I ~ ~ ~ ~ I s._ed studs 

M ~ I i i I UseolresllientattiChmenta 
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Use cavity partltlont. A cavity wall 
Ia composed of two()( more layers 
separated by an airspace. The 
airspace makes the cavity wall a more 
effective sound Insulator than a 
single wall of equal welght,leadlng to 
cost savings. 

lnctease the width of the airs~. 
A three inch airspace provides 
significant noise reduction, but 
Increasing the spacing to six inches 
can reduce noise levels by an 
addltlonal5 dBA. Extremely wide 
airspaces are difficult to design. 

Increase the spec:lng belwMn 
atuds.ln a single stud wall, 24 inch 
stud spacing gives a 2-5 dB Increase 
In STC CNer the common 161nch 
spacing} 

Use sttaagget"""'"edlli atuda. Sound 
transmission can be reduced by 
attaching each stud to only one panel 
and alternating between the two 
panels. 

2Leslle T. Doelle, Erwlronmental Acoustics 
(New YO<k, MeGraw•HIII Boolc Company, 
1972). pp. 232-233. 

F1gln 16 
Wills 

Uae 1111lllent matnla to hold the 
atuda and paMis tovetlllf. Nails 
severely reduce the wall's ability to 
reduce noise. Resilient layers such as 
fiber board and glass fiber board, 
resilient clips, and semi-resilient 
attachments are relatively 
Inexpensive, simple to Insert, and can 
raise the STC rating by 2-5dB.1 

Uae dlaslmllar l1yers.lf the layers 
are made of different materials and/or 
thickness, the sound reduction 
qualities of the wall are lmproved.2 

Add ICOUStlc81 blanketa. Also 
known as Isolation blankets, these 
can increase sound attenuation when 
placed In the airspace. Made ff()(O 
sound absorbing materials such as 
mineral ()(rock wool, fiberglass, hair 
felt()( wood fibers, these can 
attenuate noise as much as 10 dB.' 
They are mainly effective In relatively 
lightweight construction. 

SNI cracks and edges. II the sound 
Insulation of a high perl()(m80ce wall 
Is ever to be realized, the wall must be 
well sealed at the perimeter. Small 
holes and cracKs can be devastating 
to the Insulation value of a wall. A one
Inch square hole or a 1/16 inch crack 
161nches long will reduce a 50 STC 
wall to 40.' 

Common Stud Wall 
STC:35 

St-ed Stud Wall 
STC : 39 

4" 8r1d<Wan 
STC=40 

SI'W«ed Stud wan 
with Absorbent Blanket 
STC=43 

8"BrlckWall 
STC:52 

Agure 16 shows a sample of wall 
types ranging from the lowest to the 
highest sound insulation values. 

Remember that the effectiveness of 
best wall construction will be 
substantially reduced If you permit 
vents, mall slots()( similar openings 
In the walls. II vents are permitted the 
ducts must be specially designed and 
Insulated to make sure noise does not 
reach the Inside. The best approach is 
simply to eliminate all such openings 
on Impacted walls. 

'Ibid. p. 172 
21bld, p. 162 
'Doelle, p. 20 
•United Scates Gypsum, Sound Control 

Conoiructlon, Principles and Perfonnanc<> 
~ChiCIQO, 1972), p. 66 

7" Concrete Wall 
STC:52 

Double Brick Wall 
STC:53 

12" Brick Woll 
STC:54 





However, glass thicknes&es are onty 
practical up to a certain point, when 
STC Increases become too 
Insignificant to justify the cost. For 
example, a t/21nch thick glass can 
have an STC of 35; Increasing the 
thickness to 314 Inch only raises the 
STC to 37. However, a double glass 
acoustical window consisting of two 
3/16 inch thick panes separated by an 
airspace will have an STC of 51 and 
can cost less than either solid 
window. 

tn addition to thickness, proper 
sealing Is crucial to the success of 
the window. To prevent sound teaks, 
single windows can be mounted In 
reslllent material such as rubber, 
cork, orfelt. 
Install Double-Glazed Windows. 
Ooubl&gtazed windows are paired 
panes separated by an airspaca or 
hung In a special frame. Generally, the 
performance of the double-glazed 
window may be Increased with: 
• increa&ed airspace width 
• lncrea&ed glass thickness 
• proper use of sealings 
• slightly dissimilar thicknesses of 
the panes 
• slightly non·parallel panes 

In general the airspace between the 
panes shoUld not be less than 2-4 
Inches If an STC above 40 Is desired. 
II this Is not possible, a heavy single
glazed window can be used. The use 
of slightly non-parallel panes Is a 
technique employed when extremely 
high sound Insulation Is required, 
such as In control rooms of television 
studios. 

The thickness of double-glazed 
panes may V8IY from 1/8 to 1/4 Inch or 
more per pane. Although thickness Is 
Important, the factors which most 
determine the noise resistance of the 
window Is the use of sealant and the 
width of the airspace. 

As In the case of all windows, 
proper sealing Is extremely Important. 
To achieve an STC above 43, double
glazed windows should be sealed 
permanently. lf the windows must be 
openable, there are available special 
frames and sealers lor openab4e 
windows which allow a maximum 
STCof43.' 

Permanently sealed double-glazed 
windows often require an air pressure 
control system to maintain a constant 
air pressure and minimal moisture In 
the airspace. Without this system, the 
panes may deflect, and, In extremely 
severe cases. pop out of the frames. 

'Ibid 

To further Insure Isolation of noise 
between double-glazed panes, the 
panes could be of different 
thicknesses, different weights, and 
slightly fl001l3rallel to each ot.her. 
This prevents acoustical coupling and 
resonance of sound waves. 

Doors 
Acoustically, doors are even weaker 
than windows, and more difficult to 
treat. Any door will reduce the 
Insulation value of the surrounding 
wall. The common, hollow oore wood 
door has an STC rating of17 dB. 
Taking up about 20% of the wall, this 
door will reduce a .S STC wall to 24 
STC. To strengthen a door against 
noise, the hollow core door can be 
replaced by a heavier solid oore wood 
door that is well sealed' and Is 
relatively inexpensive. A solid core 
wood door with vinyl seal around the 
edges and carpeting on the floor will 
reduce the same .a STC wall to only 
33 dB.> An lncrea&ed sound Insulation 
value can be achieved 11 gasketed 
stops or drop bar threshold closers 
are Installed at the bottom edge of the 
door. (See Figure 19) 

The alternative solution to doors Is 
to eliminate them whenever possible 
from the severely Impacted walls and 
place them In more shielded walls. 

In any case no mall slots or similar 
openings should be allowed in 
exterior doors. 

Flgl.n tl 

Gasketecl door slop 
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Roofs 
Acoustical treatment of roofs Ia not 
usually necessary unless the noise Is 
extremely sevare or the noise source 
Is passing <MW the building. The 
ordinary plaster ceiling should 
provide adequate sound Insulation 
except In extremely sevefe ceses. An 
acoustically weak roof which Is likely 
to require treatment Is the beamed 
celllng.l Beamed ceilings may be 
modified by the addition of a layer of 
fiberglass or some other noi&e 
resistent material. Suspended 
ceilings are the most effective noise 
reducers but they are also the most 
expensive. 

10.E. Biohop one! P.W. Hirtle, "Notea on the 
Soond Transmission Loss of Resloentlal· 
Type Wlndowl one! Doors." Journal of the 
Ac:oust!W Society of America, <13:• (t968). 

'U.S. GYP*'"". Sound Conttcl p 100 
"'bid p t5. 

O<op ber lhrosootd closer 



Floors 
In the case of highway noise, floool 
would only require acoustical 
treatment If the highway were passing 
under the building. In this case, 
flooflng would have to provide 
protection against structural 
vibrations as well as airborne sound. 

Two ways to Insulate a floor from 
noise are to Install a solld concrete 
slab at least 61nches thick or install a 
floating floor. In general, the floating 
floor gives the greatest amount of 
sound and vibration Insulation; 
however, It Is extremely expensive. 
Basically, a floating floor consists of 
a wood or concrete slab placed over 
the structural slab, but separated by a 
resilient material. The resilient 
material isolates the surface slab 
from the structural slab and the 
surrounding walls. 

What to look for When 
Reviewing Plans 

The number of possible combinations 
of the building materials that go Into 
walls, ceilings, windows and doors is 
no doubt, considerably short ol ' ' 
Infinite. It Is however still a very large 
number,large enough that it would be 
Impossible to compile a list of all the 
possible combinations. Therefore, do 
not expect to find In this section, or 
anywhere else for that matter, a neat 
table showing the STC ratings for all 
the types of construction you may 
encounter. In fact, It Is not really your 
responsibility to determine the 
precise STC ratings for the walls, 
ceilings, windows and doors in the 
projects you review. Your job Is 
simply to review the attenuation 
levels claimed by the 
sponsor/developer and delermill(' 
whether or not they are reasonable. 

To enable you to perform the abow 
desert bed task, we have prepared a 
list of the most common types of 
construction for which we have STC 
ratings. By comparing the type of 
construction proposed to one of 
these "model" types you should be 
able to tell whether the claimed STC 
rating Is reasonable. For example, the 
sponsor/developer submits a 
description ot his building stating 
that a 2 x 6 stud wall with standard 
sheathing, Insulation, wood siding, 
and 112" gypsum board achieves a 
STC rating of 48. You look at Table3 
and find that the closest "model" wall 
Is a 2 x • stud wall with wood siding, 
sheathing, Insulation, and 112" 
gypsum board. This wall has a STC 
rating of 39. An 9 dB difference Is 
quite significant considering that the 
walls are really quite similar. You 
would probably want to go back to the 
developer/sponsor and ask for some 
supporting data that proves that the 
2 x 6 wall he proposes will Indeed 
provide 48 dB of noise attenuation. 

In order to make It easier to review 
the attenuation levels provided by the 
proposed construction, we suggest 
that you ask the developer/sponsor to 
complete a form such as shown In 
Figure 19. Such a form will give you all 
the Information you need in a property 
organized format that will facilitate 
your review. You could fill In the first 
part and simply have the 
developer/sponsor fill out the second 
part and return It with the developer 
cartlflcation or other project 
documents. 
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As you will recall from the previous 
section, most walls provide pretty 
good attenuation by themselves. 11 is 
the presence of windows and doors 
and openings such as vents that 
red~ the attenuation capability of 
the wall. Thus, after you have 
determined whether the basic wall 
Itself has a reasonable STC, you must 
review the Impact of the windows and 
doors. You do this by using Figure 11. 
First you determine the difference 
bat ween the STC ratings for the walt 
and the windows. You enter the 
vertical axts of Figure 17 with that 
number. You read across until you 
Intersect the line that represents the 
percentage of the watt taken up by the 
windows. Then you read down to the 
horizontal axis where you wil find the 
value to be subtracted from the basic 
STC value of the walt. The resulting 
number Is the combined STC value for 
the watt. If the watt also contains a 
door, repeat the same procedure, only 
start out with the modified STC rating 
for the watt. If the wall has doors only 
then obviously you start with the ' 
baste watt STC rating. Finally you 
compare the numbar you have derived 
with that listed by the 
developer/sponsor. If they are talrty 
close, you need not pursue it further. 
If there Is a substantial difference 
you shOUld ask for an exptanation'or 
documentation from the developer. 

Once again, we caution you about 
borderline cases. If the attenuation 
required Is 30 dB and the STC rating 
tor the proposed construction Is 
exactly 30 dB, you may want to ask 
the developer to provide even more 
attenuation. Remember that we 
discussed how the STC rating may 
overstate the actual attenuation 
provided by as much as 3 dB. If an 
additional 3 dB can be achieved at 
minimum cost, we would strongly 
urge that you seek It from the 
developer/sponsor. 

Finally check to make sure the 
developer has provided some form of 
mechanical ventilation. If it's a single 
family house and a whole hOUse fan Is 
the means of ventilation baing 
provided make sure that there are 
operable windows on watts which do 
not face the noise source(s) nor are 
perpendicular to the souroe(s). 
Otherwise the residents wilt have to 
open windows on the el(posed wall, 
thus cancelling out much of the 
attenuation achieved. 



T-3 
STC Aatlnga lo<T~ 
Bulking Compon•~• • 

Building 
Component 

Frame Wall 

Stucco/Frame 
Wall 

Description 

a. 518" X 10" Redwood Siding 
b. 112" Insulation Board Sheathing 
e. 2 x A atuda 16" o.c. 
d. Fiberglass Building Insulation 
e. 112'' Gypsum Board attached directly to studs 

L 7/8" Stucco 
b. No. 15 felt Building P- and 1" Wire Mesh 
c. 2 X~ Studs 16t! o.c. 
d. Fiberglass Building Insulation 
e. 112" Gypsum Board attached directly to studs 

Briel< Von- Wall a. Feeo Brick 
b. 1/2'' Airspace with metal ties 
c. 314" Insulation Board Sheathing 
d. 2 x 4 Studs 16" o.c. 
e. Fiberglass Building Insulation 
I . 112" Gypsum Board attached directly to studs 

Masonry Wall a. 1" Stucco 
b. 8" thlcl< Hollow Concreto Block 
c. 112" Gypsum Board attached to furring strips 

Windows Wood double hung, closed but unlocked, 
single glazing 

STC Rating 

39dB 

56 

49 
(estimated) 

23 

Aluminum sliding, latched, single glazing 24 

Exterior Doors 

Roof 

Wood double hung, closed but unlocked, 22 
glazed with 7116" Insulating glass 

Aluminum single hung, closed, glazed with 25 
7/16" Insulating glass 

Wood, double hung, sealed, glazed with 35 
7116" Insulating gtass with single 
glazed stonn sash-2 1/8" ._atlon 

Aluminum sliding, closed, si ngle glazed 22 
with single glazed stonn sash, 1/8" separation 

Wood, flush SOlid core, with brass 
weathet stripping 

Wood, flush solid core, plastic weathet 
stripping, aluminum stonn door 

Wood, French door, brass wealhe< 
stripping 

Steel, Uush, wtth urethane foam core, 
with magnetic weothe< stripping 

Shingle Roof with attic, 1/2" gypsum 
wall board ceiling framed Independently 
of roof 

27 

43 
(estimated) 

1 Except as noted, all STC reUngs are from: ACOU$tlcll and ThertrMJ Pttformance ol Ext«ior 
Rt$ldentl•l Walls, Doors •ffd Wlndowa, ,...uonal Buteau ot Starldat'd•. 
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,....,. 
Dts !;lla ;of,.._~......._ 
~·-c:onn-. 

Par11 
~~Name ____________________________________________ _ 

~~-------------------------------------------
5~-------------------------------
Noiae Level (From NAG)------------- Attenuation ReQulrod -------------

Pl1mory Noise Sourco(o) -------------------------------

Part n 

1. ForWallo(s) lar:lngand I)WIIIMIIO thenoiMoource{s) jOrcioMsl loi)WIII~ 
a. Desalpton ofnl ~ll\IC11on' ------------------------------

b. STC rating tor will (ratod tor no windows or door$~------------------

c. Desaipt~ ol Wlndowa: ---------------------------------

d. STCratlngtorwlndowtype ______________________________ _ 

e. Deocript~ ol doora -------------------------------------

I. STC rating tordoora -----------------------------

g. 1'er1:entJiQo of wilt (pot n l, per dwelling unit) COI11POMd of 

windows *""""'" ------------
h. Combined STC rating lor will component ____________________ _ 

2. For walls perpendicular to noise oouroe(o): 
a. Description ol will conllructton· -----------------

b. STC rating lor will (ratod lor no windows or door$) - -----------
c. Deocript~olwlndows __________________ _ 

c1 STC ratlng lor windows--------------------------------

e. Desa1pt~oldoora _________________________ _ 
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f. STCratlng for door•-------------------
g. Percentage of wall (perwaii,PG<dwelling unit) composed of 

windows anddoo<s _________ _ 

h. Combined STC rating for wall component _____________ _ 

3. Roofing component Qf ove<l>ead attenuation Is required due to alrcrah noise): 
a. Description of roof oonstructlon -----------------

b. STC rating {rated as it no skylights or other openings} _________ _ 

c. Descriptonof skyllghtsoroYefheadwlndows ____________ _ 

d. STC rating for skylights or overhead windows-------------

e. Percentage of root composed ot skylights or windows (per d~llng unit) _ __ _ 

t. Percentage of root composed of large uncapped openings such as chimneys __ _ 

g. Combined STC rating lor roof component--------------

4. Description ol type of mecllanicat ventilation provided __________ _ 

Prepatedby ____________________ _ 

Date: ______________ _ 

•tt walls contain ven1a or similar openlnQ$, attach a de$CtlpUon of duct ....-angement and insu1a.tl0rl and 
a statement of how much the waU STC ts reduotd t7f 1M presence of the vent. 
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Flgo.n 11 
Oesc:rip41on of HolM Al1..,...llon -InS 
lo\COUIIIcal ConotNC1iofll 

Part I 

~tlADt'~ ~-•"'S ~~IName __ ~~~~~~-~~~~P~---------------------

~~~--~AM~~~~~~~~~-----------------------
Iu~. 

NolsoleveiiFrom NAG) ~7L.3""---- Attenuation Required _,.3'-'l)"'"du6;..L __ 
PrimatYNoiseSource<s)-LJHLLili.C.off'-~~M)~AOLV __________________ ___ 

Par111 

1. For Walls (s)lacn>gand poralleltothenoi"? """"""sUotcloMstto.,.,.,lel) 
a Oes<:nptonofwaiiCOfiStruction' ~'-'" &R Pllfljpll> Sdlil!!d, 

.2 v 4 5TUAS ,,~,M:, 3l." Gae-tlfM.s T~>r.ulATtoJI 

b STC rating lor wall jrated lor no wtndOws orcJoors~ _,.J~7~---------

c. OescrlplionoiWindOws: WOoD l>ou BL!f JuiJ 6. 
' 

0/A" 

d STC rating lor wh1<10w type --~-<_::....!:;_~-----------------
e Description ol doors 

I. STC rating lor doorS _ _,$~~0!.._ _____________________ _ 

g. "-'*''-of waii iDer .au. per dwelling un<t) composed o1 ~ 
windOwS IQ~o anddoors ____ .o;£L-""':c<!~------

h. Combined STC rotlng lor wall compone<>t ____ ~.380::.;d!'o!..6"'---------

2. ForwallaperpenOicular tonoisesource(s~ l"'!'M"' A A 
a. Description of wall construction· ___ _...)~•!!U_!:l.I.._E-.Jtti%JJS~..I.:IJ&..,..vtLt!.'"'----

b. STC rating lor walllrated lor no windows or doors) _ ___:.Z::;_Z'----------

c. Description of windows 

d. STC rattng lor windOwS _ __t!J.::....!!.l::.._ ___________ _ 

e. Description ol cJoors __ LlMu:cl.....liJ;!Jb2lb21Rs='-----------



f. STCratlngfO<doors_ -------------------

g. Pe<centage of wall (.per wall, per dwelling unit) ca<nposed of 
windows /~9 anddOO<S __ _..:._ _____ _ 

h. CO<nbined STC rating for wall component _ ___ .:.3::..:0=--------

3. Roofing CO<nponent (If overhead attenuation Is r~due to aircraft noise~ 
a. Description of roof coostNCtlon - ----4'Kt.i!J'!--'"'-- ---------

b. STC rating (rated as if no skylights 0< other openings) - ----------

c. Oescriptoo of sl<yllghts a<ove<llead windows-------------

d. STC rating for skylights or OYe<llead windows-------------

e. Percentage ot root CO<nposed ol skylights or windows (per dwelling unit)----

I. Percentage ol root CO<nposed otlarge uncapped openings such as chimneys __ _ 

g. Combined STC rating fa< roof ca<nponent ---------------

4. OescrlptiOO of type of mechanical ventilatiOn provided {! £,q-/-gA L. A tB 

C,.ndd,·ou jl) P 

Pr~edbY --------------------------------------------

Date: ______________ _ 

•tt wails contain vents OJ similar openings, atladl a description oC duct arrangement And insulation and 
a statement oC hOW mUCh the wall STC is reduced by the pcesenoe of the YW~t 
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Quiz on Noise Attenuation 

Questions 

1. What are the three basic ways to 
provide noise attenuation? 
2. What are the responsibilities of 

HUD personnel regarding noise 
attenuation? 
3. When a barrier Is Introduced 

between a source and a receiver the 
sound energy Is redistributed along 3 
indirect paths. What are these three 
paths? 
4. What is "Path Length Difference" 

and how does It affect the attenuation 
level provided by a barrier? 

5. What are "Transmission Loss 
Values?n 

6. How does the transmission loss 
value of barrier material affect the 
attenuation capability of the barrier? 
7. As a general rule, what 

transmission loss values should you 
look for? 
8. If you have more than one barrier 

between the source and the receiver 
Is the amount of attenuation 
Increased substantially? 
9. What are the four things to check 

when reviewing a proposed barrier? 
10. List 3 ways to make a barrier more 
effective withOut increasing Its overall 
height. 

I I. List 3 ways to make a barrier more 
effective without Increasing Its overall 
length. 
12. What Is the maximum percentage 
of the total area of a barrier that can 
be made up of openings without a 
s ignificant loss In barrier 
effectiveness? 
13. Ust 3 site planning techniques 
that are used to shield residential 
developments. 
14. When are parks and playgrounds 
not noise compatible uses that can be 
employed as buffers? 
15. What are the two main things to 
look for when reviewing site plan 
changes? 
16. What are some of the building 
orientations which can aggravate 
noise problems? 
17. What Is the Sound Transmission 
Class (STC) rating? 
18. Which Is better a high STC or a 
low STC rating? 
19. What kinds of conditions were 
STC ratings originally developed for? 
20. What shOuld you do when using 
STC ratings In a transportation noise 
situation? 
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21. List 5 ways to Improve the 
attenuation capability of a wall. 
22. Windows are one of the 
acoustically weakest components In 
a wall. List 3 ways to reduce the 
negative effects of windows. 
23. What is the best way to reduce 
the effect of doors? 



Quiz on Noise Attenuation 

Answers 

1. a. barriers or benns 
b. site design 
c. acoustical construction 

2. a. to make sure the project 
sponsor/developer Is aware of 
the attenuation requirements 

b. provide sponsor/developer 
with an overview of available 
options 

c. review attenuation proposals 
to make sure they are 
adequate 

3. a. A diffracted path over the top 
of the barrier 

b. A transmitted path through 
the barrier 

c. A reflected path away from the 
receiver 

4. "Path length Difference" is the 
difference In distance that sound 
must travel diffracting over the 
barrier ratherthan passing 
directly through it. Since sound 
energy decreases over distance, 
the greater the path length 
distance the greater the 
attenuation. 

5. "Transmission loss Values" 
represent the amount noise levels 
will be reduced when the sound 
waves pass through a barrier. 

6. Since the attenuation provided by 
a barrier is a function of both the 
sound energy that goes over the 
top and the energy that goes 
through the barrier, if the 
transmission loss value Is low 
then the effectiveness of the 
barrier will be greatly reduced. 

7. If the transmission loss value of 
the barrier material Is at least 
10dB greater than the attenuation 
level provided by diffraction (I.e. 
barrier height) there shouldn't be 
any problem. 

8. No. The combined effect of 
multiple barriers does not 
normally provide significantly 
greater attenuation than a single 
barrier. For design purposes, the 
general procedure is to assume 
the attenuation of the most 
effective barrier. 

9. a Is It high enough? 
b. Is It long enough? 
c. Is it made of the right 

material? 
d. Is It properly constructed? 

10. a move the barrier closer to the 
source 

b. bend the top of the barrier 
towards the source 

c. doboth 

1 1. a move It closer to the receiver 
b. bend the ends toward the 

receiver 
c. doboth 

12. 1 percent 
13. Any 3 of the below: 

a. Increasing the distance 
between the source and the 
receiver 

b. placing noise compatible land 
uses between the source and 
the receiver 

c. locating barrier type buildings 
parallel to the source 

d. orienting residences away 
from the noise 

14. when they are the only ones 
associated with the project 

15. a is the separation between the 
source and receiver great 
enough 

b. If a noise compatible building 
Is being used as a barrier Is It 
tall and long enough? 

16. Building orientations which trap 
noise and cause it to reverberate 
off building walls. This would 
Include shapes where a court is 
open to the source or where a 
series of buildings are arranged 
perpendicular to the source. 

17. The STC rating is equal to the 
number of decibels a sound is 
reduced as It passes through a 
material. 

18. A high STC rating Is better. 
19. The STC ratings were originally 

intended primarily for use with 
Interior partitions and lor noise 
such as speech, radios, 
television. 

20. Recognize that the STC rating 
may overstate the effectiveness 
ot the materials by 2-3db. 
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21. Any of the 9 below: 
a. Increase the mass and 

stiffness of the wall 
b. use cavity partitions 
c. Increase the width of the 

airspace 
d. Increase the spacing between 

studs 
e. use staggered studs 
I. use resilient materials to hold 

the studs and finish materials 
together 

g. use of dissimilar layers 
Qeaves) 

h. add acoustical blankets 
I. seal cracks and edges 

22. Any of the 4 below: 
a. close the windows and 

provide mechanical 
ventilation 

b. reduce window size 
c. Increase glass thickness 
d. Install double glazed windows 

23. Eliminate them I rom severely 
Impacted walls 
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Foreword 

In choosing amongal1ernative sites for 
housing, potential noise problems are 
prominent among the Issues that must be 
examined. These Noise Assessment 
Guidelines were developed to provide 
HUD field staff, Interested builders, 
developers. and loUt officials with an 
easy-to-use metllod ol evaluating noise 
problems with a minimum ol time and 
effort 

We beloeve that this set of tools woll 
simplify the process of belancing the goal 
of environmental protection with those of 
efficiency and reduced housing costs. We 
hope you wlllllnd them uselul, and invite 
your comments. 

Benjamin F. Bobo 
Acting Assistant Secretary lor 
Polley Developmenland Research 

~~~\~ 
Assistant Secretary for 
Community Planning and 
Development 
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IV 

The Department of Houslng and Urban 
Oevolopment, in its eiiOitS to provide decent 
houSing and a suitable IMng env'oor.ment. Is 
c:oncemed wilh noise as a majof aource ol 
8I1YWOill'll8nt polution and has issued St.b
part B 0t1 Noise Abatement and Control to 
Part S I ol rrtle 24 ol the Code ol Federal 
Regulations. 

The policy established by Subpart B em
bodies HUO objectives to mal<e the IISSOS$· 

ment of the suitability ol the noise etllliron· 
men1 at a site: (1) easy to par1otm:(2) 
unilonnly appi able to dille<enl noise 
souroes; and (3) as c:onsis1ent as possiJie 
with the assessment policies ol OCher Federal 
departments and agendo$. In furtherance of 
these objectives, the Office ol Polley Devei
Ojlment and Research has sponsored 
research to provide site analysis techniqoes. 
These Noise Asse$sment Guklelnes do no1 
constltUie established policy o1 the Oepan
ment but do provide a meh:>dology whose 
use IS eoc:ouraged by HU0 IS being con
sistent with Its Olljecti-;es. The Guk1ellnes 
provide a means for assessing separately 
the noise produced by airport. highway. and 
railroad operations, as welt as the means for 
aggregating their CCliOOined ellect 0t1 the 
overall ncise environment at a sJte. 

This booklet has been prepared by Bolt 
Beranelt and Newman Inc:., under Coneract 
No. H·2243R for the U.S. Oepanment ol 
Housing and Urban Development. h IS a 
revision of an earlier edition published In 
August 1971 . With the exception ol changes 
made by the Department, the contractor Is 
solely responsible for the &CC~Kacy and 
completeMSS ol the data and lnformabon 
c:ontalned heren. 
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Introduction 

These guidelines are j)feMnted as part ola 
CXlllbnUing effort by the Oepal1rnett ol Hous
ing and Urban Development to provide 
decent hooslng and a suitable living en
vironment lor all Americans. 

The procedures described here have been 
de'leloped so that people Wllhout tec:hnicaJ 
tra.nong wll be able 10 assess the exposure o1 
a hoosing s~e to present and luture nolle 
cond~ions. In this context, the she may hold 
only one small building, In which case the 
noise assessment is stralght!orward Larger 
sites may hold larger buildings, Ot many 
buildongs, and the noise level may be dd· 
ferent at different parts ol the s~e (0< build
Ing). Assessments ol the noise exposure 
shoold be made at representative locations 
around the site where significant nolle is 
expected. These are deslgnaled as "Noose 
Assessment Locations." abb<eviated NAI.In 
the loftowing text. 

The only materials required are a map ot 
the area. a ruler (straight edge), a proerector 
and a penc:l. WOtksheels and WOt1dng 
figures are provided separately. 

All o1 the information you need can be 
easily obtained-usually by telephone. For 
convenience, this lnfoonation is listed at the 
beginning ol each secdon under he«<ings 
that Indicate the most li<ely source. Whole 
you are obtaining this lnformatloo. be sure to 
ask abou1 any approved plans for luture 
changes that may affect noise levels at the 
site - for example: land-use cllanges. 
changes In airpofl runway lraffic. wldenong ol 
roads, and so forth. In d evalualions. you 
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should assess the coo oditioo, that w11 have the 
most sevent ()(most lasting eflect on the use 
olthesrta. 

Wherever possible, you shoold try to 
assess noise environments expected at least 
ten years In the luture 

The degree o1 80Cllll)labilil o1 the noose 
environment at a site is delem1ined by the 
outdoor day·nlghl avarege sound level 
(DNL) In decibels (d6). The assessment of 
site acceptabilhy is presented forst as an 
evaluation ol the site's exposure to ltltee 
major aources ol noose - aJrcraft, roadways, 
and reitways. These are then combined to 
assess the total noise at a she. Worl<&heels 
are provided at the back of these Guidelines 
to use In 800'VIlalizing your evaluations. 

The noise environment at a site w11 come 
under one olltltee categories: 
Ac~ (DNL nolexoaeding 65 dec:l· 
bels) The noise exposure may be oi&Otne 
concem but common building construc:tions 
will make the Indoor environment accepUible 
and the outdoor erwiroo oman1 wil be rea· 
sonably pleasant lor recreation and play. 
Normelly Un8c cep Wb1t (DNL above 65 but 
not exceeding 75 decibels) The noise expo
sure is significantly IT'IOt8 severe; barriers 

may be necessary be!""" the site and 
prominent noise SOUIQII 10 nWce the outdoor 
environment acceptable; special building 
constructions may be necessary to ensure 
that people Indoors are sufficlently protected 
from outdoor noise. 
Un8c cep Wblt (ONL above 75 decibels) The 
noise exposure at the she Is so severe IN! 
the oonstruc:tlon cost to make the Indoor 
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noise enwonmenr acoeptable may be pro
hOIJve and the outdoor enwonment would 
stiH be Unaoceptable. 

WhenmeasuringthedistancetrOtntheslte 
to any noise source, measure from the 
source to the nearest points on the site where 
buitdongs haVIOQ IIOISe-senslllve uses ara 
located These points define the Noise 
Assessment Locations lOt the site. The 
relevant measurement location lOt buildings 
is a point 2 meters (6.5 feet) from the facade 

H at any point during the HS ISS '"" M the 
site's exposure to !'lOlSe is lound 10 be 
Unacceptable Ot Normally Unacceptable, 
every effort should be made 10 Improve the 
cond~ion, e.g .. the location of the proposed 
dwellings can be changed Ot 80<08 sNelding 
can be pnovlded to bloclc the 1'10158 from !hat 
source. 

Where quiet outdoor space os desired at a 
s~e. distances should be measured from the 
Important noise sources to the outdoOt area 
in questiOn and the COiilbio Mid noise expo
sure should be assessed 

Frequently. the locatoons ol dwellings have 
not yet been 8jl8Cified at the lime t!le noise 
assessment ol a sne Is made. In these 
instances, distances used In the noise 
assessl1'l«1t should be measured as 2 
metets tess then the do$tanCe from the build
ing setbacl< tine to the major soun:esol noise. 



Combining Sound ~Awls In Decibels 

The noise environment at a arte Is dele<· 
mined by combining the c:onlrib<Aions of dif· 
le<ent noise sources. In lhe$e Guidelines. 
WOftccharts are provided to estimate the oon
tribution of aircraft, automobi~. trudc. and 
train noise to the total day·nlght average 
eound level (DNL) at a Site The DNL conlrl
butions from each source ere·~ In 
decibels and entered on w~ A. The 
c:omboled DNL from all the -Is the 
ONL fo< the Site and Is the value used to 
determine the acceptability 01 the noise 
environment. 

Soond levels in decibels ere not combined 
by simple eddlticnt The following table 
shows how to combine soond le\lels: 

T
Doft«ence ., 
Sound~ 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
6 
9 

10 
12 
14 
16 
grutor lhan 16 

AddiO 
latglr~A* 

30 
2 5 
21 
1.8 
1.5 
1.2 
1.0 
0.8 
08 
0.5 
0.4 
0.3 
02 
01 
0 

Example 1 : In petfooning a s~e evaluation, 
the separate ONL values lor alrpons, road 
traffic, and railroads have been listed on 
WOibheet A as 56, 63, and 61 decibels. In 
O<der to complete the final evaluation of the 
s~e. these separate ONL values must be 
combined. The difference between 63 and 
56 is 7; from the table you lind that 0.8 should 
be added to 63. fo< a sub4oeal ot63 8 The 
dltferenc:e between 63.8 and 61 Is 2.8; from 
the table you intefi)Ofate thatlj)pi'OJdmatefy 
1.9 should be added to 63.8 fo< a total ol65. 7 
0< 66 dB when rounded to whole numbeB. 
This example shows how noise from different 
sources may be Acceptable, indivldually, at a 
she, but when combined, the total noise en
vironment may exoeed the~ DNL 
lm~ of 65 decit:>M. 

Use the table by first finding the nt.rnef1cal 
difference In IOUnd level betueen two lewle 
being combined. ~ the table with this 
value, lind the value to be added to the larger 
of the two levels, add this value to the larger 
level to determine the total. Where mo<e than 
two,_. erelo be combined, use tne ume 
procedure lo oombine any two leYels; ..., 
use this ~ and wet ibio oe • wltl1 any 
OCher level, and ao on. Ftadional runerical 
val\Ms may be Interpolated from !he table; 
however, the ftnal result should be rounded 
to the nearest whole number. 
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Aircraft 

Necesaary lnfomlatlon 

To eor.Wale a srte's 8JC!)OSUfe to aon:ralt 
noose, you W1ll need to consider a1 8it'pOI1S 
(civil and MIIJiaiY) Within 151111les of !he site. 
The informalion requ~red for lhls evalualion is 
lisled below under headings !hat lndicale !he 
most likely source Before beginning the 
evaluaiiOI'I, you should re<:old the lollowing 
ontormalion on Wofksheel B. 

From the FAA Area Offce or the Mol~aty 
Agency in charge of the airport: 
• Are current DNL or NEF (Noise Exposure 
Forecast) oontours available? Noise oon· 
lours are available for a1rnos1 an mllocary air
pons. These contOUrs have been '*'at :>pad 
and publiShed as patt olthe Ax lnSialalion 
Compatible Use Zone (AlCUZ) program o1 
the Department of Defense. The ~ours 
are published normally as part ol an AICUZ 
report. Noise oontours are also av8Jiable for 
many cMI airports When available, !hey are 
supenmposed on a map W1lh an apptepri
ately matl<edscale (see Fogure 1, page 4). 
• Any available lnlormalion abou1 awoved 
plans for runway changes (extensions or new 
runways) 

From the FAA Conlrol Tower or A1rpon 
Operalions (d ONl or NEF coniOurS are
avaJiable): 
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• The number of nighttime jet operations 
(10 p.m .• 7 am.) 

• The number ol day1Jme J8C operations 
(7 a.m - 10p.m.) 

• The ftoght paths of the major runways. 
• Any available information about expected 

changes in airport ttatflc. e g., will the num· 
ber ol operations increase or decrease in 
the next 10 or 15 yen 

In making your evalualion, use the data lor 
the heaviest air ttaffic oondnion, whether 
present or future. 

EV81uatlon of Site Expoaute 
to Aircraft Noise 

n current ONL (or NEF) ~ours are avaJio 
able (as In Rgure 1 page 4 ), locate the site on 
the map by referring to the marked distance 
scale. II there are no other noise sources In 
llle area you do not oeed to do anythong else 
n there are other noose source$ affecting the 
SOle. you w.lt need 1D hnd 1he poease DNL 

value so you can combine " Wllh the olher 
souroes. Obta1n the DNL at the appropnate 
NAL on the site by intorpcllalion belween !he 

Exomplo ol DNL ConiOU<O Av-1 I 
N 

t 

Tt'Nlusands ol Feel 

o'1 t: 8 

Example 2: The illustration In Figure 1 at the 
lOll ol page 4 shows !he NAL's on a map that 
has DNL oonlours. We hnd that NAL number 
1 lies between the 65 and 70 dB contours and 
that NAL number 21ies outside the 65 dB 
~our. 

WeflndlheDNLatNALnumber 1 by Inter· 
potation from the diStano&$ belween the NAL 
and the 65 and 70 dB oontours. 

By scaling on the map. we lind that the 
dislanoe from the NAl. measured pe!l)ell

dic:IUtty to the contours, Is 800 feet to the 65 
dB oontour and 2400 feet to the 70 dB con
tour. The distanc;e belween the 65 and 70 dB 
oontours is 2400 + 800 • 3200 feet We find 
the DNL at the NAL no.mber 1 to be 65 
dec:ibels plus 800/3200 . 5 decibels = 66 3 
dec:ibels. 
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~on either aide of the NAl. ~ NEF 
~are ..-d. -e DNLby eddiog 
35 decibels to the NEF values. ~ that 
contours are usually provided in 5 decibel 
increments. (See Exarnple2onpage4.) 
When supersonic alrcran operaloons are 
present, DNL oontours are required lor the 
assessment. 

H ONl or NEF ~are n« avaiable, 
the ONL at a ""• may be esbmated In aeveral 
drfferent ways: 
• An FAA Handbook (Referenc;e 1) can be 
used to estimate DNL contours for sites in 
general aV181ion airport viciniti8S. General 
a111alion 8JtpOI1S exdude COIIII..,Cial jet 
transportS but may ildude business J8IS 
• A handbool< ev8Jiat*l from EPA (Refer· 
ence 2 a! the back ol this Guide) can be used 
to calculate DNL a1 lndrvidual polnls. 
• A procedure lor constructing approximate 
DNL oontours lor s~es near oonvnerdal jet 

Example 3: The Illustration in Figure 2 at the 
bonom ol page 5 shows an aorport lor which 
ONL or NEF oontours are 001 av111table The 
8Jrport has 10 llighllill& and t 25 dayllme jet 
operations. 

To oonstruct the approximate ~ours. we 
determine the effective number ol operations 
as follows: 

10 (nlghttit'Mi) )( 10 - 100 

Add to this the actual runber ol daylme 
operations 

100 + 125 (daytime) • 225 

To detennlne !he distances A and BIn 
relation to the runway {see Figure 3. page 5), 
en1er the elfec:tJY8 nurrber ol operallona on 
the horizorul scales olthe charts 11'1 FlgiQ 3: 



altpo<ts without supersoniC am:rallls as 
lolows: 

Oelennone the "effective" no.rnber o1 J81 
operations at the 8lrpon by first multiplying 
the number of nighttime jet operations by 1 0. 

Then add the number of daytime jet opera
tions to obtain an effective total (see Example 
3, page4) 

On a map olthe area showing the pnndpal 
ruroways, marlt the location olthe site and, 
using the diagram and cnans o1 FigUre 3 on 
page 5, construct approximale ONL com ours 
of 65, 70, and 75 dB for the major runways 
and noght paths most hkely to affecllhe si1e. 
(see Figure 2. pege SJ 

Although a Site may be Accepeable lor 
exposure to aircraft noise. exposure to olller 
sources of noise, when combined w~h the 
aircraft noise. mey make the s~e Unaocept
able. Therefore, K necessary, values ol air
craft noise exposure less than 65 d9 can be 
estimated from Table 2. Scale the shortest 

Flgure2 
Exompio of Ajlpn>xl""'le 
DNL c-ourelor on Air
POrt with 225 EIIK1lve 
.....,_ o1 ()pooelkMIS 

N 
o, 

I 

distance o'from the NAL to the llighl path, as 
In Flgute 2. Scale the dlslanoe o' from the 65 
d8 contour to the fhght path. llMde OZ by 01 

and enter this value Into the follOwing table to 
find the approximate ONL at the NAL 

T-2 

8t DNl .. 
1.00 6li 
1.12 64 
1.26 63 
1.41 62 
1.58 61 
1.78 60 
200 58 
224 58 
2.51 S7 
2.62 58 
316 ss 

--- Runways 
--~ 

Thousands of Feet i - _.NAL 0 S 10 IS 20 

---
- - 3/,000ff----.1 

read up to the DNL curves; read across the 
d'lart to the left to oblain distances A and B 
from the vertical scales on the d'lai1S. 

We find from Flgufe 3,1or example, thai lor 
225 effectiVe operatiOflS, distanoe A IS 4200 
feel for the 65 dB contour and 2000 feet for 
the 75 dB comour. Dislance B is 31.000 feel 
for the 65 dB contour and 11,000 feel for the 
75 dB coniOur. 

Example 4a: The NAL shown In F'ogure 21s 
outside lhe 65 dB comour. The distance OZ 
from lhe NAL to the ftoght path is 9700 feet. 
The distance o• from the 65 d9 cor-.. 10 lhe 
flight path, measured perpendiculatty from 
the contour. is 3700 feet. The ratioo'ID' is 
9700/3700 • 2.62. From Table 2 we find the 
ONL from the airport to be 56.6dB. We do not 
know whether lhe ~e Is AccepCable or not. 
~. sW1ce we must also assess the 
contnbutJon ol roadway and lnlin noise 10 the 
total ONL at the site. 
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Example 4b: We observe that the perpon
dicufar distance (o') from NAL number 2 
(F"ogure 1) to the noght path is more than 3 
tmes the dcstance (01

) from the 65 dB con
lOOt' to the ftoght peth. From Table 2 we lind 
that the contributiOn o1 the airport to the DNL 
at NAL number 2 is less than 55 declbels. We 
need not consider the airport further In 
accessing the noise environment at this s~. 
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RoadWays 

Nece .. ary lnfonnatton 

To evaluate as~e·s exposure to roadway 
noise, you will need to consider all roads lhal 
might contribute to lt1e ~e·s noise environ
ment; roads farther away than 1000 feet 
normally may be ignored. 

Before beginning the evaluation, deter· 
mine ij roadway noise predictions already 
exist for roads near the s~e. Also try 10 obtain 
all available lnfonnation about approved 
plans for roadway changes (e.g., widening 
existing roads or building new roads) and 
about expected changes In road traffic (e.g., 
will the traffic on this road Increase or 
decniase In the next 10to 15 years). 

If noise predictions have been made, !hey 
should be available from 11\e City (County) 
Highway 0< Transportation Depar1menl If no~ 
record lhe following infa<mation on page 1 of 
Worksheet C: 
• Thedistanceslromlhe NAL'sla<lhe~eto 
the near edge of the nearesllane and the far 
edge of the farthest lane for each road. 
• Distance to stop signs. 
• Roed gradient, n 2 percenl 0< greater. 
• -Average speed. 
• The total number of automobiles fa< both 
directions during an average 24·hour day. 
Traffic engineers refer to this as AOT, Aver· 
age Daily Traffic (a< sometimes AAOT, 
meaning Annual Average Daily Traffic). 
• The number of trucks during an average 
24-llour day in each direction. 

If possible, separate trud<s into "heavy 
trucks" - those weighing more !han 26,000 
pounds with three or ma<e axles - and 
"medium trud<s"- those between I 0,000 
and 26,000 pounds. (Each medium lruck Is 
counted as equal to 10 automobiles.) Trud<s 
under 10,000 pounds are counted as auto· 
mobiles. Count buses capable of ca..ying 
ma<e than 15 seated passengers as "heavy" 
trucks - others, as "medium" trud<s. If ~is 
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not possible to separate the trud<s Into those 
that are heavy and those that are not, treat all 
trucks as though they are "heavy." 
Note: II the road has a gradient ol2 per· 
cent of more, recO<d the numbers for uphill 
and downhill traffiC separately since lhese 
"gures will be needed later: otherwise, sim· 
ply record the total number of trucks. Most 
often you will have to assume that the uphHI 
and downhill traffic are equahy spin. 
• The fraction of AOT lhat occurs during 
nighttime (I 0 p.m. lo 7 a.m.). lf this Is 
unkllown, assume 0.15 fa< both !rucks and 
autos. 

Eveuatton of Site Expotute 
to Roedw8y Nol .. 

Traffic surveys show that the amount ol 
roadway noise depends on 1t1e percentage of 
trucks In the total traffic volume. To aocount 
for this effect, you must evaluale automobile 
and truck traffic separately and then combine 
the resu~s. 

The noise environmental each site due to 
traffic noise is determined by utilizing a series 
of Worl<chatts to define the contribution ol 
automobiles and trud<s from one 0< 

ma<e roads at that srte. Each noise source 
yields a separate ONL value. 

Worl<chan 1 provides a graph for assess
ing a srte with respect to the noise from auto
mobiles, llght and medium trucks: Worl<chan 
2 provides a similar graph for assessment of 
heavy truck noise. These values are com
bined for each road affecting the noise 
environment at the site to oblafn 1t1e total 
contribution or roadway noise. Remember. 
lhe noise from aircraft and railways must also 
be considered befa<e determining the suit· 
ability of this site's noise environment. 

Effective Distance 

Before proceeding wi1h these separate eval· 

Example 5: The s~e shown In Fl!jUre 4 Is 
exposed to noise from lhree major roads: 
Road No. I haslourlanes,eachl2feetwide, 
and a 30-foot wide median strip whictl 
aocommodates a railroad track. Road No. 2 
has fourlanes, each 12 leet wide. Road No.3 
has six lanes, each 15 feet wide, and a 
median strip 30 feet wide. 

The dlslance from NAL No. I to lt1e near 
edge of Road No. 1 is 300 feet. The distance 
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uatioos, however, determine 1t1e "effective 
distance" to each road from the dwelling O< 

outdoO< residential activity (the NAL's for the 
sne) by averaging the distances to the near
est edge of the nearest lane and to the farltl
esl edge of the farthest lane of traffic. (See 
Example 5, page 6, and Figure 4, page 7.) 
Note: For roads wi1h the same number of 
lanes in both directions, the effective dis· 
tance Is the distance 10 lt1e center of the 
roadway (or median strip, if present). 

Automobile Traffic 

Worl<chart 1 was derived wi1h the following 
assumptions: 
• There Is llllfH)f-sigllt exposure from the sne 
to the road; I.e., lhere is no barrlerwhictl 
effectively shields the site from 1t1e noise o1 
the road. 
• There Is no stop sign w~in 600 feet of the 
~e; traffic lights do not oount because lhere 
Is usually traffic moving on one street or 1t1e 
olher. 
• The average automobile traffic speed Is 55 
mph. 
• The nightime portion of ADT •• 0.15, 

If each road meers these lour conditions, 
proceed to Worl<chart I lor the evaluation. 
Enter the horizontal axis wnh 1t1e effective 
distance from the roadway to the NAL; drew a 
vertical line upward from this point. Enter 1t1e 
vertical axis w~ the effective automobile 
AOT: draw a horizontal line across from this 
point. (The "effective" automobile ADT is the 
sum of automobiles, light trucks, and 10 times 
the number ol medium trucks In a 24-hour 
day.) Read the ONL value from Worl<chart I 
wherelhe vertical and horizontal lines Inter· 
sect. Reoord this value in column 16, Work· 
sheet C. 

But: 

II any ollhe lour condrtions Is dfllerent, make 

10 the far edge of Road No. 1 Is 300 feet, plus 
the number of lanes times the lane width, 
plus the width of the median strip. Thus, 1t1e 
distance to the farthest edge of the road Is: 

300 + (4 x 12) =378ft 

The effective distance is 

378 + 300 = 339ft 
2 

This is lhe value to be entered on line1c of 
Worksheet C. The effective distances from 
the appropriate NAL's to Road No.2 and 
Road No. 3 are found by the same methOd. 

The distances shown in Figure 4 will be 
~sed for all roadway examples In lhlsbooidel. 



FlguN4 
Plin Vlewofii"-11-'"1!-~
Be -.u""' from tho NoiM A II IM ~ Loca
tion (NAL) allhe Dwelling -nos! to tho Source 

NOT TO SCALE 
300' 

"oad No. t 
lEffec:tlvt 
011t11n« is 
339FT I 

150' 

Rold No. 2 
(Effttti"ft 
Ottt~ ts 

n• Fn 

210' 

111' 

Rood No, 34---4,.1 
(Effective 
Ottltnet •• 
270 FTI 

t To 
A lfport 

lhe nee 1 s s ary adJu$lmet1ls (on page 2. 
WOIIIslleet C) listed below and then use 
WOII<chart 1 lor lhe final evaluation. 

Flgu .. 5 
U..a!Wori<chm 1 To Ev-~~~ 
TreflfcNoiM 

First, a lew general words about adjl.lst· 
ments as IIley are applied In these Guide
lines. Each WOO<dlart has been denYed lor a 
basel.ne c:oncfllion wt1lch os often found In 
practical cases. Where conditions diller !tom 
ltle baseline, they are acoounted lor by a ! 
series ol one or more adjustment factors I 

AUTOS (5Smph) 

The adjustment factors are used as nU- l 
tipliers tMnes the aver.ge nunber of vehoc:les l 
operatingdunnga 24-hourday. Hmoretllan j"'•IE::tc 
one adjustment is required, h Is not neces· 
sary that each be mu"lplled times t11e basic f 
traffic now separately; 111 adjustment t.ctO<S f 
are mulbpijed together, and lhem multiplied 
times the original traffic now dala. This will 
become clearer as you examine the WOlle· 
sheets at the back of lhese Guidelines and 

EDmple S: Road No. 1 mee!S the lour condi
tions thet allow lor an lmmed>ate evaluation. 
In obtaining t11e information necessary tor 
this evaluation, It was found that the auto
motrile ADT is 18,000 vehicles (Line 5c of 
Worilsheet C). On WOII<chart 1 we~ on 
the wrtiCII scale lhe point~ 
18,000 and on lhe horizontal scale the point 
napresentlng 3391eet (-Figure 5). (Note 
lhat 'N8 must estimate lhe location ollhls 
point.) Using a stralght-«<gewe draw W.IO 
connect these two values and lind that the 
NAl exposure to automobile noise !tom lhis 
road Is a DNL of 58 d8, as read !tom lhe scale 
at the top of the graph. 

Eump1e 7: Road No. 2 has a stop sign at 390 
feet ltom NAL No.2. The automobile ADT Ia 
reported as being 32,500 vehicles (line 5c of 
WOIIIslleetC). From Table 3we Interpolate 
be~n 300 and 400 feet to lind lhe adjust· 
me<'<! facto< lor slllp-and-go tralfic 10 be 0.69. 
The adjo !Sled tra1fic ADT Ia 

0.69 x 32,500 • 22,425 veh/clespMdey 

and with an effective distance ol17 4feet 
1tom NAL No.2, we find !tom WOII<chart 1 
the! the appiOldmate value of DNL is 64 dB. 
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wOIIc t!vough the examples. After you have 
become lamoliar with the Guidelines, you wilt 
be able 10 w011< examples directly !tom the 
wOII<sheets without referring back 10 lhe text. 
To simplify your wOII<, all the adjustment 
factO<& ate summarized at the backof!MM 
GUidebnes. 

Adjuatmenta 10< Automobile Trame 

Stop·and·Go Traffic: 
If there IS a stop sign (not a trallic signal) 
withn soo •-otlhe NAL so that the now of 
traffic os completely inlenvpted on the road 
under COO$Ideratlon. find lhe stop-and-go 
adjustment factor for automobiles !tom 
Table 3 Enter this value in oobm 9 on 
Wori<sheetC 

T-3 
Disla11C8 from NAL 
to Stop Sign 
In Feet 

0 
100 
200 
300 
400 
500 
600 

Avetage T11ffic Speed 

A.-.ot>ile 
Slop-ao'<l-Go 
Aquslment fiiCIO< 
010 
0 25 
0 40 
055 
070 
085 
100 

H lhe average aU!OmObole speed os other then 
55 mph, enter the appropriate acfJUStrnenl 
from Table 4 In COlumn 10 of Wooi<sheet C. 

T-4 

~="SpMd 
20 (mph) 
25 
30 
35 
40 
45 
50 
55 
60 
65 
70 

0 13 
0.21 
0.30 
040 
0 53 
0 87 
0 83 
1.00 
1 1~ 
1.40 
182 

EDmple a: 54 rppose that the stop sign on 
Road No. 2 _.e napiaced by a tra1fic elgnaJ 
for which no stop-and-go adjustment is made 
and lhat the ADT increases to 75.000 
vehlcles. In addition. assume that the aver· 
age $peed Ia 45 mph inslead of 55 mph. You 
acljust the ,_ automobile ADT ol75,000 
vehicles by the Auto Speed Adjustment 
Factor from Table 4 

0.67 X 75,000 • 50,250 veh/e/es 

and at an eftectiYe dislanoe ol17 4 feel lind 
ltom WOII<chart 1 !hal the approximate value 
of DNL Ia 67 dB. 
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NIQhOmeAd~ 

ONL values 8111 affected by 1he po opoo1ion of 
tralloc volume tnatoocurs during "daytlne" (7 
a.m to 10p.m.) and "rMghttime"(10p.m.ID7 
a.m.). The graph on Woritchart 1 IISSUIT1II$ 

that15 percent of lhe local AOT oo:urs <luring 
nighttime. If e cldferent proportion of lhe traffic 
oocurs at nfgnt, flnclthe appropriate nighttime 
adjustment factor from Table 5. Reoor<l your 
answer In column 1 1 of Worl(sheet C. 

T-5 
NlglmJme 
Ff'8CIIOn 
oiADT 

0 
0.01 
0.02 
oos 
0.10 
0 15 
0.20 
0.25 
030 
035 
040 
045 
0.50 

0.43 
0.46 
0.50 
0.62 
0.81 
1.00 
1.19 
1.38 
1.57 
1.n 
1.96 
2.15 
2.34 

Once you have sele<:tad alllhe appropriate 
adjustment !actors ancl enterad them on 
page 2 of Woritsheet C, multiply alllhe 
factors together, then mu~iply by lhe auto
mobile ADT (column 12) for 24 hours, louncl 
on page 1 oiWOIItsheetC. Theresu!ting 
ad,ustad AOT sllookl be e<11e<ad in ooUnn 
13 This is 1he ADT value 10 be used, in 
oonjUnCtlon With 1he affeclive distance lrom 
1he NALIO the mad, 10 fincllhe ONL value 
from Woritchart 1. Enter this ONL vaJue in 
column 14 o1 w~ c. Flemerrtle< this os 
1he ONL from automobile (as wea as' light an<! 
me<11um trucl<) noise; you must still fin<llhe 
ONL contribution from heavy truck noise in 
or<ler to obtain lhe local ONL pro<luce<l by the 
roeeway you are assessing. 

Exemple e.: Roacl No. 3 Is a li:Mad aocess 
highway with no stop signs ancllhe average 
speeclls 55 mph. Currer~~ trelfic <!ala lnclicale 
en automobile AOT ol40,000 Y8hicles of 
which 15 pen:ent occurs during 19 iti1• 
holn (10 p m. 10 7 a.m.). With an elfec:INe 
distanoe of 270 teet 10 NAl No. 2. WOIIcchwt 
1 is use<! 10 show tllallhe ONL for existing 
8Uiomollole tralfie is be1\u a en 63 an<! 64 ct8. 
Rouncl oil 10 64 ct8. 
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Allenuallion ol ~by 8anitKs: 

This ldjusl1ner( reduces the noise procluc;ecj 
by automobiles and IIUd<s on 1he same roac1 
lnslructoons for this acljustr'nefll appear after 
the noise assessment for truck traffic below. 

TnH:tc Treflle 

Wherever possible, separate the average 
<!ally volume oltrucl<s Into heavy trucks 
(more than 26,000 pouncls vehicle weight 
ancl three or more axles); medium trucks 
(less than 26,000 pouncls but greater than 
1 0,000 pouncls), liglllrud<s ( OOIJilleCj as if 
IIley 8111IIUIOmOblles) You shoulc! already 
have 8CCOUntad for meclium anclligttt IIUd<s 
in your auiOmoOile evalualion. Do not lotgel 
f>at buses lllat can cany more than 15 seele<:t 
passengtfS are coootad as heavy trucks. 
Heavy ltUCka (indoding buses) must be 
analyzad separelely because lhey have 
qu~e dillerent noise oharacterisllcs. H ~is not 
possible to separate the IIUd<s into those that 
are heavy ancllhose that ara not. treat aw 
!rucks as though they are "heavy." 

Woritchan2, which is used 10 evaluale lhe 
sile's elq)O$Ure to heavy truck noise, was 
<le<ivad whh the following assumptions: 
• There Is llne-ol·sight exposure from lhe sije 

10 the road; I e .. thefe is no barrier which 
effectively shields the ~e lrom the road 
noise 

• The mad grecltent is less than 2 percent. 
• Thereos no tiOP sogn (traffic signals are 

pennisslbie) Wlllw1600 feet ollhe site. 
• The -. truck traffic speecl is 55 mph. 
• The nightttme fnlcllon of ADT is 0.15. 

" 1he road meets 1hese five coo tdi1ioc 1$, 

proceed to Woritchart 2 for an irnme<liata 
evaluation of the sote ·s exposure lo heavy 
lrucl< noise from tnat road. 

But: 
H any of the oon<!ltlons Is <lifferent, make lhe 

Exemple lib: However, lralfie projections 
esllmatelhatln 10 years 1he ADT will 
inaease 10 100,000 Y8hicles at an a.etage 
speecl ol 55 mph and n9111i1 .. usage wit 
inaeaseto 25 peteenL For 1u1tn lraflic.. you 
must adjusllhe future ADT of 100,000for 1he 
effect of increased 19 tlli1• use. From Table 
5, you flnclen acljuslment facb' ol1 .38. The 
adjustad ADT is 

1.38 X t00,000 • 138,000 

and at an effective distance ot 270 teet you 
fond from Woritchart 1 lhallhe DNL will 
Increase 10 69 ct8; lheretore, provision for 
eXIra noise control measures shoul<f be 
explorad. Wewlfl exam<ne in Example 131he 
effect ot te<raln as a shielding barrier that 
provi<les sounc1 aneooation. 
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.-..y ~S) listadbelowand 
than use Woritchart 2 for 1he evaJua1ion. 

floonl. 
U..ofW-21o 
E-HNvyTrud<-
Heavy Truc;q (55 fnllh) 

Adjuatmenta lot Heo!vy Trucks 

Road Gred/ellt: 

"there Is a gradient ol2 percent or more, fincl 
the appropfiate adjUSirnent factor, for heavy 
trucks going uplllll or-ly, as shown in Table 6. 
Ust this lactor In ooUnn 17 of Woritsheet C 

AdjusUnonl 
F"'*>r 

1.4 
1.7 
2.0 
2.3 
2.5 

Exemple 10: Road No. 1 on Fogure 4 meets 
1he four oon<lrtoons thai allow for an imrne
cliate evatuatoon The ADT for heavy ttuc::k 
llow IS 1200 velltdes WO<I<CI\arl 2 showS that 
the eJCI)OSUre 10 1n.tCk noose from this road at 
an e11ee1tve oostance ot 339leelos a DNL ot 
63 <18 at NAl No I 



Average Traffic Speed: 

Make this adjustment ff the average speed 
diffetS from 55 mph. If the average truck 
Speed differs with direction, treat the uphill 
and downhill traffic separately. Select the 
appropriate adjustment factors from Table 7 
below, entering them in column t8 of Work· 
sheet C. 

50a<less 0.81 
55 1.00 
60 t .17 
65 t .38 

Once you have found the speed adjust· 
ment factor, you can combine the uphill and 
downhill traffic. For uphill traffic, muftiply the 
gradient factor times the speed adjustment 
factor times uphill traffic vo4ume (truck ADT 
column t9) (assuming one haffthe total 24· 
hour average number ol trucks unless 
specffic information to the contr81)' exlsts), 
entering the product in column 20. MuftipJy 
the speed adjustment factor for downhill 
traffic times the downhill traffic vo4ume (truck 
ADT /2 column 19). Add the values tor uphill 
and downhill traffic., entering this sum In 
column 2t . You may now complete the 
assessment ol heavy !ruck noise without 
regard to uphill and downhill traffic 
separation. 

Stop·and·Go Traffic: 

If there is a stop sign (remember, no1 a traffic 
signal) wilhin 600 feet of an NAL for the s~e 
on the road being assessed. find the adjust· 
ment factordeterminad according to Table B. 
Enter it on Column 22 ol Worksheet C. 

Example 11: Road No. 2 has astopslgn at 
390 feet from NAL No. 2. There is also a road 
gradient of 4 percenL No heavy trucks are 
allowed on this road, but a schedule shows 
an average ol121arge buses pass along the 
road per hour between 7 a.m. and 10 p.m., 
aijhough no buses are scheduled during the 
remaining nighttime period. The buses are 
equally divided In each direction along the 
road. (Remember large buses, those that 
carry over t5 seated passengers, count as 
heavy trucks.) 
We find the AOT for the "heavy b'UCI<s" (the 
buses in this case) by multiplying the average 
number of vehicles per hour by the numberol 
hoursbetween7a.m.and tO p.m. That is, t2 
x 15 = 180, or 90 vehicles in each direction. 
We find from Table 61hat the gradient adjust· 

Tllble8 
Heavy Trucl< 
Traffoe VoUn& 
per Day 
Less lhan 1200 
1201102400 
2401104800 
4801109600 
9601 to 19,200 
More !han 19.200 

tieevy Trud< 
Stop-8fld.Go 
Adjuslmenl Factor 

1.8 
2.0 
2.3 
2.8 
3.8 
4.5 

Nighttime Adjustment 

After all the above adjustments are made, do 
not forget to adjust for nighttime operations ~ 
they are not t5 percent ol the total ADT, 
using the factors obtained from Table 5 just 
as for automobiles. Enter this value in column 
23 of WorkSheet C. 

At this point, muijiply the adjustment fac
tors for nighttime and stop-and-go traffic 
times the heavy truck traffic volume in 
column 2tto find the adjusted heavy !ruck 
ADT, entering the product in column 24. Usa 
this value and the effective distance from the 
NAL to the road to find the !ruck DNL from 
Workcllart 2, entering your answer in column 
25 of Worksheet C. ~no shielding barriers 
are to be considerad, combine the ONL from 
heavy lf\Jd<s wi1h the DNL from automobiles 
(column 14). The result is the DNL from the 
road being assessed and should be entered 
on Worksheet C. 

But 

ff a shielding barrier is to be considered for 
the s~e. make the analysis described below 
separately for automobiles and then for 
heavy trucks 00/om combining the DNL 
values. This step is necessary since barriers 
are far more effective for automobiles than 
for heavy trucks. Once you have found the 
amount of attenuation provided by the barrier 
for automobiles, enter~ In column t5. Find 
the value of barrier attenuation for heavy 

ment factor for uphill trafficis2.0. We find the 
truck volume adjusted for gradient is 

uphill: 90x 2.0 = 180 
downhill: = 90 
total (column 21) = 270vehicles 

From Table 8, we find the adjustment factor 
for stop-and-go traffic to be 1.8. 

We also reinember that we have no buses 
In the nighttime period and find the factor in 
Table 5 on page 8 for zero nighttime opera· 
tions to be 0.43. 

Our final adjusted ADT is (column 24) 

1.8 X 0.43 X 270 = 209 Vehicles 

From Workcllart 2, w~ an effective distance 
of t74 feet, we find a DNL of 59 ciB. 
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trucks and enter ~ in column 25. Subtract 
these attenuation values from the DNL 
values obtained previously (columns t4 
and 24). enterong the reduced DNL values 
In columns 16 and 27. Combme the 
automobile and heavy truck DNL values, 
reduced by the attenuation provided by the 
barrier. to find the final DNL produced by the 
roadway at the ~e. 

Remember to combine the contributions to 
DNL ol a/1 roadS that affect the noise environ
ment at each NAL for the ~e to obtain the 
total DNL from all roadways. Enter this DNL 
on both Worksheet C and the summary 
Worksheet A. 

Attenu.tlon of Nolte by Barriers 

Noise barriers are useful for shielding sensi· 
live locations from ground level noise 
sources. For example, a barrier may be the 
best way to deal wi1h housing ~es at Which 
the noise exposure is not acceptable be
cause of nearby roadway traffic. 

A barrier may be formed by the road pro· 
file, by a solid wall or embankment, by a 
continuous row ol noise-compabble buildings, 
or by the terrain ftseff. To be an eHective 
shield, however, the barrier must block all 
resldential levels from line ot sight to the 
road; ij must not have any gaps that would 
allow noise to leak through. 

Some Praliminary Matters: 

In evaluating noise barrier performance. you 
will be working with different kinds of "dis
tances" between the sound source, the 
observer, and the barrier. 

Actual Dlat.nc:e - the exisijng distance 
that would be measured uslng a tape mea· 
surew~h no corrections or adjustrnenls. This 
may mean one of two things, depending on 
the application; e~her the: 
• slant distance- the actual distance, 

Example 12a: Road No. 3 is a depressed 
highway and the profile shields all residential 
levels o1 the houslng from line of sight to the 
traffic. The average truck speed is 50 mph. 
The AOT for heavy trucks is 4400 vehides. 
We adtust lor average speed (from Table 7) 

«00x0.81 • 3564 

and find from Worf<chart 2that, w~ an effec· 
live distance of 270 feel, the DNL from truck 
noise would be 69 dB ff no barrier existed. 
We proceed to analyze the barrier 
attenuation. 
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measured along the line of sight between 1wo 
points; or the 
• map distance- the actual distance, 
measured on a horizontal plane, betwoon the 
two points, as on a map or on the project plan. 

For an observer high in an apal1m8nt 
tower, the slant distance to the road may be 
much longer than the map distance. 

Barrier effectiveness Is el<jl(essed in tenns 
of noise attenuatlon In deei:>els (dB), deter· 
mined with the ald of Wor1<cllart 6. This 
numerical value is subtracted from the 
previously calculated ON Lin O<der to lind the 
resultant DNL at the Noise Assessment 
location. 
Note: A nc:Mse barrier can be considered as 
a means of protecting a sfte from nc:Mse even 
ij ~cannot wrap around the sfte to shield 
from view practically all of the source of nc:Mse 
at every sensitive location on the sfte. ft must 
be recognized, however, that such a barrier 
is much less effective than an Ideal barrier. 
(See WOII<chart7 and Step 6 below.) 

Barriers of reasonable height cannot be 
expected to protect housing more than a lew 
stories above ground level. Barriers will 
generally protect the ground and the fi1811wo 
or three lloors, but not the higher floors. " 
there are to be frequently occupied balconies 
on the upper levels, one solutlon is to move 
the building larther from the nc:Mse source and 
lace the sensitive areas away from the noise. 

Steps to Evaluate a Bal'l'llw 

1. For the observer's posftion, use the mid
height or the highest residential level. For the 
source position, use the following heights 
(see Figure 7): 
• autos, medium trucks, railway cars -the 
road or railway surtace height 
• heavy trucks- 8 feet above the road 
surtace 
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• diesel locomotives or trains using horns or 
whistles at grade crossings - 1 5 feet above 
the rails. 

FlguN7. 
Sciun:e Heights to Be 
UMCI In Aoliclw.y-DNigno 
Source 
8' 

Get accurate values for the following 
quantities: h, the shortest distance from the 
barrier top to the line of sight from source to 
observer; A and 0, the slant distances along 
the line of sight from the barrier to the source 
and observer, respectively (see Fogure 8). 

Figura a. 
Genet- Goomeb f 
of Acouetlc81-
oeRIIIVVI: 

l.tH(«Qf•....,. ,..., 
OUUtY£111 TO I<UtCC 

SpecifiCally, AandOarethelwosegments 
into which h breaks the line of sight Note that 
h Is not the height of the barrier above the 
ground but the distance from the barrier top 
to the line of sight. 

Enmpla 12b: (Aeferto Figure 9.) Six stories 
are planned for the housing where the sfte 
ha.S an elevatlonof 130feet. The effective 
elevation for the highest story Is found by 
muhiplying the number or stories by 1 0 reet, 
adding the site elevation, and subtracting 5 
feet. 

(6 • 10/ + 130·- 5 • 1/M; leal 

The barrier, which in this case is formed by 
the road profile: has no "height'' other than 
the elevation of the natural terrain above the 
noise sources traveling on the roadway, The 
important cflmensions are Indicated In 
Figure 9. 
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2. Enter al the top of Wol1<chart 6 with the 
value or h on the left-hand scale; move right 
to Intersect the curve corresponding to A (or 
D. whichever is smaller). 

3. Move down to Intersect the curve corre
sponding to the value or 0/A (or A/0, which
ever Is smaller). 

4. Move right to Intersect the vertical scale 1n 
O<der to find the barrier shielding value A In 
decibels. 

5. lnterruptlonof the line or sight with a barrier 
between the noise source and an observer 
reduces the amount or sound attenuation 
provided by the ground. Find the amount of 
this foss B from the table on Workchart 6 by 
entering the table wfth the value of 0/A. Find 
the barrier attenuatlon valueS correspond
ing to an ideal barrier that completely hides 
the noise source lrom view by subtracting B 
from the value of A ob!ained in Step 4. 

6. " the barrier exists along only a part of the 
road so that unshielded sections of the road 
would be visible rrom the site, the barrier is 
less effective than an Ideal barrier. On a plan 
view of the site.locate the two endS or the 
barrier and cfraw lines from these points to 
the Noise Assessment location. Use a pro
tractor to measure the angle lorrned at the 
NAL by the 1wo lines. Enter the honzontal 
scale ol Workchart7 with the values ol this 
angle; read up to the curve having the value 
of S determined from Step 5 (Interpolating K 
necessary); read leH across to the vertical 
scale labeled "actual barrier pertormance" to 
find the value of FS to use for the actual 
barrier in question. 

7. Subtract the barrier attenuation valueS (or 
FS H adjusted lor finite barrier length accord
ing to WOII<chart 7) !rom the value of DNL 
previously detennined to reevaluate the site 
with the noise barrier in place. 

Some people wtth a tech meal background 
will be able to fit the geometric diagram to the 
site sftuation readtly, wod<ing lrom the project 
drawings and a scratch sheet 

But if you are not confident or your geom
etry, WOII<chart 5 gets you the values orR, 0, 
and h lrom the map distances and elevatlons 
ofthe site. We illustrate that procedure in this 
example. 

First enter the elevations of the source (S), 
the observer (0), and the top of the barrier (H), 
as well as the map distances rrom the barrier 
to the source (A') and observer (0'), at the top 
right or Workchart 5. Then, follOw the steps 
on that WOII<chart to derive the values or h. A, 
and 0 that are needed in using WOII<chart 6. 

Entering Wol1<ch811 6 at the upper left with 
the value ofh (5.5 teet), we move horizontally 
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10 the tight unt1l we "-'the value o1 R Of D, 
whiChever IS smaller: ln lhls example, R = 62 
feel Fromlh81poln1wedropvel1icalydown
ward unttl we "-I the value ol RID Of D/R, 
~IS smaller: in lhls case, RID = 
0.29 From lhal po1111. moYe holizonlaly to 
lhe nght to find lhe value for A • 9d8. Enlef· 
111g lhe table for delemWiong loss o1 ground 
anenuabOn ellec1 due to the barrier wilh a 
value for 0 / R ol 3.5, the reduction In 
anenuanon (B) is found to be 3 dB. 
Sub$traeting 3 dB from 9 dB provides a net 
anenuallon of 6 dB. Wllh 6 dB of anenualion, 
lhe original ONL of 69 dB (EJ<ample 12a) Is 

reduced 10 63 dB. 

EnmJ* 13:Anallemativeapproach, which 
is sornewhal more direct. is illustrated here 
fOf !he noise olautomoblles on Road No.3. 

A prelomonary step is to make an acx:uralely 
sealed skeu:ll olthe Q8M<lll geome1rt 
onlrodUOed on pege 8. n rnus1 onclude the 
pos.llonS ollhe aouroe (Ills time a1the road 

surface~ the-· and the lllp olt>e 
bamer. and Will Show the dislanOeS h. R. and 
D. Such a slletch Is shown superimpOSed on 
the profile olthe road and its neighbomood 
In Figure 12. 
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F1gure 11 . 
U.. of Woti<dw1 1 to Enluatit
In Eumplee 1~. 13- 14 

NoloeBemor WOftcehllrt 6 

~ we caralully aca1e the domensions 
dlracJty lrom this skelch, we find lhe lollowing 
values for h, R, and D: 

R• 53feet 

0 • 214 feel 
h =ll feel 

RID=0.3 

The ~ allenUIIIion Is foood, by enlef· 
lng Worlcchart 6 wilh these values, 10 be 
A• 12 dB. n is latj)er lh8n lhal found 
IOf IJUd<s beca•IS8the noise source is lower 
and Is, therefore, bette< shielded by the 
barrier. The loss from ground attenuation Is 
again B • 3d8 fOtanelattenuationof 12· 3 • 

9 dB. In Exemple 9b, we lound 11181 lhe DNL 
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Six Story 
Elevot ions Building 

o = : :~4: ~::::~:::~r.'l,;:ro~"':::::::::::::::::::::::-__ 

'i!~ii~ij 
80 20 40 60 0 100 

Feet 

130'- ,,,, .. 
s = 125' _~ ....... , - --- ..:::=--_-::o' =-2lo·-~=-:=-:-:=-::..:::..:J;~~6o~:r----

D = 214' 
Dimensions Scaled { R = 63, 
from this Sketch h = 11 , 

lor the proleeted tralfoc: volume oft 00,000 
vehiCles per day was 69 dB d no considera· 
toon was gNen 1t1e shielding provided by the 
terra~<~ Sutxractong ll1e 9dB anenuatoon from 
69. we hnd ll1e panoal ONL lor automobiles os 
SO dB 

In order to hnd 111e ccmboned trud< and 
automobol& nocse lor Road No 3, we com· 
bine 111e 63 dB o1 trud< ,_.,With the so dB ol 
automobol& noose using Table 1, We find that 
I .8 should bio added 1o 63 dB, lor a c:ombjned 
ONL ol64.8 dB, or 65 dB when rounded to 
the noarest whole number. 
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Example I 4: Where no narural barrier exosts, 
Wort<chan 6 can be used on reverse to esiJ· 
mate the height ol a barroer needed 1o oblaon 
a requored attenuatoon. '"example 9b we 
found that, wottoout any attenuatoon from ter· 
raon or a barner. ll1e auwmobole traffiC pro
duoc:ed a ONL ol69 dB, and on ExafT4lle t2a 
ll1e heavy trud< tralfoc produced a ONL of 69 
dB When c:omboned, the tolal 0NL os 72 dB 
Suppose tho terraon were no1 risong between 
NAL and Road No 3, as shown on rogure 12, 
but instead was level between the NAL and 
the edge of the road, as shown in Fogure 13. 
We want to find out how high a wall, infinite on 
length, would be required at the edge of tho 
road to reduca the combined true:!< and auto
mobile noose to less than 65 dB. We have 
lound In the prevoous examples that a barroer 
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of a goven heoght woll provide more attenua· 
toon lor automobolos than~ wofl lor truc:l<s As a 
forst step on our analysos, we woU find the 
height of a waN that w~l reduce !he II'UCk 
noose 10 tuSI below 65 dB. say 64 dB. and u
lono out whether 111e addoUonal anenuatoon ~ 
prOV1des lor automobde noose wil be suffo· 
aent to redUce !he OOfTlborled trud< and 
automobole noise to less than 65 dB. We 
beg on by hnd<ng the height ol waH thai woU 
provode 5 dB attenuation lor true:!< noise. 

Wo ostomate thatlhe ratoo of RIO is about 
the same as R'/0', the ratoo of horizontal 
dostance In Figure 13, whicll is equal to 0 29. 
Be lore entenr>g Workchart 6, we lind from the 
loss ol ground anenuatoon table that for OtR 

3 4 we willlo$o 3 dB attenuation from an 
Ideal bamer In order to have a net anenua· 



FJvuro 13. 
Sketch Showing Oimenolono lor Example 14 

190° 0 0 = 185° ....__ 

130° 

~ 

!ton of 5 dB. we must have an Ideal bame< 
that PfQY1deS 5 + 3 ; 8 dB anenuatJon. 

Entenng WO<l<c/lat16 on the tight side 
scale A at 8 deabels, we move across to the 
doagonallones, lindong 0.29 by Interpolating 
between the lines marl<ed at 0 2 and 0 5 
Movong drrectly up to a poont midway between 
the A lines oiSO and 70, we ltnd our est~ 
mated A ol approxmately 60 Moving across 
to the left we fnd that the 1108 ol S!ghl 
between the obserwr and the truck SOU<ce 
height must be brol<en by a value ol h equal 
to 4 Sleet. 

We can determone the height or the wall H 
In several ways. By drawing h• 4.5 feet to 
scale on Figure 13. we can scale the total wall 
hooght H to be approximately 20 feet. Those 
who feel comfortable wi1l1 geometry can 

0 20 40 60 80 100 
I I I I I I I I I I I 

Feet y 

D _____ ___...__ ) 
X 

H IR S = I 25° + 8° = 133° 
125° T 

, 
oo = 210° 

calculate H by usrng the Sltllliar triangle rela· 
tionshops on Fogure 13 to determine that HIs 
19.11eet 

Now we musl find hOw much a wall 19 feet 
hrgh will attenuate automobile noise, 
remembering that the source height for 
automobo!es IS at the road surface elevatJon 
of t 25 feet By scalrng the drawilg. or by 
geometry. we determone thai the line o1 soght 
between the observe< po$Aiion and the auto
mobo4e source os brol<en by a value ol h tha1os 
approXJmalely t 3 •-Enlering Wort<chart 
6 at13 feet we find, lor R-60 feel and 
R/0; 0 29. that the potential baf!ier attenu· 
abon is t2dB. We must reduce this by 3 dB 
for loss ot ground attenuation to find thjJ 
actual shielding ol automooole noise to be 9 
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i 

R' = 60' ~ 

dB The onglflal69 dB ol automobole noose iS 
reduced to 69 • 9 : 60 dB. 

Finally, we combme the hoavy trucl< noise, 
attenuated by the wall to 69 • 5 64 dB, w~h 
the automobile noise reduced to 60 dB. to 
fond a combined ONL of 65.5 dB. or 66 dB 
when rounded upward. R~r. hOw· 
ever. that thos is lor an onlnte waa Further 
ad11J5tments would have 1o be made once the 
actual length was known 
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Rallwaya 

NecesNty lntormetlon 

To evaluate a Site's exposure to railway 
noose. you wil need to consider a1 rapid 
trai\SIIIones and raJiroads within 3000 feet of 
the site (except totally covered subways). 
The Information required for this evaluation is 
listed below under headings that indicate the 
most likely source. 

Before beginning the evaluation, you 
should reooro the fOllowing information on 
Worksheet 0: 

From the area map and/or the (County) 
Englmw: 
• The Oistance from the appropnate NAl on 
the sne 1o the center of the railway track 
canylng most olthe traffic. 

From the SupeNi$or of CusiMief Rel<ltioM 
for the rellway 
• The number of dieseltHuns and the 
number ot electnfied trams 1n boCh directiOns 
dur~ng en ave<age 24·hour day. 
• The fractJOn oltrains that operate dunng 
nighnime ( 10p.m. • 7 a.m.) Hthisisunknown, 
assume 0.15. 
• The averagenumber ofdiesel locomouves 
per train. If this Is unknown. assume 2. 
• The average number of railway cars per 
diesel train and per electrified train. H this is 
unknown, assume 50 lor diesel trains and 8 
for electrified trains. 
• The average tram speed. n this is un
known, assume 30 ~-
• Is the track made frD<'n welded or bolted 
rails? 

From the Eng~ Depattment of the 
reftway; 
• Is the site near a grade crossing that re
quires prolonged use of the train's horn or 
wh•sUe? If so. where are the wh1sUe posts 
located? (Whistle posts are Signposts wh1ch 

Example 15a: The distance from NAL num
ber 1 10 Railway Number 1 is 339 feet Two 
percent of the 35 dally operatiOnS occur at 
night; there IS clear tine ol sight between the 
tracks and the NAL. and no horns or whistles 
are used No onfonnatiOfliS avaJiable on tra.n 
me or speed, therefore we W1ll assune 2 
engtnes per V81n and a speed ol30 ~-

S.nce the percentage o1 nighttime opera· 
11005 ts different frO<'n 15 percent we must 
edfUSI the ac1ual number ol daily operatJonS. 
mult•plylng by 0 SO accord•ng to Table 5. 

0.50x35 • li.S- 18 

Entering Workchan3 with 18 dally opera· 
tions and a distance of 339 feet. we find that 
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tel the eng.- to start blowing the horn or 
whistle. Every grade crOSSing has whistle 
postS and they are losted on the railroad's 
"track charts " H traffiC on the track is one
way, there woll be only one whistle post. The 
grade crosSing nseH is the other ''Wtustle 
post" 

Electrified rapid transit and commuter trains 
that do not use diesel engines should be 
treated the same as railway cars. 

Note: Bu•ldings closer than 100 leettoa 
railroad track are oHen subject to excessive 
vibration transmitted through the ground. 
ConstructJOn at sucl1 snes IS diSCOUraged. 

Evaluation of Site Exposunt to 
Railway HolM 

Railway noose is produced by the combina
tion of dleset eng.ne noose and railway car 
noose These Guidelines provide for the 
separate evaluaiJOn ol dl8Sellocomotilles 
and rallroed cars. and then the combination 
of the two, In order to obtain the DNL frD<'n 
trains. When rap;d transit or electrified tra•ns 
lhat do not use diesel engines are the only 
trains passing near a site go directly to the 
seoond pan of the evaluation since these 
tratns are treated In the same manner as 
railway cars. 

Oleaal LocomotlvH 

Workchan3 was denved wrth the lollowing 
assumptiOns 
• A clear line ol SIQht exiStS between the 
raotway track and the Noose AssesSIT8'It 
locatiOO 
• There are two diesel locomotives pertran. 
• The average train speed os 30 mph. 
• Nighn•me operations are 0 15 of the 24-
hcurtotal. 
• The site Is not near a grade crosstng re-

the contnbution of diesel engine noise is a 
ONL of 59 dB (see Figure 14). 

tn order to f•nd the total contnbution olthe 
traonsto lhe total ONL. we must also find the 
noose level produced by the train's cars. 
EntenngWorkchart4 (see F'9"re 15)willl 18 
da•ly operations and a diStance ol339 feet. 
we hnd the ONL IS below 50 on the chart, or 
more than 10 decibels lower than the noose 
level prOduced by the eng•nes. Based on the 
chan for decibel edddlon, the comblna1ion of 
the noise from the eng•nes and the cars 
edds less than 0. S decibels to the ONL valua 
for the engines atooe. 59 dB. 
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qutrlng pob IQed use olthe train's horn or 
whistle 

H the snuatJon rMets ~ coolditioo IS 

proceed to Workchal13 for an immediate 
evaluabon of d1eset locorno~ve noise. 

But. 

If any of the condrtions is different, make the 
necessary adjustments listed below and then 
use Wori<Chan3 for the evaluation. 

Flgu .. 14. 
U.. of Wort<ctwt 3to Evoeu.te DleMI 
l.ocomotJve HolM 

Adjustmenta for OleM4 Loc:omotlves 

Number of LocomOiives: 

tf the average number o1 dl8Sellocomotives 
per train Is not 2. dlVlde the average number 
by 2, Enter this value In column 9 o1 Worl<
sheet 0. 

Example 15b: Suppose that a forecast of 
tra•n opemt10ns tor Ra11way 1 Indicates 
that there WlllsttM be 35 trains per day, but 
now SO percent of the operalions will occur at 
night, the average lrU1 Will have 4 engns 
and 75 cars. and the average speed Wll be 
50~ 

We flt'$1 find the conlrtlubon 1o ONL made 
by diesel locornotJyes by USing the following 
adJUSimenl factors 
• number ol eng.nes adjustment: 2 
• speed adjUStment: 0.60 
• day/night 8dfUStment: 2.34 

We multiply these adjustments together 
with the number of trains: 

2 X0.60X 2.34 X 35 • 98 

Entenng Wori<Chart 3 (see F'19ure 14) with 
98 daily operations and a distance ol339 



A-age Trein Speed. 

H the aveta0e lr8Kl speed IS dille<ent 11om 30 
mph, lind the appropnate adjuslrnenl factor 
from Table9 and IISI in column 10oiWOI1<· 
sheet 0 . 

AveragGS~ 
(mph) 

10 
20 
30 
40 
50 
60 
70 

Homs or Whlsttes: 

=-nt Faclor 

3.00 
150 
100 
075 
0.60 
0.50 
0 . .:1 

H the NAllS pe<pet ldoc:ular to arry poonlon the 
l1ad< between the wtliSIIe pos1s tor the 
grade c:roaing, enter the nomber 10 in 
column 11 , Worksheet 0. 

Nighttime Adjustment: 

Remember to adjust for nijjhtime operations, 
» diHerent from 0 t 5 of the total, by selecting 
the appropriate adjustment factor from Table 
5 on page 8 . Enter in column 12. 
Worksheet 0. 
Mu~oply the adJUStment factors together. 

limes the number of diesel trains per day (you 
have lost ad tills nomber previously on line 2a. 
page 1, ol WOIIIsheef 0 , and should enter 
!hiS number.., in coUnn 13) 10 otXain !he 
adJUSiad nomber of fraJnS per day. Er«er the 
adJUSiad number of diesel fraJnS per day in 
column 14 UsethisvaJue,on~IOI'IWIIII 
the distance from the NAlto the trad< (lone 1, 
page 1. of Worksheet 0), to find from WOI1<· 
chart 3the ONL produced by diesel locomo
tives. Lest in column 15 of Worksheet 0 . 

feet, we find lhetlhe she has an engine noise 
contrl0ut100 to ONL ol66 dB. 

We neiCI obtain the adjustment factors tor 
lhe noose produCed by the cars: 
• number ol cars adjustment 1.50 
• speed edjus1ment: 2. 78 
• dayln/gd ~: 2.34 

Multiplying the adjuslmenl !aciOrS limes 
the average daily number of trains: 

1.5 X 2.78 X 2.34 X 35 = 342 

Entering W011<chart 4 (see F'ogure 15) wilh 
342 operatoons and a distance ol339feet, we 
find the oontributlon of the cars to lhe ONL Is 
60 dB. Using Table I lor combining levels, we 
find that the 6 dB difference between engine 
noise at 66 and car noise at 60 gives a oorn
bined ONL ol67 dB tor these trains. 

~lway Cata and A4tflld Trwwlt ~ 

WOI1<chart 4 was derived wilh the lollowWlg 
assumptiOnS 
• A Clear lone ol Slght exiSis between the 
rallway and the NAL 
• There are 50 cars per traon. 
• The average train speed Is 30 mph. 
• Noghhlme operations are 0.15 oflhe 24-
hourtotal. 
• Ralls are welded togelher. 

It the situation meets these conditions, 
proceed to Wol'kchart 4 for an immediate 
evaluation of railway car noise. Again. ~any 
ollhe oondrtoons is different, make lhe - · 
sary adjustments IISied below and then use 
WOI1<chart 4 lor the evaluation. 

Flgln15. 
u.. of Wort<c:l\ar1 4 to e.--., c. 
HolM 

Aai--ear.- Rapid Tronsft 

Example 1 e: The distance from NAL n..mber 
2to Railroad Number 2 is 550 feet; there are 
100 operations per day. of which 30 peroent 
oocur at night. A Clear line of sight elCisls 
between lhe Site and lhe rallroad. and no 
horns or whl$lle$ are used neamy. N1 
awrage train on tills trad< uses 4 engines. 
has 100 cars, the average speed is 40 miles 
per hour. and the trade. has bolted, no1 
welded, ralls 

We first lind lhe adjustment factors tor the 
diesel engines: 
• number of engines adjustment: 2 
• speed adjustment: 0.75 
• day/night adjustment: 1.57 

MuHiplylng the adjustments togelher, 
times lhe number oltrains: 

2 X0.75 X 1.57 X 100 • 236 

83 

Adjuatrnent. for ~lway ear. and R.pd 
T111nalt Tr.lna 

Number ol CIIIS: 

DMde the average number of cars by SO and 
enter this number in column 18 of 
W011<chart 0. 

Average Speed: 

Make this adju-~ if the average speed is 
not 30 mph, by se4ecting lhe appropriate 
value from Table t 0, entering rt in column 19 
ol Worksheet 0. 

A...-geSpeed 
(mph) 

10 
20 
30 
40 
50 
60 
70 
60 
90 

100 

BOlted RallS: 

= .... Facu 
011 
0.44 
100 
1.78 
2.78 
4.00 
5.44 
7. 11 
9.00 

11.11 

Enter the number 41n column 20 of W011<· 
sheetO. 

Nighttime Adjustment: 

Enter lhe appropnate adjUStment factor from 
Table 5 on column 21 ol Worksheet 0 . 

Entering WOI1<chart3 (see Figure 14) whh 
236 operations at a diSian<:e ol550 lee~ we 
find the DNL oontribution 11om engine noise 
tobe67dB. 

Nex1 we lind the 8djusVnenl '**>rs lor the 
raJtroad cars· 
• number of catS ~2 
• speed adjust'nent: 1. 78 
• bolted lnld< adjust'nent: 4 
• day/night adjust'nent: 1.57 

Mulllplying the adjusmtnts IOgelher. 
times the number ol trains: 

2 X 1.78 X 4 X 1.57 X 100 • 2236 

Entering WOI1<chart 4 (see F'tgUre 15) wilh 

15 



RAILWAY N0.2...., 

500' 

goo' 

20' 

DEs~~ 
130' 16 0 

SITE TRACK 
ELEVATION ELEVATION 

2236 operalions at a distance ol 550 feet. we 
find the DNL contnbubon lrom lhe railroad 
cars to be 65 dB. Combining the engine 
sound levels with the car sound levels we fond 
the total DNL from lhe trains to be 69 dB. 

It would be possible to erect a 20-foot noise 
barrier, run111ng parallel to tile treck at a dls· 
lance of SO feet; il could start at Aoed Num
ber 2 and run 900 fee4 nor1h toward tile..,. 
pan, as shown in F''!jU<II 16. Bolli lhe rairoad 
trad< and lhe ground level at lhe bamet loca
liOI'I are at an elevation ol160 leet. Thus, we 
have the following valueswolh which 10 calcu· 
late lhe potential reduction in engine noise 
(using WOO<chart5). (Because the distances 
InvolVed are so unequal, this situation does 

16 

not lend rtself to dorect scaling of lhe 
distances) 

H • 180 leer (20' above the ground) 

s = 175feet(l5' abovethetrack,see 
page 19} 

. ;;I 
~~~ 
··~ 'l?t 
3iol 

• . 
" 

0 = 285/eet (from Example II in the SectiOn 
on roadway noise) 

R' = 50/eet 

D' =SOOfeet 

We find from WOO<sheel 5 lhat lhe values 
ol A and D are no dofferenl (within the accu
racy ol the calculallon) lrom A' and D'. a 
s~uation thai wilt always occur when the 
differences 1n elevation are so much smaller 
than the distances lrom the Site to the noise 
source. The value ol his~ feet; AID a 0.1 

Figure II. 
11M of Wori<c:llar171n Eumplo 11 
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We can now use these numbors 10 en1er 
Workchart 6 to find the potentoa/ barrier per
formance (thai is, the bamer adfustment 
factor that would apply in the case or an in· 
fonltely long barrier). Entering WOO<chart 6 at 
h • 4 feet. With AID = 0.1. we fond the basic 
anenuat100 olthe bamer to be 7 5 dB How
ever. with D/R = 10, we find from lhe table ol 
loss-ol-ground-effed anenuallon that we 
must subtract4 dB from the 7.5. 0< a n8t 
effect ol3.5 dB. However, the SIIU8tiOtiiS 
even WOBe. since the barrier 1s hnote on 
length 

To find lhe actual attenuation for this linife 
barrier, we must first find the angle sub
tended by tho bamer to the NAL Relemng 
to Fogure 16. we draw hnes from lhe 
NAL each end of the bamer Woth 



a protraclor we measure the angle between 
the two Iones to be 77 degrees. Locate the 
curve on Worl<chan 7 oorrespondlng to tho 
potential barrier attenuation of 3.5 dB; it lies 
midway between the two lowest curves (see 
Fogure18). The point on this ClJ(II900<r.,. 
spending to a subCended angle of n degrees 
indocates that the actual bamer pe<formance 
would be crt( 1.5 dB. Woth orly 1 5 dB of 
anenuatoon, the barrier is Cleal1y not cost· 
etrectJve. In order to achieve a usable 
attenuation from the bamer, it would have to 
be extended beyond the other side of Road 
Number 2to obtain a largeo subtended angle. 
This elClension. however, would still not be 
oost-effective unless the height of the bani£,· 

were increased substantially. 
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T.biei 
~In 
Sound~ 

0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
12 
14 
16 
~lhM1S 

AddiO 
Ulgorl.ewl 

3.0 
2.5 
2.1 
1.8 
1.5 
1.2 
1.0 
0.8 
0.6 
0.5 
0.4 
0.3 
0.2 
0 1 
0. 

Tlble2 DHlo..ldeSSd8~ 
0 1- dlsuonct 110m 85 dB <XJf*>U' 10 ftighl pad1 
o2• dls1ance trom 1111e10 ftighl path 

02 DHl 
01 d8 

1.0 65 
1.12 64 
126 63 
1.4 1 62 
158 61 
1.78 60 
2.00 59 
2.24 58 
251 57 
282 56 
3 16 55 

Automobile Trafllc 

-Stop-and-go 
MJUStment FIICIOr 
0.10 
0.25 
0.40 
0.55 
0.70 
0.85 
1.00 

Tlble4 AverogtTnll!lc:SpMd 

~::"'~ ~Factor 
20 (mph) 0 13 
25 0.21 
30 0.30 
35 0.40 
40 0.53 
45 0.67 
so 0.83 
55 1.00 
60 1.19 
65 1.40 
70 1.62 

18 

0 
0,01 
0.02 
0.05 
0.10 
0.15 
020 
0.25 
0.30 
0.35 
040 
0.~ 
0.50 

Medium Ttuc:b 

0.43 
0.48 
0.50 
0.62 
0.81 
1.00 
1.19 
1.38 
1.57 
1.76 
1.96 
2.15 
2.34 

(1no ._ 26,000pounds. _... .... 
10,000 pounds) 

Multiply ad;Aied-1nltlicby 10. 

Heevy Truc:Q 

Tobie 8 Ro.cl ~ 
~ol 

~ 
FIICIOr 
2 1.4 
3 1.7 
4 20 
5 2.2 
6or'"""' 2.5 

50 or less 
55 
60 
65 

Tobie I Stop- go 
Heavy TN<lk 
Trai!IC: Volume 
perDoy 
letalhM1200 
1201102400 
2401104800 
4801 10 8tiOO 
86011019200 
Mcn-19200 

0.81 
1.00 
1.17 
1.38 

Heavy TN<lk 
Stop-and-Go 
Adjustment FaciO< 

18 
20 
2.3 
2.8 
3.8 
45 

66 

Relit oeda • OleMI EnglnM 

Number of EngiNe per Tl'llln 
The number ol engines divided by 2. 

Table 9 A-.geTrlllnSpMd 

Average Speed ~ 
(mph) Factor 
10 3.00 
20 1.50 
30 1.00 
40 0.75 
50 0.60 
60 0.50 
70 0.43 - "'~,...,_.,.,..by 10. 

Rellroeda • C... 8nd "-Pkf Tr....tt 
-.of .... 
,...,_ ol ear.,.,"'"-by 50. 

Tlble 10 A-TrlllnSf>Md 

Average Speed .=,.,. 
(mph) FIICUl< 

10 
20 
30 
40 
50 
60 
70 
80 
90 

100 

0 11 
0.44 
100 
1.78 
2.78 
4.00 
5.44 
7. 11 
9.00 

11.1 1 

Bolead
~.....-ollrMwby4. -"'~"""""'"',_by 100 



Workchart 1 
Autos (55 mph) 
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Wortcchart 2 
Heavy Trucks (55 mph) 

DNL 75 
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Workchart 3 
Railroads - Diesel locomotives 
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Workchart4 
Railroads - Cans and Rapid Transit 
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Wor1<chart 5 
Noise Barrier 

Enter lhe values lor: 

To find R, D 8nd h ll'om Site EleY8tlona 
8nd Dtst.nc:es 

H• R'•----

Fll out lhe following ~ 
(al quantities are in feet): 0•----

1. Elevation ol barrier top minus elevation of souroe (H 
2. Elevation ol obselver minus elevalion of soun:e [0 

3. MapdistancebetueeooSOU'Oeand~ (R' + 0') 

4. Map distance between banier and SOIKC8 (R') 

5. Une 2 divided by lone 3 [ 2 

6. Square lhe quantlly on line 5 (i.e .. muHiply ~by ~self); [5 
always posmve 

7 40% olline 6 [ 
8. One minus lone 7 [ 
9. Une 5 times line 4 (Will be negative ~line 21snegatlve) [5 

10. Une 1 minus line 9 [ 1 

11. Une 1011me$1one8 ['0 

12. Une 5 times ltne 10 [5 

13. Llne4 divldled byline 8 [• 
14. Une 13 plus lone 12 [ 13 

15. Line 3 minus lne 4 [3 

16. Une 15divldledbyllne8 ( 15 

17. Line 16mlnusllne 12 ( 16 

) - (S 

) - (S 

(3 

] X [5 

0.4 ] X (6 

1.0 1- F 
) X (4 

1 - (8 

] X [• 

1 X ['0 

1 + [8 

] + [12 

1 [• 

) [8 

1 (12 

~: 11oe ...-on line 2 may be negao.e, in lines 10, 14,1nd 17. llaiiOding a negao.e run-
wl'icto case aowlltoe....,.. onlnas5~. on1 12. beristoe same as~· 
lne 1 may aloo bl o-.goiiYe Romoooboi,..., in x+(-y)=x.y.And~lnega!Mo-11 

... adding: •+w•·y 

71 

- [ 1 ] 

- [2 ] 

(3 ] 

[• ] 

] = [5 

] - [6 ] 

- F ] 

] - [8 ] 

] = [8 

} = (10 

1 = [" ] =h 

) = ( 12 } 

] - (13 1 
] - [" } =R 

) - ['5 

}= (16 1 
] = ['7 ] =o 

Round oft R and 0 ID -lnloOe<. h IDone 
decimal place 
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Workchart6 
Noise Barrier 

24 

ADJUSTMENT TO BARRIEH'\ '\}\.' 1-12 
ATTENUATION FOR LOSS "''\.~'\:'.J'r--.."<+-+-1-+-+-+-41---+--+-l 1 3 

OF GROUND ATTENUATION '\.1\.: 14 

-2- 8 "" '" 15 
LESS THAN 1.3 0 "\ "'" 16 

L3 to 2 .0 -r "\~~" ~" 1-:; 
2.1 to 3.2 -2 '\.1\. ~' 1- 19 
3 .3 1o 5.0 -3 '\ 0 1-

5 .I or more - 4 , .'\. 

'\['\ 20 

72 



Workchart7 
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ANGLE,a, $~TENDED BY BARRIER AT 
OBSERVER'S LOCATION 

Correction to be applied to banier potential in order to find the actual 
performance of the banier of the same constructio<l b<Jt of finffe 
length. 
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WOI'bhMtA 
Site Evaluation 

Project Name 

Sponoct'aNime 

1 Aoldway Noise 

3~-

vu... ol ONllor .. noise scx.n:es:(--31or 
coml>lnallon ~) 

NomWiy Unacooptallle 

OHl 
p, tdlclocl "" 
()pelatioualn Yoer 

SVMrun----------------------------------------

Clip lhla -lo lhe 1cp of a pac1<age 
c:oolalnlng WOt1csheeiS S.E and Worla:harts 1· 7 
!hal are uHd In lhe sile 81/aluadons 

26 
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NoiM ,., II MUIQedt ' W 

City, State 

O.le ----------------



Ust •• eirpotts within 15 miles ot the ·-e: 
1. 

2. 

3 

1. Are ONL. NEF Q( CNR oon10ura avalloblo? 
(yes/no) 

2 . lvrf ....,.,_,;c air<:raftopano~? 
(yes/no) 

3 Eltimlbng ~..,..,.,.,. ...... F1gln 3· 

• 111.11"boral ~,.. ---

c. eftectiYe ntMI1bef of ope<ebOnl 
(10timesa+b) 

d dislance A lo< 65 d8 

7Sd8 

e dislance B lo< 65 d8 

70d8 

75 d8 

4 &1imaling ONL 1rom Tllble 2 

• dlltance from 65 d8 coniOur 10 
f1ig111 poll. D 1 

b. dlltance 1rom NAL 10 f1igl11 
pelh, o2 

c. o2 divided by 01 

d. ONl 

5. 0peo Olb4 pt<>jeded lo<- ye¥1 

Alrporl1 Alrporl 2 

Signed ------------ -------

75 

-AA __ ,,.,..,. .. Gr IS A-

~-----------------

27 



llat oA l!lljOf roads within 1000 feet cl tllo llilol 

2. --------------------------------------------------

3. ---------------------------------------------

4. -----------------------------------------------

1. Distance In teet 11om 1he NAt. to 
1he edge ollhe I08d 

.. --
b ,.,._...., 

2. OisW>ce 10 $101) sign 

3 . - g<8die<1t in pe<eent 

• AuiD iiUbles 

b. r..vy lrudcs • ...,. 

c. heavy lrudcs • <lownNit 

5. 24 houraveragenumbef oiiiUIOol-1 
enc~ medium 1ruc1cs 1n boCh direction• cADn 
• • 8Ut0iii00iles 

b. modi.m lrudcs 

c .,_AOT(t + (IO>cb)l 

a. uphHI 

b. downhll 

Roedl Aoed2 _, -4 

78 
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Worttsheet C 
Roadway NoiM 

9 

Page2 

12 
IvAn 
AOT = (line 5c) 

Road No. I ___ x: ___ x._ __ _ X 

Road No. 2 -------~-------X-------• 
Road No.3 ___ x._ ___ x: __ _ X 

Road No. • X • 

Adfu- torHMV)'Trudc Tmnc 

17 18 19 20 21 22 23 
~TNCk S1op Nigi:W· 

Gradient ¥ and-go Tine 
Table6 Table7 TableS TableS 

E 
____ x ____ x ___ 

No.I Add_ X X 

Oowmll ____ x ___ 

F ... ___ x._x ___ 

Add _ X X 

Oowmi. ___ x ___ = 

r 
___ x._x --- = 

Road No. 3 Add--- X X 

Oownlllil ____ x ___ 

E 
___ x ____ x ___ 

No.4 Add --- X X 

Oowmll ____ x ___ 

Combined Aullolo- l HMvyTrudc DNl 

Road No. I Road No. 2 Road No.3 Road No .• 

14 15 16 

ONL Bamof Partial 
(Wor1<chort I) Attenuation ONL 

2. 25 26 
Ad~ ONL 
Ttud< (Work· -AOT chan2) Attn. 

TOIOI ONL lot 
All Road$ 

~--------------------------

77 

27 

Partial 
ONL 
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Lise APP Rai?ways wilhln 3000 fMC of ct>e tile: 

1, 

~---------------------------------------------
3. ________________________________________________ __ 

NM lllllfY "•to! •nlltlou: 

1. ~In Ieee !rom Che NAL co Che railway track: -------- ------- --------

2. Numbo< ollrains In 24 hoo.n· 

b. eloclrified 

3. F-ol operations oa:urlng • night 
(10p.m. - 7a.m.): 

b e4eclnfiedlrains 

7 Ps lradlwelded Of bolted? 

8 Ate-orhoms _..., 
lot ~aosslngs? 

30 
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... tu•atar DIIMI~• 

Aai~No. 1 

RllweyNo. 2 

RllweyNo.3 

RalwayNo. 1 

~ayNo.2 

RllweyNo.3 

9 10 11 12 13 
No.ol 
~ ~- No.ol Locomod .... ....... - T.-

2 T-9 (-10) T-5 (h~ 

___ x _ _ _ x __ x ___ x __ _ 

___ x ___ x ___ x _ __ x __ _ 
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Chapter& 

A Wotitbook for the Noise 
Assessment Guidelines 

Introduction 

The followlng problems were 
prepared to give you the opportunity 
to pn~etlce the calculations and 
procedures described In the Noise 
Assessment Guidelines. Because It 
Is so rarely used, we have not 
Included any problems dealing with 
the aircraft noise procedure. 

We have not reproduced the 
charts Of tables from the Guidelines 
so you will need to have It at hand to 
do the problems. 

Noise Assessment Guidelines Wotitbook 
ProblerYI$ 

Pl ....... t Through 7: Combining Sound lAwla In Declbole 

Calculate the Combined Soood l.8WI lor the Following Sets of Individual U!wls: 

1. 67 LDN 
61 LDN 

2. 63 LDN 
63 LDN 

__ Combined 
l.8WI 

__ Combined .._ 
4. 82 LDN 

85LDN 
5. 87 LDN 

72 LDN 
_ _ Combined 

l.8WI 
_ _ Combined 

7. 73 LDN 
nLDN 
61 LDN 
87 LDN 
__ Combined 

LIM>! 

LIM>! 

Po tlomo 4 1nd t: ~ ElfeciM Dlo"""'" 
Celcutale the EHectlve Distances tor the Following Aoada: 

8. 

9. 

Dlsw.ce In FMI trom NAL to: 
-Edge of N-t Lane 
Fat Edge of Fattheat Lane 
EHectlve Otatance 

Distance In Feet trom NAL to: 
- Edge ol Nearest Lane 
Fot Edge of Fattheat Lane 
EHectlve Distance 

Po • lo ma to Through t5: Adjuo- F10>10ra 

3. 51 LDN 
8SLDN 
_ _ Combined .._ 

8. 59LDN 
63LDN 
71 LDN 

--~nod 

22FMI 
78Feet 

60 FMI 
84 FMI 

Usl The Adjustment Factors Neceaaaty lor Each olthe Following Sltuatlona and the 
NumO<Ical Value lor Each Adjustment Factor. 

10. A Roadway Whete the Ao6d Goodient Is 1 Yo, the A...-.ge $9eed lor Both Autos end 
Trucka Ia 30 MPH and the Fraction of Nlgllttlrne TraHic Ia 10%. 

AdJustment FactorsN ________________ _ 

Volueol Adjustment Factors: _ ___________ ___ _ 

11. A Roadway Whete There Is A Slop Sign 400 FMI trom the NAL The Gradient is !Yo, 
the Awrage S9eed for Autos Is 45 MPH (There Are No Trucks) and the Fnoctlon of 
Nighttime Traffic Is 15%. 

Adjustment FactorsN ________________ _ 

Value of Adjustment Factors: _______________ _ 
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12. A Roadway Where the Reed Gl'8dlentls 2%, the A....age Sj)80d lor Autos Ia 50 MPH 
and lor TNCka (Both Uphill and DownhiiQ Is 50 MPH and the Frac:tlon of Nlgh111me 
Traffic Is 10%. 

Adjustment Factors Needed; ________________ _ 

Value of Adjustment Factors: ________________ _ 

13. A Railroad Whel'e the Frac:tlon ol Operations Occurring at Night Is 30%, the A
Train Sj)80d Is .w MPH, the Tract< Ia Bolted and There M No INhlstlo Or Horns 
Required for Grado Crossing$. 

AdjustmentFactorsNee<loct. ____ ____________ _ 

ValuooiAdjustmentFactors: ________________ _ 

1•. A Raliroed Where the Ftaetlon of Operations Occunlng at Nighl ls 5%, the A
Train Speed Is 10 MPH, the Tracks M Woldod and There M No Whistles Or Horns 
Aequlred lor Grado Crossing. 

Adjustment Fac1ors ~=-----------------

Value of Adjustment Factors: ________________ _ 

15. A Railroad Whel'e the Fraction of Opetollons Occunlng at Night Is 20%, the A
Train Sj)80d Ia 30 MPH, the Ttaek Is Bolted and No Whistles or Horns"'- Required 
lor G.-Crossings. 

Adjustment Factors Needed: _ _______________ _ 

Value of Adjustment Factors: ________________ _ 
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Pt til ne 11 Tlrough 21: Some IIMic Pt celt tw 

Celeulate the Combined Noise LIMits f« ~of the Following Situations: 

16. A AoedWay Where the distance In Feet from the NAl to the Near Edge of the Nearest 
Lane Is 310 Feet, the Distance to the Fer Edge of theF-t Lane 1$ 358 Feet. 
There Is A Stop Sign o400 Feet from lhe NAL The Gradlenlls 1%. The A
Number of Automobiles ls17/JOO, lhe 24 Hour A-Number of Medlum Trucl<s Is 
1 ,500, lhe 24 Hour A-Number ol Heovy Trucks Is o400 Total. The Fraction of 
Nighttime Traffic Is 20%. 

The Combined Noise liMit f« This Ao41dway Is _ __________ _ 

17. A Sile Exposed to Noise fr«n Two Roads. FO< Roadway Number 1 lhe Dletance In 
Feet from the NAL to the Near Edge of the Nearesl Lane Is 125 Feel, the Distance to 
the Far Edge of the Farthest Lane Is 233 Feet. There Is A Slop Sign 250 Feet from 
the NAL The Gradient Is 3%. The A-- Speed I« Bolh Autos and Trucks Is 30 
MPH. 

The 24 Hour A-Number of Autos Is 22/)00, the 24 Hour A- Number of 
Medium Tr\ld<s Is 2,000. The 24 Hour A- Number of Heavy Trucks Is 950 Total. 
The Fraction of Nighttime Traffic Is 10%. 

FO< Roadway Number 2, lhe Dlslance 10 lhe Nell Edge of the Neeresl Lane Is 4$ 
FHI, the Distance to lhe Fai Edge oflhe Farthest Lane Is 93 Feet. There Is A Stop 
Sign 100 Feet from the NAL and the Gradient Is 1%. The A-Speed for Bolh 
Autos and Heavy Trucks Is 30 MPH. The 24 Hour A-Number of Automobiles Ia 
14/)00, for Medium Trucks 700, and f« Heovy Trucl<s 900 Total. The Fraction of 
Nlghltlme Traffic Is 20'Yo. 

The Combined Noise liMit forThlsSitels ____________ _ 

18. A Site Exposed lo Noise from Two Rellroads. For Rellroed 1, the Distance In Feet 
from the NAL to the Railway Track Is 150 Feet. There Are 35 Diesel Trains Evert 24 
Hours, No Eleclrifled Trains. The Fraction of Operations Occurr1ng at Night 1$ 25%. 
There Are 3 Diesel L.ocomotl\oes Per Train and 70 C8B Per Train. The A-Speed 
Is 30 MPH and the Track 1$ Bolted. No Whistles Or Horns Are Used. 

For Rallroad 2, the Distance In Feet from the NAL to the Railway Track Is 310 Feet. 
There Ala 20 Diesel and 2 Electrified Trains Each 24 Hours. The Fraction of 
Operations Occurring at Night Is 15%. There Are 2 LocomotiVes Per Diesel Train and 
4$ Qn fO< Each Diesel Train and 15 C8ls Per Electrified Train. The A-Train 
Speed Is 40 MPH and the Track Is Bolted. No Horns Or Whistles Are Used. 

The Combined Noise 1.e11e1 for This Site Is-------------

19. A Site Exposed to Noise from TWo Railroads. For Rellroed 1, the Distance In Feet 
from the NAL IO lhe Railway Track Ia 75 Feet. There Are 34 DieM~ Traina Evert 24 
Hours, No Electrified Trains. Twenty Percent of the Operations Occur al Night There 
Are 5 Locomotives Per Train and 75 car. Per Train. The A-age Train Speed Ia 35 
MPH and the Track Is Welded. No Horns Or Whistles. 

For Railway 2, the DISiance In Feet fr«n the NALIO the Railway Track Is 120 FH1. 
Thera Are 12 Diesel Trains In 24 Hours, No Electrified Trains. T-.ty.flw Percent of 
the Operations Occur at Night. There Ale 4 LocomotiVes Per Train and 40 cars Per 
Train. The ,o,....,age Train Speed Is 20 MPH and the Track Is Bolted. No Horns Or 
Whistles Ale Used. 

The Combined Noise liMII for This Site Ia. -------------

20. A Site Exposed to Noise from Three Roads. For Road 1, the Dis lance In Feet from 
the NAL to the Near Edge of the Noaresl Lane Is 100 Feet, to the Far Edge ol the 
Farthesl Lane, 208 Feet. There Is No Stop Sign and the Gradient Is 1%. The A
Speed for Autos Ia 55 MPH. (There Ara No Tr\ld<s Allowed On This -~The 24 
Hour A-Number of Autos Is 40/)00. The FractloQ of Nighttime Traffic Is 15'Yo. 

For Road 2, the Distance from the NAL to the Near Edge of the N-t Lane Is 4$ 
Feet, to lhe Far Edge of the Farthest Lane T5 Feet. There Is A Stop Sign ITS Feet 
from the NAL and the Road Gradient Is 4%. The~ Speed for Both Autos and 
Trucl<s Is 40 MPH. The 24 Hour A-Number of Autos Ia 15/)00, fO< Medium 
Trucks 900 and for Heavy Trucks 320 Tolal. The Fraction of Nighttime Traffic Is 20%. 

For Road 3, the Distance from the NAL to the Near Edge of the N-1 Lane Ia 52 
Feet, lo lhe Far Edge of the Farthest Lane 92 Feet. There Ia A Stop Sign 400 Feel 
from the NAL and the Gradient Is 1%. TheA-·Speed for Bolh Autos and Trucl<s 
Is 25 MPH. The 24 Hour A- Number of Autos IS 5/)00, for Medium Trucl<s 1.0S0 
and for Hee.vy Trucl<s 175 Total. The Fraction of Nlghtllme Trafflc Ia 20%. 

The Combined Noise ltM!I forThisSIIela _____________ _ 
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Z1. A Site Expoaecl to Nolse from A Rallmed. The Distance from the NAL to the Railroad 
Is 110 Feet. There Me 30 Diesel Ttall\8 Eveoy 24 Hours, No Eleclrlfled Trains. T_,ty 
Percent of the Operations Occur at Night. There Are 3 L.oc:omottves Pe< Train and 50 
cars Pe< Train. The A- Train S~ Is 30 MPH, tho Track Is Bolted and There Is 
A Grade Crossing Whate Horns and Whistles Me Used 100 Feet from tho NAL 

The Combined Noise l8vel at This Site Is _ ___________ _ 

Pi- 22 Thro<lgh 24: S.men- ldentllyt"V the V•l- lor H, R, R', D and 0 ' 

Identity the Values lor H, R, R', 0 and 0 ' lor Each of the Following Barrle<S: 

22. 

I 
l.-30·- ....... -------150'--------' 

H: ---A= --- A'= ___ D= ___ andO' = ---

70' 50' 

H: A: A'= D= and D' = 

Barrie< 40' 10 ' 170' 90' 70 ' 
Highest Polnt of Hill 30' 150 ' 8 ' 50' 

40' 

24. 

6 1' 52' 

Cl Cl 

I 
60 ' 50' 

H= A= • A' 10: andD' 
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ro 7 7 ow 25 ,_.. 27:-c*'' loow Ulino ~It lllld 7. 

Using Wcrtcn.rts 6 ard 7 Only,~~ the Noise AtlllnUalion PnMdod by lhe 
a.m.. mustrated In ~ 22llvough 24. Add?tlonal Deta on the Angles 
S..btendod by the Ends of the ~ ard ?he NAL fO< Each Location Is ProYided. 

25. Celculate the Noise Allenuatlon Provided by the Batrler Described In Problem 22. The 
Angle S..blendod by the Ends of ?he a.n1er end the NAL I$ 150 ~-

The NoiMAIIenua?ion ProYidedls _____________ Declbels. 

26. Celcutato the Nolae Altenuotion PnMdod by lhe Barrier Deocrlbod In Problom 23. The 
Anglo Sublendod by the E-oi!IW a..ler ..-.:1 lhe NAL 1$ 90 o.-
TheNoiMAitenuationf'ro¥tdodla _____________ Declbels. 

27 Celculota the Noise Atten~».lion PnMdod by the Barrier Oeoa1bod In Problom 24. The 
Angle Sublendod by ll>e Ends of tr-.. a.mtr end the NAL Is t30 Oegr-. 

The Noise Allenualion ProYidod Is---------- ----Decibels. 

Proi>Mmt 21 Tlwougll30: - Colculotlono Uolng Wcwtu:lwts 5, a ond 1 

Colculato the Attenuation Prewldod By the a.triefsln the Fojlowing Sl?uotlons Use 
Wo<kellllts 5, 6 end 7. 

25. A Two StO<Y Building Ps Expc:wod to HolM LIMits of 68 LON from AutC>mOI>IIos. The 
- Is 15 Feet High end Ps Located 40 Foeo from lhe Souroo end 20 Feet from 
tr-.. Building. The SocRe, -·and Building Are All On LIMit Ground. The Anglo 
Sublendod by lhe Ends of tr-.. a.mer ond the Noise Assessment Location Is 110 

o.or-. 
Tile NolseAttenuallon Provided by Tills Banlerls _________ Declbels. 

Is TlllsSuffleleno? ____________________ _ 

29. A Tllree Story Building Ps Exposed to A Nojse Lew~ of 72 LON I rom Diesel 
Locomotl- and 60 LON from Rellroocl C... The Batrler ?a 12 Foeo High ond Is 
Located 40 F""t from the Source ond 85 Foet from ll>e Building The 8an1er end 
tr-.. Building Are on the Same LIMit. But the Troek Ps Oeprossocl 25 Feet. The Angle 
S..blendod by lhe Ends Of tr-.. Banler end the NAL Is 120 Oegr.-

The Nojse Attenuation Provided by Tills Batrler Is--------Decibels. 

Is Tills Sufficient? ____________________ _ 

30. A Tllree StO<Y Building Is Exposed to Noise Lo....,ls of 67 LON from Autornot>lles 
and 71 LON from Trucks. The Barrier Is 16 Feet High end Is Locoted 36 Feet from 
tho Source and 56 Feet from the Building. Tile Source, the Battler ond tile Building 
Art All AI the Same Lew~. The Ang?e Subtondod by the Barrio< EndS end the NAL Is 
130 Oegr-. 

The Noise Attenuation ProYicloc:l by This 8anlerls --------Decibels. 

lsThls&Af~i~?---------------------
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Noise Assessment Guidelines Workbook 
Answers p-

t . 88 LON (67-61 :6, Add tdB (From Teble) to 67:88 LON) 
2. 88 LON {63-63: 0, Add 3dB (From Teble) to 63:88 LON) 
3. 69 LON (69-51 :0, Add OdB to 69:69 LON) 
• . 67 LON (65-62: 3, Add UdB to 65, Round Off to NeatH I Whole Number, 

66.8 : 67 LON) 
5. 73 LON (72-65: 5, Add 1.2 = 73.2 = 73 LON) 
6. 72 LON 163·59=•, Add 1.5=&4.5, 71-e..5:6.5 

Interpolate From Teble: 6 = 1.0, 7 = .8 
6.5 : .9) 71 + .9 = 71.9 = 72 LON) 

7. 76 LON (67-61 =6 .• Add 1.0:66, 72-68=•, Add 1.5:73.5, 
73.5· 73 = .5, Interpolate From Table, 
Add 2.75:76.25:76 LON) 

B. •9Feet (76+22=98-2=•9) 
9. 72Feet (84+60=1« - 2=72) 

10. Adjustment Factors Needed: Speed and Nlght·Time Pe<centage 

Value of FaetOt's: Speed= Autos .30 
Tnucka .81 

Nighttime 
Percentage .81 

Note-You Must Have Different Speed Adjustments for Autos and Tnucks. 

1 1. Adjustment FactOt'S Needed: Speed and Stop and Go TraHic 
Value of FactOt"S: Speed .67 

Slop and Go .70 

12. Adjustment FaetOt's Needed: Gradient, Speed and Nighttime Pe<centage 

Value of FactOt'S: Gradient 1A 
Speed= Autos .30 

Trucks .81 
Nighttime 
Percentage .81 

13. Adjustment FactOt's Needed: Nighttime Percentage, .Speed, Bolted Track 

Value of FactOt's: Nighttime 
Percentage 1.57 
Speed=EnQI"" .75 

Cars 1.78 
Boiled Track • 

Note-You Must Have Different Speed Adjustments for Engines and Cars. 

1•. Adjustment FactOt's Needed: Nighttime Percentage and Speed 

Value of Factors: Nighttime 
Percentage .62 
Speed = Enolnes 3,0 

Cars .11 

t5. Adjustment Factors Needed: Nighttime Percentage and Bolted Track 

Value of FactOt'S: Nighttime 
Percentage1.19 
Bolted Track 4 
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18. Combined Noise Level= 82 LON (If Your Answer Ia Plus or Minus 1dB Ita OK -
Between Rounding Off and the Lerge Scale on the Nornographs, That's Close 
Enough) 
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17. Combln«< NoiMI..eYel:74lON (+OR- 1 dB) 
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18. Combined Noise L..el = 71 lDN 

Noro-ln O<der to Complete Column ta for Railway 12 You Must Find the A
N..-of Cats P., Train. Multiply the NUMb« of OleMI Trains Times the NUMb« 
of Cats Per Train (20x45=m. Multiply the Number of Electrified Trains TlrMS 
the Numbef of Cats P., Train (2 X 15 • 301. Add the Two Total$ Together and DMde 
By the Total Number of Trains~ • 30 • 1130 - 22 = 42). 
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19 Combined Noise LeYe1 = 76 LON 
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20. Combln<!d Noise llMII = 75 LDN 
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21. Combined Noise level= 81 LON 

To SoiY<! This Problem You Must Add Some More Unes to the Workehart lor 
Engines Because the Workehart as Set up Does Not Go High Enough. Tlle<e Are A 
Variety or Ways to Do This But One of the Eulest Is to Take A Pleoe of Blank 
Paper (A 3 x 5 card Does Very We4~ Place the Edge of tha Paper Along Either the 
Top Or Bottom Edge of the Workchart and Marl< Where the LON Unes Fall Along 
the Edge of the Blank P-. Then Once You Ha.., Drawn Your Dlatance e.nd 
Operations Unes on the Work Chart, Yoo Take Your P-with the Uno Mari<lnga 
and Lay It along the Une for Adjusted Operations with the Mark Farthest to the 
Right Uned up with the 75 LON Uno. Now Just Count over unlll Yoo Reach the 
lnlersactlon of the Operations and Distance Lines. 
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22. H= 10 Fee~ R=-10 Feel, R' • 30 Feet, 0=170 Feel, 0' = 150 Feel 

I R' 0 ' 
'--30' 150'----..1 

23. H=8 Feel, A=90 Feel. R' a70 Feet, D=-10 Feel, 0' =50 Feel 

A' 
'--- ---70'-

o· 
- -'----so·- - ..J 

Note-The Une ot Sight Llno Sla•11 AboYa the Rood level Because ot the Truckt. 

24. H: 8 Feel, R:52 Feel, R' • 50 Feet, D= 61 Feel, 0 ' :60 Feel 
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25. The Noise Attenuation Provided Is 7 Dec1bela 
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27. Tho NoiH Attenuation ProYided Ia 8 Oeclbata (5.5 Rounded Up) 

Nolo-Again You Ha .... Problema With Extrapolating-Don't Worry About Being 
Too PreeiH. 
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28. The Noise Attenuation Pro¥1dod by This Barrier Is 4 dB. This Is Sufficient 

Note-Don't FO<get That the Height of the obs<INor Is 5' Less Then the Total 
Height of the Building and the Height ol the Building Is 10 Feet Times the Number 
of Stories. And Old You Remember to Make the Adjustment fot Ground Attenuation 
loss. 
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29. The Noise Attenuation Provided by This 8arrier IS Approximately 5 dB for Bolh the 
Engines and the Railroad Cars. 

This Is No·t Sufficient. 

Note-You Were Supposed to Calculate Attenuation for 01""1 Engl""" and Cars 
Separately Because the Source Heights Are Different. The Value of S lor the 
Engines Should Have Been -10 and the Value of S for the Railroad Cars Should 
Have Been - 25. 
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30. The Noise Attenuation Provided by Thla Barrier Is 3 dB for Trucks and 5 dB for 
Autos. Th& Combined lev&l Reoulttno Ia 69 LON. 

This ta Not Sufticlent 

Note-You Must Calculate the Berrier EHect Separately for Autos and Trucks 
Because the Source Height Ia Different. Then Recombine levels. 
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Chapter 7 

The Use of Noise 
Measurements 

NoiH Calculetlons Are Best For 
HUDUH 

There are two ways to detennine 
noise levels for a site undl!f review: 
the noise can be calculated or It can 
be measured. While one's first 
reaction might well be that It would 
obviously be better to go out and 
actually measure the noise l-Is at 
the site, calculated noise l-Is are 
really much bettl!f for Implementing 
HUD's noise policy. 

calculated noise levels are 
developed using mathematical 
models that contain a vat1ety of 
assumptions about the process of 
noise propagation as well as data on 
sound l-Is generated by typical 
sources (I.e. aircraft engines, 
automobile tires etc.). The model can 
be a complex computl!f model or It 
can be a simple desktop model such 
as the procedures In the Noise 
Assessment Guidelines. The models 
can also employ a variety of noise 
descriptors. (See chaptl!f 1 for a 
discussion of noise descriptors.) 
Most noise studies done for the 
Federal Highway Administration, for 
example, use either the l,o or the 
t_, noise descriptor. Many aircraft 
nOrse studies use the NEF or CNEL 
descrtptor. All of these descriptors 
are compatible with the '-dn noise 
descriptor system that Is preferred 
by HUD and the HUD noise 
regulation contains Instructions for 
converting all of them Into lc!n· 
(sections 51 .106(a)(1) and (2)) 

Whether produced by a 
sophisticated computer model or by 
the desktop Noise Assessment 
Guidelines, calculated noise levels 
are more useful for HUD needs than 
measured levels for two significant 
reasons: The first Is that with noise 
measurements you have no good 
way to take Into account future 
changes In the future noise 
environment. The houses we help 
build today are going to be around 
for a long time and If Is very 
Important that we detennlne, to the 
extent we can, the noise 
environment that will exist 
throughout the life of the buildings. 

While thens are clearly limitations on 
how far Into the future we can 
reasonably project trefflc levels for 
roads, railroads and airports, we can 
at least look 5 to 10 years ahead. 
The HUD noise regulation (24 CFR 
518) requires that " to the extent 
possible, noise exposure shall be 
projected to be representative of 
conditions that are expected to exist 
at a time at least 10 years beyond 
the date of the project or action 
under review." It Is very easy to 
make these projections If you use 
the Noise Assessment Guidelines or 
a computer model to detennine 
noise levels. 

The second reason why we prefer 
that you calculate noise l-Is Is 
that through the calculation process 
you can use monthly or yearly data 
to determine traffic levels. Thus you 
come up with a more typical picture 
of condi tions. With noise 
measurements there Is always the 
possibility that the day or eo;en days 
chosen for measurements will not be 
typical and that the measurements 
may over or understate the problem. 
While the conscientious measurer 
wllitry to account for any unusual 
conditions, It Isn't always possible. 
So long as cost considerations limit 
the number of days that 
measurements can be taken there 
will always be the problem of 
unrepresentative data. With 
calculations this Isn't a problem. The 
computer model that generates 
contours for airports, for example, 
uses an entire years data to develop 
the a-.ge day. Certainly the results 
are more likely to be representative 
than the results that would be 
derived from Just a few days 
measurements. 

When NoiH M .. alftfMntS Are 
Uaeful 

While It Is the preferred procedure to 
calculate noise l-Is, thl!fe are a 
few situations whl!fe the noise 
models might not be accurate and It 
might be better to rely on 
measurements. One Instance would 
be when there is Insufficient a.
inadequate traffic data. Another case 
might be where you have a unique 
physical situation that Is not 
accounted for In Whatever 
mathematical model Is available. 

101 

Obtaining good traffic data can be 
difficult. You may only be able to get 
gross data that s imply lists total 
vehicles without making any 
distinctions between trucks and 
automobiles. Or you may not be able 
to get any reliable data on the 
Pefcentage of traffic between 10 pm 
and 7 am. While the Noise 
Assessment Guldlllines do contain 
some assumptions that you can use 
when you don't have all the data you 
need, there may be Instances when 
you Just don't think those 
assumptions would accurately 
portray the problem. 

By the seme token, there are 
certain physical situations that 
mathematical models such as the 
Noise Assessment Guidelines 
couldn't anticipate and therefore do 
not reflect in their formulas. For 
example, the Guidelines say that you 
don't have to calculate the noise 
l-Is for underground transit lines. 
Well what If the line is underground 
but there are large air vents that reach 
from the belowground tunnels to the 
surface? A great deal of noise can 
reach the surface through these vents 
butt he Nolsll ASSIIssment Guidelines 
don't haveanywaytotake It into 
account. You couldn't treat it as If the 
subway line were aboveground 
because It isn't really and at least 
some of the noise Is blocked. This 
would be a case where a noise 
measurement would probably be the 
best way to determine the noise 
l-Is. By the same token, the 
guidelines do not really take Into 
account the sometimes significant 
amounts of reflected noise that can 
occur at urban sites surrounded by 
tali buildings, I.e. the canyon effect. 

When Not to u .. M .. slnf'l*1ts 

One thing noise measurements 
should not be used for Is to con finn or 
refute calculated noise levels, 
especially computer generated 
aircraft contours. Our experience with 
both the Noise Assessment 
Guidelines and with computl!f noise 
models Is that both are quite accurate 
If done proper1y. lf you are convinced 
that the calculations were done 
correc11y, and If you believe that the 
data used wens good, you should 
strongly dlsoourage anyone-who 
wants to take measurements because 
they think that measurements are 
lnhl!fently more accurate than 
calculations. Comparing measured 
noise levels to calculated levels Is like 
comparing apples and oranges. The 



calculated noise levels should Include 
projected traffic 18'/els, the meuured 
ones will not. The calculated 18'/els 
will be based on dally traffic counts 
deriwd by aven~glng months of data, 
the measured levels will, at beat, 
reflect just a few days. (This Ia 
particularly true for aircraft noise 
contours. The day-t<>day operations 
of an airport can vary significantly 
depending upon weather conditions 
and any one or two days worth of 
measurements are very likely to show 
dtfferentlfl'lels from those generated 
by a computer model employing a 
year of data to der1ve an average day.) 

If you have determined that noise 
measurements are appropriate, you 
must make sure that they are done 
properly, otherwise the data will be 
useless. There are tour elements to 
proper measurements: 1) where the 
measurements are taken; 2) when 
they are taken; 3) the type of 
equipment used; and 4) the actual 
measurement procedure. 

Where ,_. ... menta ahould be 
teken: The locations for noise 
measurements should be selected 
using the same criteria you would use 
to select a Noise Assessment 
Location tor a Nols& Ass9Ssment 
Gvldellnes calculation. The Noise 
Assessment Guidelines recommend 
that "assessments of the noise 
exposure should be made at 
representative locations around the 
site where significant noise Is 
expected." Further, the Guidelines 
state that when selecting these 
locations you should consider those 
buildings containing noise sensitive 
uses which are closest to the 
predominant noise sources. Where 
quiet outdoor space Is desired at a 
site, you should also select points In 
the outdoor area In question. 
Specifically, the "relevant 
measurement location for buildings is 
a polnt2 meters (6.5 feet) from the 
facade." If there are no buildings yet 
the measurement point should be 2 
meters from the closest point setback 
requirements would allow a building 
facade. 

When measurement• ahould be 
teken: Because measurements are 
only going to be taken tor a few days 
at best, special care should be taken 
to make sure that the days selected 
are representative of a-age traffic 
levels. For highways, avoid both 
Monday and Friday, partlcular1y 
before or after a holiday. In fact 
holiday periods, such 88 the 
Christmas/New Years season, should 
be avoided entirely. Highway traffic, 
or rather more Importantly, truck 
traffic Is likely to be down dur1ng 

these periods and noise '-Is lillY be 
significantly lower than normal. On 
the other hand, holiday periods are 
often peak travel periods tor alr11nes 
and measurements taken around 
airports then would show unusually 
high noise levels. 

Whoever Is taking the 
measurements should also check to 
make sure that there aren't any 
special circumstances that might 
affect traffic levels. For example roed 
oonstructlon or repair work might 
divert addltonaltrafflc onto the roed 
being measured, or divert traffic away. 
In both cases the noise 18'/els 
measured would not be 
representative. 

And finally, noise measurements 
should not be taken during extreme 
weather conditions both because of 
the possible effects on traffic levels 
but also because the weather 
conditions can exaggerate the actual 
noise levels. 

Ideally, noise measurements 
should be taken over several days 
spread over at least a few months. But 
given that time and money will 
normally preclude this, at least make 
sure the one or two days you can get 
are as close to typical as possible. 

Whet equipment to UM: There are 
many sound level meters on the 
market which are suitable tor taking 
noise measurements for 
transportation sources. They need 
only to meet the requirements of 
American National Standard 
Specification for Type 1 Sound Level 
Meters:S1.4-1971. Type 1 soundlfl'lel 
meters are "precision" meters and 
provide the most accurate 
measurements. They are also, of 
course, the most expensive. Fast 
tlme.averaglng and A frequency 
weighting are to be used. The sound 
level meter with the A"Welghting is 
progressively less sensitive to sound 
with frequencies below 1,000 hertz, 
somewhat as Is I he ear. With fast time 
aversglng the sound level meter 
responds particularly to recent 
sounds almost as quickly as does the 
ear in judging the loudness of a 
sound. Fast time averaging has a lime 
constant of about 118 second. 

While a sound level measuring 
system that averages declbel 
readouts on a short term basis such 
as tor every minute or every hour Is 
acceptable, II would be tar better if a 
system that actually provides a 24 
hour Integrated~" readout were 
used. Such a system eliminates the 
need tor calculating the~" value, an 
area where many Inexperienced 
consultants go astray. These systems 
are more expensive however, and thA 

oonaultant who doesn1 do much 
noise work Is unlikely to have one. 
~ procec11na: Detailed 

procedures for making sound 18'/el 
measurements are spelled out In the 
American National Standards 
Institute's Standard Methods ANSI 
S1 .2-1962(Rl976) American Net/one/ 
Standard Method for the Physics/ 
Menurement of Sound and ANSI 
S1.13-1971(R1976)Amerlcan National 
Standard Methods for the 
MNsurement of Sound Pressure 
LIMI/s. 

Some of the basic procedures that 
should be followed are: 

1. Measurements should normally be 
made over a continuous 24 hour 
period. If this Is not possible, 
measurements may be mede over a 
period of days but still must cover the 
entire 24 hour period. The selection of 
the days becomes even more critical 
so that they are as similar 88 possible. 
Sampling Is not acceptable. 
2. The sound level meter must be 
callbfated before each use. 
3. The sound level meter should be 
provided with a wind screen. 
4. Care should be taken to Insure that 
there are no temporary obstructions, 
such as parked trucks, between the 
meter and the source. 

The NoiM Study 

The noise study prepared to describe 
the measurement results should 
contain at least the following: 

1. A map showing where the 
measurements were taken 
2. A vicinity map showing the site and 
the major noise sources 
3. A chart Indicating the date, the 
time, and weather conditions when 
measurements were taken at each 
measurement location 
4. The type of microphone used 
5. Any variations from ANSI 
procedures 
6. The results of the measurements 
In ~n for each measurement location 
7. Any unusual conditions that 
existed during the measurement 
period-I .e. construction activity, 
major traffic tieup, etc. 
8. If an Integrating sound 18'/el meter 
was not used, the calculations used 
to derive the~ value. 
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